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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is about Ibn Taymiyya's thinking onjihiid and baghy. It aims to make 
an important contribution to the study of early Islamic political thought. It 
considers how the terrnsjihiid and baghy have developed and been expanded from 
the structure established by the Qur'an and hadith. It also examines the relationship 
betweenjihiid and baghy in Islamic law and reveals the pivotal role of the imiim in 
politics. The main focus of this study is Ibn Taymiyya's thinking onjihiid and the 
fatwiis that resulted from it, using hitherto overlooked printed materials. It also 
seeks to explain why Ibn Taymiyya upheldjihiid against the Mongols, the Franks 
and the heretic Shl'a. 
The thesis is divided into four chapters and structured as follows. The 
first chapter deals with the life of Ibn Taymiyya. This chapter moves beyond 
conventional biography to relate the story of Ibn Taymiyya's life to the main 
events that occurred during the Mongols' incursion. The second chapter 
identifies what Meccan and Medinan Qur' anic texts say about jihiid, and 
examines whether jihiid is a mechanism of self defense or an act of aggression; it 
also explains the relationship between jihiid and the establishment of diir al-
Isliim, diir al-l;arb and diir a/- 'ahd. The third chapter considers Ibn Taymiyya's 
view onjihiid. The fourth chapter analyses Ibn Taymiyya's view on baghy, and 
aims to arrive at a clearer picture of the relationship between Ibn Taymiyya's 
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In general, Arabic words are transliterated and italicised (hence "jihiid" rather than 
jihad); the main exception are the words Qur'an, hadith and Sunna which I have left 
unitalicised. Every Arabic word has been glossed in the main text where it first 
occurs. The word hadith I have used both as a collective noun and as a countable 
singular having the plural hadiths. For the noun of "rebellion" I have consistently 
used the Arabic word "baghy"; for the countable singular "rebel" I have used 
"biighi'' having the plural "bughiih". For personal names and groups I have included 
macrons but for the commoner place-names I have not. The primary authorities for 
names, death dates, and basic biographical information for figures mentioned in the 
text are The Encyclopedia of Islam, I st Edition (Leiden/London, 1913-38) and 2nd 
edition (Leiden, 1960-), and the bibliographical works of Brockelmann and Sezgin. 
Dates are given according to the Islamic lunar calendar followed by a slash and the 
(Western) Common Era equivalent. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Jihiid and Ibn Taymiyya 
The word jihiid is an Arabic term that has been assimilated into many major world 
languages. The word jihiid is banded around, but difficult to understand. All too 
often, the term jihiid has been understood as a synonym for armed conflict or related 
violence, carried out by people motivated by a desire to obtain a good standing in the 
Hereafter. Certainly, not many realise that the actions of certain people with a limited 
understanding of jihiid have stained the sacredness of jihad in the eyes of Muslims 
and non-Muslims alike. 
Jihiid refers to the concerted effort and energy that one must expend while 
striving for a high purpose or a noble ideal; this is the means by which Muslims 
obtain God's forgiveness and blessing. In other words,jihiid consists of any focused 
effort towards the achievement of a desired end or the prevention of an undesired 
end. Jihad according to the Qur'an is a broad concept that encompasses the 
utilization of all aspects of a Muslim's abilities, energy and strength while facing his 
enemies. The term "enemies" as used here, includes also the internal enemy of all 
humans i.e. our lower selves that perpetually tempt humans in both the physical and 
spiritual realms. The Qur'an, in many places, firmly states the obligations ofjihiid in 
many verses. Amongst them is the obligation of single-mindedness in performing 
'ibiida (worship) and the necessity to overcome one's lower self, to improve one's 
knowledge, and to use the Qur'an as a means to uphold the truth, along with the 
willingness to sacrifice wealth and life. 
There are two main applications of jihiid: first is the application of jihiid to 
one's lower self and the overcoming of Satan's lies; second isjihiid in other forms, 
such asjihiid using the heart (e.g. praying),jihiid using the tongue (e.g. advice) or via 
the written word (i.e. jihiid via knowledge and education), jihiid using one's wealth 
and finally jihiid using the physical capabilities or life. In the former case, jihiid 
against one's lower self involves purifying the heart and soul from negative 
characteristics and replacing them with noble characteristics. In other words, jihiid 
means constant obedience to God. In this context, subduing one's internal and hidden 
desires must be done first before one engages in fighting a physical and external 
enemy. That is because when a man fails to subdue his lower self in order to do good 
deeds for God, it is impossible for him to fight an external enemy because he is still 
chained and bound by his own desires. Priority also has to be given to the process of 
education and self-development. The education and self-development in question are 
required to create a human being who is willing and able to shoulder the burden and 
the task of da 'wah, who is generous in terms of wealth and spirit and who is strong 
in facing the challenges that come his way. 
The general principles of Islam are to promote and maintain peace. There is 
not a single verse in the Qur'an, or in the hadith that requires a Muslim to be 
aggressive and make war needlessly. Islam requires its people to maintain peace and 
to practise tolerance in dealing with all races and the adherents of other faiths, except 
when Islam is being oppressed or threatened. In other words, jihiid in the form of 
physical war must be entered into only under stringent conditions and must be 
justified by clear evidence for its necessity. For example, the need to overcome 
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enemies with whom one is at war or who are attempting to exile Muslims from their 
own lands. 
In the western world, the terrnjihad as used above is not widely understood. 
Most understand jihad as aggression sanctioned by Islam, something that outrages 
human values. According to Reuven Firestone, the author of Jihad: The Origin of 
Holy War in Islam, even though many studies have been done on the concept of 
jihad in Islam, only a handful can be considered academic because most of the 
writing is too provocative and controversial. 1 Such polemic puts pressure on the 
Muslims to respond, resulting in publications that at times are radical in their efforts 
to reduce the distortion on how the modern jihad is carried out. Modern reformists2 
like Rashld Ric;la, Sayyld Qutb, Abu A'la al-Mawdudl, Mubammad 'Abduh and 
Jamal al-Din al-Afgharu are examples of Muslims who have, in the last hundred 
years or so, been active in publishing in order to work towards the above goal.3 Even 
though their efforts are well-intentioned, their desire to give a fuller explanation of 
the concept of jihad and at the same time to call for the leaders of Islamic countries 
to enforce the sharl'a law, has resulted in their works being misunderstood by certain 
Muslims, and hence their efforts have served to promote armed opposition (baghy) 
against the unjust ruler, as well as the adherents of other faiths. 
It is also regrettable that Ibn Taymiyya is said to have allowed baghy or at 
least to have allowed Muslims to take up arms against their imams and to attack 
1 Reuven Firestone, Jihiid: The Origin of Holy War in Islam, Oxford, 1999, p. 3. 
2 The term "Modernist" is also used by Hamid Enayat, Modern Islamic Political Thought, London, 
2005, pp. 59, 62, 68, 99; see also Taha Jabir a1-Alwan1, Towards A Fiqh For Minorities: Some Basic 
Reflections, London, 2003, p. 62; John L. Esposito, Islam: The Straight Path, Oxford, 1994, p. 126. 
3 See, for example, Esposito, Islam: The Straight Path, pp. 126, 129, 150. 
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people of different faiths. However, the classical jurists of Islam have consistently 
forbidden baghy and the oppression of people of other faiths. Thus, a polemic of 
doubt about whether or not baghy is allowed by Ibn Taymiyya has come into 
existence. In order to reach an unshakeable conviction in this matter, a more 
thorough academic study of the concepts of jihiid and baghy according to Ibn 
Taymiyya is essential. 
In addition to being regarded as afaqih (one versed injiqh or Islamic law) in 
the ijanball School, Ibn Taymiyya has also been seen as the initiator of the idea of 
reformation in the Muslim world in the thirteenth century. Since his youth (the 
Mongol invaded ijarran in year 667/1268)4 he had witnessed how the Muslims lived 
in fear during the Mongol attacks the Muslim world. Due to difficulties in life, his 
family had to move to Damascus. This event has been interpreted as influential in the 
formation of Ibn Taymiyya' s stem and strict character. His move to Damascus 
provided Ibn Taymiyya with the opportunity to study all manner of Islamic 
disciplines. Ibn Taymiyya first studied law in the ijanball School, in the city of his 
birth, that is, ijarran, Syria. He then moved to Damascus to study the other major 
Islamic schools of law (ijanafi, Maliki and Shafi '1). There he came under the 
influence of a wide variety of scholars, but eventually came to the conclusion that 
blind adherence to any one school of thinking would bring rigidity to Islam. Because 
of that, Ibn Taymiyya became famous in many disciplines especially jiqh and 
theology. In addition to his wide knowledge base, Ibn Taymiyya was also active in 
jihiid. His interaction with jihiid was not only ideological; he personally participated 
in battles against the Mongols and the heretic Shl'a (the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls), 
4 Abii ai-Fida' lsma'il b. 'Umar lbn Kathir, al-Bidiiya wa al-nihiiya, Beirut, 1966, 13:83. 
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and made efforts to muster support for jihiid against the Franks. These activities are 
the focus of this study. 
Ibn Taymiyya's writings onjihiid 
Ibn Taymiyya's writings span all aspects of Islamic thought i.e. from theology, 
Sufism, philosophy, and the law, to tafslr (Qur'anic commentary). Most of his 
writings are the outcome of his response to aberrant innovations influencing Islam in 
his day. In writing the present outline of his thinking of jihiid, I have made an effort 
to discover the sources of such innovations as best as I could within the available 
time. Ibn Taymiyya's own writings naturally provide the basic data for this study, but 
clearly any complete understanding of his ideas is not possible without reference to 
modem studies. All the original texts are dated where possible. Numerous shorter 
works, as well as passages in collected works, beyond those given below, will be 
cited only in the notes. Brief descriptions of such works are given in the 
bibliography. 
I have identified sources relevant to this study in two ways. Firstly, I have 
taken much of my data from Ibn Taymiyya's primary writings where they touch on 
jihiid and related issues, most notably the edited collections, namely al-Jihiid and 
Thaliith rasii 'if j/ al-jihiid (three letters of jihiid). Ibn Taymiyya is said to have 
composed two works on jihiid namely al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya j/ i$liii) al-rii '/ wa al-
ra 'iyya (governance according to God's law in reforming both the ruler and his 
flock) and al-amr bi al-ma 'rilf wa al-nahy 'an al-munkar (enjoining good and 
forbidding wrong). 
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Al-Jihiid is a useful collection of lbn Taymiyya's writing on jihiid. This 
compendium is divided into two volumes: the first volume discusses the value of 
!man (Islamic belief) and its requirements for Muslims, and the importance of 
enjoining good and forbidding wrong. lbn Taymiyya also deals with zakiih (alms tax) 
and ghanlma (booty), imiima (leadership) and other matters as well as jihiid against 
mui)iiribln (highway robbers); the second volume discusses the i)udud (the prescribed 
penalties for certain crimes as laid down in the Qur'an) and their importance as a 
legal punishment. This volume also deals with lbn Taymiyya's view of Christians 
and other related matters, and his opinion on the Mongols and the heretic Druzes and 
the Nu~ayrls. 
Thaliith rasii 'il is another useful collection which consists of three of lbn 
Taymiyya' s letters. The first letter was written in the year 69911299 at the time when 
the Mongols invaded the city of l)alab, Syria. This untitled document discloses the 
legal definition of polytheists, apostates, the Mongols, the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls. 
The second letter is undated and mentions some of the Prophet's battles, such as the 
Battle of Badr, Ul)ud and the Battle of the Trench. This untitled treatise also contains 
a discussion of the aggression of the Mongols, and mentions the legal duty of jihiid. 
In the year 704/1304, a third letter was composed and sent to Sultan al-Malik Na~ir 
al-Oin Mul)ammad (who reigned between 693/1294-694/1295 and between 
69811299-70811309). 5 This was shortly after the victory of the Muslims over the 
rebellious Druzes near the Lebanese mountains of al-Jard and al-Kasrawan. This 
short letter also contains an explanation of the nature of the Druzes. 
5 For a biographical note on Na~ir al-Oin Mul)ammad, see El (2), 4:484-86; see also, C. E. Bosworth, 
The Islamic Dynasties: A Chronological and Genealogical handbook, Edinburgh, 1967, p. 63. 
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The book Al-Siyiisa al-shar liyya referred to here was published in Egypt. The 
original of this work by lbn Taymiyya was not dated, nor did its editor Salal) al-Din 
al-Munajjid make any mention of the date. However, I speculate that it is likely that 
Al-Siyiisa was written after the Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya,6 and it can be 
therefore dated to sometime between 71311313-717/1317. This date can also be 
inferred from the statement given by Hasan Qasim Murad. He argues that lbn 
Taymiyya devoted five years to writing before he was imprisoned in the year 
71811318.7 Al-Siyiisa al-shar liyya was written specifically as a guideline for the 
governance of the Muslim lands and those who ruled them, detailing the evidence 
from the Qur'an, hadith and the ijmii I (consensus) of the $f1}Jiiba (Companions), and 
it is second in importance only to the Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya. 
Al-Amr bi al-ma lriif is another of lbn Taymiyya's undated writings. It 
primarily explains the necessity of enjoining good and forbidding wrong and the 
legal duty of jihiid. This great work is also found in the most comprehensive printed 
collection of lbn Taymiyya's writings, the Majmil' fatiiwii (Collected Legal 
Opinions) in volume 28. 
Secondly, I have taken my data from the Majmii I fatiiwii itself, especially 
volume 28, which is devoted to jihiid against the Mongols, the Franks and the heretic 
Druzes and the Nu~ayrls. The Majmii I fatiiwii is the finest collection of lbn 
Taymiyya's writings. It is often considered to be an encyclopedia of lbn Taymiyya's 
6 That is, the Minhaj al-sunna al-nabawiyya JI naq(l kaliim al-Shi'a wa al-Qadariya. 
7 Hasan Qasim Murad, 'Ibn Taymiyya on Trial: A Narrative Account of His Mil).na', Islamic Studies, 
18, Islamabad, 1979, p. 21. 
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scholarship on a wide variety of Islamic subjects. For the discussion on baghy, I have 
mainly relied on volume 35. 
Thirdly, I have found a few more items of interest by consulting works 
available in English translation. The treatises Public duties in Islam translated by 
Muhtar Holland and Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam by Omar 
Farrukh, were identified in this way. In Public duties in Islam, the main discussion 
focuses on the enjoining of good and the forbidding of wrong, with special reference 
to the duty of mul)tasibs (the officials who are responsible for the maintenance of 
public morality and economic ethics). It also mentions some significant aspects of 
jihlid. Farrukh's work is a complete annotated translation of Al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, 
and it has been useful to study both the original work and its translation, because the 
terminology used in Al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya is often equivocal and requires 
interpretation. It is also worth mentioning that no search was made amongst extant 
manuscripts because it appears that most of Ibn Taymiyya's works have been 
published. 
The main modern sources for an analysis of Ibn Taymiyya's writings are 
Haque's Imam Ibn Taymiyya and His Projects of Reform, Khan's The Political 
Thought of Ibn Taymiyyah, Makari's Ibn Taymiyyah 's Ethics: The Social Factor and 
Laoust's French work, Essai Sur Les Doctrines Sociales Et Politiques de Taki-D-Dln 
Al)mad b. Taimlya. 
Haque has provided us with a significant biographical study of Ibn Taymiyya. 
His work contains a general overview of Ibn Taymiyya's achievements in Islamic 
law, jurisprudence, Siitlsm and theology, and he concludes that Ibn Taymiyya was 
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rightly acclaimed as the most influential thinker and reformist of medieval Islam. 
Makari and Laoust present similar views of Ibn Taymiyya's contribution to the 
Muslim world. Haque, Makari and Laoust do not primarily deal with Ibn Taymiyya's 
concept of jihiid. Instead, their works are intended to be encyclopedic a...1d provide a 
scientific and methodical discussion of all aspects of his thinking. For example, in 
Laoust's Essai, the section that deals with Ibn Taymiyya's jihiid does not comprise 
1nore than 10 pages. Nonetheless, I have been much helped by them, particularly in 
the preparation of the chapter on Ibn Taymiyya's Curriculum Vitae. 
The most serious and the most critical study of Ibn Taymiyya has been done 
by Khan. Thorough study of his writings about Ibn Taymiyya's political thought is, 
indeed, essential to grasping the principal ideas of Ibn Taymiyya onjihiid, despite the 
fact that the references to this subject are short and scattered throughout the book. In 
this work, Khan predominantly explores questions relating to the necessity of 
establishing an Islamic state and the imiima, within the thinking of Ibn Taymiyya. 
For the purpose of this study, and especially with regard to Ibn Taymiyya's 
opinion on jihiid, I believe that an examination of the aforementioned primary and 
secondary sources will suffice. 
A note on other sources 
The concepts of jihiid and baghy are also discussed in classical Islamic thought. The 
main schools of Islam, such as the I:Ianafi, Malikl, Shafi '1 and Ban ball Schools, have 
also produced relevant works that have become the main reference works for today's 
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scholars. In this study, I have chosen a few additional relevant classical works to 
provide the study's theoretical background. 
The topic of jihad has been widely discussed in the Islamic intellectual 
tradition. Two aspects are regular features of classical and medieval juristic 
discussion: jihad as a duty and jihad as either defensive or aggressive. In the third 
and fourth chapters of this thesis, discussion is focused on the legal concepts ofjihad 
and baghy. With respect to the ijanafi position, I have relied mainly on al-Sarakhs1' s 
al-Mabsilf, for the Shafi'I position, on al-Shafi'I's al-Umm and on al-Mawardi's a!-
A}Jkiim al-sul{iiniyya, for the Maliki position, on Ibn Rushd's Bidaya al-mujtahid,8 
and, for the ijanball, on Ibn Qudama's al-Mughnl and Ibn Qayyim's !'lam a!-
., :-
muwaqqz m. 
In my study of the classical works, I have faced technical problems such as 
difficulty in understanding the specialised terms used and the realisation that 
sometimes the opinions put forth are very rigid and only applicable to the specific 
situation and location of the jurists mentioned above. Therefore, I have decided also 
to refer to several modern works. For example, I have used Firestone's Jihad, 
Hamidullah's Muslim Conduct of State, Khadduri's War and Peace in the Law of 
Islam, al-Zuhayll'~ Athar a!-barb ftflqh al-Islaml and Abou El Fadl's Rebellion and 
Violence in Islamic Law. 
Firestone discusses the geographical and historical background under which 
the concept of jihad originated, and traces its early development by a careful 
philological analysis of Islamic texts e.g. the tafslr, the hadith and the numerous 
8 Bidiiya al-mujtahid contains Malik1 views and is not strictly a Malik1 work. 
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works of slra (the biography of the Prophet). After tracing the social and historical 
changes experienced during the transition from pre-Islamic Arabian culture to the 
religious civilization of Islam, he comes to the conclusion that jihad is a product of 
the mixture of ancient Arabic culture with innovations engendered by the concept of 
monotheism. In other words, Firestone finds no evidence for religiously motivated 
wars in ancient Arabic cultures, or indeed for ideological wars of any kind, despite 
the common occurrence of intertribal raids as a normal part of ancient Arabic life. 
What is more, he maintains that the concept of monotheism replaced ancient kinship 
patterns as the basis of group loyalty, and therefore led to the gathering of various 
small armies to form the umma (the Muslim community), resulting in a very 
successful military movement. Nonetheless, the question of whether jihad is a form 
of defence, a means to expansion of power or both, was not answered by Firestone. 
Hamidullah' s Muslim Conduct of State is a master introduction to Islamic 
international law. The definition of siyar (Islamic law of nations) is discussed and the 
classical practice of the laws of war, peace and neutrality is outlined. He covers core 
issues ofjihad including the lawful types of war, the status of enemy persons, such as 
apostates, bughah, the People of the Book and mui)aribln, and the treatment of 
prisoners of war and other issues to do with war. Hamidullah argues that Muslims 
should only go to war against apostates, muharibln and the bughah. After assessing 
materials from the classical sources including books, articles and official documents, 
Hamidullah concludes that the classical law has already defined and provided a 
system of conduct for the state in regard to mutual dealings between Muslims and 
their enemies. What is more, he maintains that war in Islam is only permissible under 
certain conditions, for instance, for the sake of God, in cases of self-defence and 
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retaliation; in addition, Muslims are not allowed to initiate war in the i}aram of 
Mecca except in self-defence. This is to safeguard the sacredness and nobility of the 
House of Allah. He further states that every pact made with the enemy has to be 
honoured, and the Muslims are forbidden from using force to compel non-Muslims 
to convert to Islam.9 
Khadduri's work provides us with a descriptive study of the rule of Islamic 
law regarding war and peace during the first four centuries of the Islamic era. 
Defining the nature and foundation of jihad in its broadest sense to include military 
methods, treatment of prisoners of war, the status of non-Muslim communities and 
the treaties of peace, Khadduri places jihiid in the context of the international 
political system. Khadduri agrees with Hamidullah that any provocation for war 
other than those listed above is forbidden. If it occurs outside these restrictions, the 
war is notjihad in the sight of God nor is it condoned in Islamic law. Khadduri uses 
the term "barb" and "secular war" to refer to the types of wars not recognised by 
Islam. 10 Khadduri also states that human beings have a natural tendency towards 
conflict and enmity. Every human being has his own motive or self interest to fulfil. 
When a man tries to fulfil his desires through negative feelings like jealousy, spite 
and anger, conflicts and wars will be the result. In this case, Islam forbids its 
followers from committing violence or oppression against other human beings. Islam 
does not recognise any war committed in order to gain personal enhancement such as 
influence, power and wealth. So it appears that Hamidullah and Khadduri maintain 
that the role ofjihiid in Islam is mainly as a mechanism of defence. 
9 Muhammad Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct of State, Lahore, 1977, pp. 174-77. 
1° Khadduri, Majid, War and Peace in the Law of Islam, Baltimore, 1955, pp. 69-70. 
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Al-Zuhayll in his fine work surveys the concept of jihad from the rise of 
Islam to modern times, giving particular attention to the distinction between 
defensive and offensive jihad. Based on a wide variety of sources from the four 
Sunnl Islamic schools, some of which have not been previously mentioned in works 
onjihad, al-Zuhayll's work seeks to bring out the enormous scope and high level of 
contemporary legal discourse. While some of the classical writers argue for a jihad 
of aggression, others argue that this is not supported by Prophetic precedent. 
According to al-Zuhayll, the majority of the jurists maintain that the Prophet and his 
followers were persecuted by the Meccans and other Arab polytheists and his 
consistent practice was to fight in defence of the Islamic state, and in response to 
aggression. He, furthermore, explains that jihad in the era of the Prophet was both 
defensive and offensive. According to him, what distinguishes the two is the 
objective of a particular war. For example, if the war is fought for the expansion of 
Islamic power, it is an offensive war and so on. 
Abou El Fadl's work represents the most systematic examination of the idea 
and treatment of political resistance and rebellion under Islamic law. It is worth 
mentioning here that the justification of the law on baghy is different from that of 
jihad. The uniqueness of the concept of baghy is of great interest to me academically. 
Therefore, I am grateful to Abou El Fadl who has prepared a systematic discussion of 
the various dimensions of this topic. The main objective of Abou El Fadl's writing is 
to evaluate the development of the concept of baghy in classical Islamic law and to 
compare it to contemporary baghy cases. Hamidullah and Khadduri also discuss the 
issue of baghy in their aforementioned books. However, their reviews, though 
concise, are brief and technical compared to Abou El Fadl's writing, which is lengthy 
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and at times diverges on a tangent from the question at hand. Realising that Abou El 
Fadl has touched on most aspects of the baghy question both theoretically and 
developmentally, this study is limited to the technical aspects of baghy as discussed 
by Ibn Taymiyya. According to Abou El Fadl, Ibn Taymiyya is of the opinion that 
the concept of baghy is a doctrine invented by the jurists resulting from the use of 
unclear sources. 11 This is a shocking claim as Ibn Taymiyya is known to have been 
extremely well versed in the ijanball School and to have produced a large quantity of 
articles discussing questions of a political nature. Logically, it is impossible for Ibn 
Taymiyya to disagree with the concept of baghy, because it is recorded that he took 
part in jihiid against the Mongols, the heretic Druzes, the Nu~ayns and the Franks. 
Therefore, careful study of the idea of baghy according to Ibn Taymiyya is timely. 
Nevertheless, it is not appropriate to start the study directly with issues related to 
baghy. It needs to be preceded by a study of the issues of jihiid, because jihiid, as 
stated before, has particular relevance to the question of baghy. 
For Qur'anic commentary I have referred predominantly to the Tafslrs of al-
Tabari, al-Zamakhshari and al-Qurtubi, and in English translation to the editions of 
Sabeeb International, M. M. Pickthall and Muhamn1ad Muhsin Khan. Slight 
modifications to the translation have sometimes been made where considered 
appropriate. For a history of the Prophet and Ibn Taymiyya I have relied on Ibn 
Hisham's al-Slra al-nabawiyya and Ibn Kathlr's al-Bidiiya wa al-nihiiya. For the 
hadith I have quoted largely from the Six Books of Hadith (sunan sitta) compiled by 
al-Bukharl, Muslim, Abu Dawiid, al-Tirmidhl, Ibn Majah and al-Nas~i'I. For ease in 
finding specific hadith, I have frequently used the index of hadith available in the 
11 Khaled Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic Law, Cambridge, 2001, pp. 62-3. 
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CD-ROMs of the al-Bayan published by The Sakhr Software Corporation in 1996 
and The Islamic Scholars published by Par Excellence Software in 1996. Quotations 
from the hadith are referred to by hadith book, the title of the chapter and the number 
of the hadith. 
This thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter deals with the life 
of Ibn Taymiyya. This starts with a descriptive explanation of Ibn Taymiyya's 
academic background and his contribution to several important issues, such as 
jurisprudence, Siitlsm, political and economical thought and jihad. 
The second chapter examines the evolution of the notion of jihad in the 
Qur'an, in particular in the Meccan and Medinan revelations. The focus of the 
discussion here is to identify what the Meccan and Medinan texts say about jihad, 
and to determine whether jihad is considered a mechanism of self defense or an act 
of aggression. In the Meccan texts, the emphasis is mainly on the peaceful meaning 
of jihad or da 'wa, while in the Medinan period of the Qur' anic revelation, the verses 
suggest thatjihad is used in a military sense. Those who engage injihad are thus not 
only responsible to God for their acts but also to the umma as well. Here it is also 
made clear that Islam is against aggression and permission is given for war only in 
self-defense. 
In the third chapter the discussion concentrates on the Islamic legal view of 
jihad with special reference to the thinking of Ibn Taymiyya. Issues that are 
examined in this chapter include the legal definition of jihad and the relationship 
between jihad and ibada. A brief overview is also made in order to identify the 
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emergence of the idea of greater and lesser jihad, and the chapter is completed by a 
full-length of discussion on the legal duty ofjihad and a definition of the enemy. 
The last chapter concentrates on the legal opinions of baghy with particular 
note given to the opinion of Ibn Taymiyya. To get a clear picture of the intimate 
relationship between Ibn Taymiyya's concept of jihad and baghy it is necessary to 




IBN TA YMIYY A: CURRICULUM VITAE 
1.1. Ibn Taymiyya's early background 
Ibn Taymiyya is one of the best-known figures of medieval Islam. He was a faqih 
and is variously heralded and vilified as one of the major influences on current 
Islamic revivalism. His full name is Taql al-Din Abii al-' Abbas Al).mad b. Shihab al-
Din 'Abd al-I:Iallm b. Majd al-Din 'Abd al-Salam b. Ab! Mul).ammad 'Abd Allah b. 
Ab I al-Qasim al-Khic;lr b. Mul).ammad b. al-Khic;lr 'Abd Allah Taymiyya al-I:Iarranl. 1 
Taymiyya was the family name given by Mul).ammad b. al-Khic;lr after a place called 
Tayma near Tabiik? It is also reported that Ibn Taymiyya's great grandmother was a 
preacher called Taymiyya, hence the family carried the title of Taymiyya. 3 
Ibn Taymiyya was born in I:Iarran in Syria on Monday I 0 Rabl' al-Awwal, 
6611 January 1263.4 I:Iarran was the ancient city and the birth of place of Abraham 
and it was named after Abraham's relative, I:Iarran. 5 According to Ibn Kathlr, 
1 'Abd al-Rabman b. Abmad b. Rajah (cited as lbn Rajah; I:Ianball jurist; historian; d. 795/1393), 
Kitab al-dhayl 'ala {abaqat al-lfanabila, ed. Mubammad I:Iamld al-Faql, Cairo, 1952, p. 387; Imad at-
Din Abii al-Fida' Isma'll b. 'Umar, (cited as Ibn Kathlr; historian; Shafi'l jurist; d. 774/1373), al-
Bidiiya wa al-nihiiya, Beirut, 1966, 14:135; Abii 'Abd Allah Mubammad b. Abmad b. 'Abd. al-Hadl 
(cited as Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl; Syrian biographer and jurist; d. 744/1344), a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya min 
manaqib shaykh ai-ls/am lbn Taymiyya, ed. Mubammad I:Iamld al-Faql, Beirut, 1975, p. 2. 
2 Serajul Haque, lmam lbn Taymiyya and His Projects of Reform, Dhaka, 1982, p. 5. 
3 Mubammad b. Shakir al-Kutubl (Syrian biographer; d. 764/1363), Fawat al-wajayat, ed. 
Mubammad Muby al-Din 'Abd al-I:Iamld, Cairo, 1951, I :35; lbn 'Abd al-Hadl, a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya, 
p. 2. 
4 Ibn Rajah, Tabaqat al-lfaniibila; Haque, lmam lbn Taymiyya; see also, El (1), 2:421-23. 
5 Shabab al-Din Abii 'Abd Allah Yaqiit b. 'Abd Allah al-Hamawl (Iraqi historian; d. 625/1229), Kitab 
mu 'jam al-buldan, Tehran, 1996, 2:331. 
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Abraham and Lot lived in the city and spent some years there inviting the people of 
l:farran to monotheism.6 
The city of l:farran was officially founded by 'Iyag b. Ghanam (Companion; 
military commander; d. 20/641) at the time of 'Umar b. al-Khattab (Companion; 
second caliph, who reigned from 13/634 to 23/644; d. 23/644)7 and thereafter the city 
became a famous centre of learning. l:farran is located 40 km from the contemporary 
border of Turkey and Syria.8 
Ibn Taymiyya was known as the "Shaykh al-Jslam" and the appellation is 
fitting, for he grew up in Damascus, studied under predominantly Syrian teachers, 
and spent the greater part of his life there teaching, giving lectures, writing books and 
issuing fatwas according to the l:fanball tradition. Indeed, Ibn Taymiyya is said to 
have taken part in jihad against the Mongols and the heretic Shl'a (the Druzes and 
Nu~ayrls).9 Ibn Taymiyya devoted the rest of his life to the giving of fatwas and to 
taking part injihad, with the result that he was unable to think of anything else, such 
as marriage. He died in jail in Damascus on Monday 10 Dhu al-Qa'da, 728/2ih 
September 1328, and was buried there in the same Sufi graveyard as his brother 
Sharaf al-Din 'Abd Allah (d. 727 /1328). 10 
6 lbn Kathlr, al-Bidaya, I: 140. 
7 For a biographical note on 'Umar, see, El (1), 3:982-84. 
8 al-Hamawl, Mu 'jam al-buldiin, 2:210. 
9 For more detailed information of the Druzes and Nu~ayrls, see Moojan Momen, An Introduction to 
Shi 'i Islam: The History and Doctrines of Twelver Shi'ism, New Haven and London, 1985, p. 93-4; 
Farhad Daftary, The lsma 'ilis: Their history and doctrines, Cambridge, 1990, pp. I 0 1-02; John L. 
Esposito, Islam: The Straight Path, Oxford, 1994, pp. 48-50. 
10 lbn Kathlr, al-Bidaya, 14: 136; for a biographical note on Sharaf al-Din 'Abd Allah, see, lbn Rajah, 
Tabaqiit al-lfaniibila, 2:382-84. 
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1.2. Ibn Taymiyya's family 
Mubammad Abu Zahra believed that Ibn Taymiyya's family descended from the 
original Kurds (Iranian people of the Near East who lived at the junction of the 
modem day Turkey, Iran, Iraq and northern Syria). 11 Abu Zahra claimed that the 
Kurds were pious, forbearing, firm, enduring and loyal. It is said that the Kurds 
through Saladin made a major contribution to the defense of the land against the 
Crusaders, 12 a fact which, from all I know of from Ibn Taymiyya's descendants, has 
received little attention in the historical documents. 
Ibn Taymiyya was a descendant of a family who were concerned about 
learning and education, especially that of a religious nature. Furthermore, his 
ancestors were notable scholars. According to Ibn Khallikan, his grandfather, Majd 
al-Din 'Abd al-Salam (l:Ianball scholar; d. 625/1227), was a well-respected man of 
learning and a jurist who occupied the first place in his town for his learning and was 
highly distinguished for his piety. 13 Majd al-Din learnt fiqh and hadith from his 
uncle, al-Khatlb al-Bakhr al-Din (teacher of hadith; d. 612/1215) and Abu 
Mubammad Sayf al-Din 'Abd al-Ghani b. Fakhr al-Din (teacher of fiqh; d. 
638/1240). 14 Majd al-Din is also a known transmitter of hadith, and it is said that 
many scholars transmitted hadith from him, for example, Muwaffaq al-Din 'Abd 
11 Mubammad Abii Zahra, lbn Taymiyya: /fayiituhu wa 'a$ruhu wa fiqhuhu, Cairo, 1977, p. 18; for 
details of the Kurds, see, El (2), 2:439-86. 
12 Abii Zahra, lbn Taymiyya, p. 18. 
13 Abmad b. Mubammad b. Khallikan (cited as lbn Khallikan; biographer; d. 680/1282), Wafayiit al-
a 'yiin wa anbii' al-zamiin, ed. Mubammad Mu by al-Oin 'Abd al-ijamld, Cairo, 1948, p. 96; (=lbn 
Khallikan 's Biographical Dictionary, trans. William MacGuckin De Slane, London, 1842, I :272-73); 
Abii ai-Falab 'Abd. ijayy b. 'I mad (cited as Ibn al-' I mad; biographer and ijanball jurist; d. 
1090/1679), Shadhiiriit al-dhahiib f/ akhbiir m in dhahiib, Cairo, 1931, 5:204; Henri Laoust, Essai Sur 
Les Doctrines Sociales Et Politiques de Taki-D-D/n A.(Jmad b. Taim/ya, Le Caire Impr. de I'Institut 
Fran~ais d' Archeologie Orientate, 1939, pp. 8-9. 
14 Ibn al-'lmad, Shadhiiriit, 5:204. 
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Allah b. Abmad b. Qudama (cited as Ibn Qudama;faqih; al-Qadirl Sufi and ijanball 
jurist; d. 62011223), 15 Najm al-Din b. ijamdan (qii(i/ or judge in Cairo; d. 
695/1295) 16 and his own son, 'Abd al-ijallm (d. 68211284). 
Ibn Taymiyya's father, 'Abd al-ijaJlm, was also a well-respected man of 
learning and became a qii(i/ in l)arran and, like his father, was an iillm (man of 
knowledge) in his time. 17 According to Shams al-Din al-Dhahabl (Syrian biographer; 
d. 748/1348), 18 'Abd al-ijallm was an expert infiqh, hadith and tafslr. 19 It is said that 
his expertise of knowledge had attracted many others from outside ijarran, including 
'Abd Allah Katilat b. Abl Bakr al-ijarbl (Iraqi Sufi; d. 68111282).20 'Abd al-ijallm 
married Sit! al-Mun'Im hint 'Abd al-Rabman (d. 71611316) and bore him a few sons, 
of whom only three are frequently mentioned by historians. They are Ibn Taymiyya, 
Zayn al-Din 'Abd al-Ral)man (d. c.726-729/1327-1330) and Sharaf al-Din 'Abd 
Allah? 1 'Abd al-Ballm fled with his family from l)arran to Damascus in the year 
667/1268 out of fear of the Mongols who had invaded the land of Islam and had 
approached very close to Barran. 22 He is also credited with having been one of those 
who taught in the Umayyad Mosque at Damascus and later, was appointed rector of 
Diir al-lfadlth al-Sukkariyya (the Banball School of Hadith). With such a family 
background it was not, therefore, surprising that Ibn Taymiyya should have taken an 
15 Laoust, Essai, p. 1 0; for a biographical note on Muwaffaq al-Oin, see, El (2), 3:842-43. 
16 Laoust, Essai, p. 10. 
17 Ibn Raj ab, Tabaqat al-lfanabila, pp. 310-11. 
18 For a biographical note on Shams al-Oin ai-Ohahabi, see, GAL, 'supplement', 2:45-7. 
19 Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadharat, 6:152. 
20 Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadharat, 6:152. 
21 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidiiya, 14:38-123. 
22 ai-Kutubi, Fawat al-wa}ayat, 1 :35; see also, Laoust, Essai, p. 10. 
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interest in learning and shortly after 'Abd Hall m died, Ibn Taymiyya continued his 
father's duties in the hadith schooi.23 
1.3. Ibn Taymiyya's education 
lbn Taymiyya was educated in the ijanball School, although he was fully versed in 
the opinions of all four schools. His education played a crucial role in leading him to 
the conclusion that blind adherence to any one school would bring rigidity to Islam. 
Similarly, he had acquired a deep understanding of philosophical and mystical texts 
through his personal reading. 24 While he was still a child he was known for his 
intelligence and powerful memory that helped him to memorize the whole Qur'an in 
a very early age. When he grew old it was easy for him to listen to many hadith and 
memorize them all?5 
lbn 'Abd al-Hadl gives an interesting account of his amazing memory: 
One scholar from ijalab had arrived in Damascus and heard about a 
brilliant child named Ibn Taymiyya. He sat down in a tailor's shop 
near Ibn Taymiyya's house to wait for the child. After a short while, 
the tailor pointed out the boy sought by the scholar. He invited Ibn 
Taymiyya to sit before him and asked Ibn Taymiyya to wipe off his 
clay tablet before he wrote thirteen hadiths on it, and then asked Ibn 
Taymiyya to read them carefully. The scholar took back the tablet 
and asked Ibn Taymiyya to repeat what he had read. Ibn Taymiyya 
repeated the hadiths without a single mistake. The scholar then wrote 
a few transmitting chains of the hadiths, and Ibn Taymiyya repeated 
the whole thing. The scholar was very impressed by Ibn Taymiyya's 
remarkable memory and said: "If God wills him to live, he would be 
the most outstanding scholar in the whole world" .26 
23 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, I 3:303. 
24 Ibn Rajab, Tabaqiit al-/faniibila, p. 388. 
25 Ibn Rajab, Tabaqiit al-/faniibila, p. 388. 
26 Ibn 'Abd ai-Hadl, a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya, p. 21. 
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Ibn Taymiyya studied under many teachers, but the man said to have had the most 
influence on him was Al).mad b. ijanbal (compiler of hadith; founder of the ijanbali 
School; d. 2411855).27 Al).mad was considered to be one of the great men of learning 
of his generation in Iraq and his status also derives from his collection and exposition 
of the hadith. His major contribution to Islamic thought is a collection of hadith 
known as Musnad. 28 Al).mad's reliance on hadith was so total that for some time he 
and his followers were regarded as real jurists and mul;addithln (scholars of 
hadith)?9 Al).mad studied under many leading scholars, for example, Sufyan b. 
'Uyayna (teacher of hadith; faqlh; d. 198/813i0 and Mul).ammad b. Idrls al-Shafi'l 
(u$Ull or one versed in the science of V $ill al-Fiqh or Islamic jurisprudence; faqlh; 
founder of the Shafi'l School; d. 204/820).31 Ibn Taymiyya is said to have studied 
and transmitted many hadiths from Musnad and that his reliance on Al).mad was 
likely to have been close.32 
Another teacher who had a great influence on Ibn Taymiyya was his own 
father, 'Abd al-ijalim. Ibn Taymiyya is said to have studied Fiqh and U$Ul al-Fiqh 
and sometime transmitted hadith from 'Abd al-ijallm. His affiliation with Dar a!-
lfadlth al-Sukkariyya was likely to have been for about fifteen years. Ibn Taymiyya 
is also said to have studied Tafslr and hadith from Zayn al-Din Al).mad b. 'Abd al-
Da'im al-Muqaddasl (ijanbali hadith-scholar; d. 718/1318).33 In the year 551, Abii 
27 For a biographical note on AQ.mad b. ijanbal, see, El (2), I :272-77. 
28 See, for example, the edition published in Cairo in the year I953 and edited by A.M. Shakir. 
29 Ibn Rajah, Tabaqiit a/-lfaniibila, p. 388. 
3° For a biographical note on Sufyan b. 'Uyayna, GAS, I :96. 
31 For a biographical note on ai-Shafi'i, see, El (2), 9: I8I-85. 
32 Ibn Rajah, Tabaqiit a/-lfaniibila, p. 388. 
33 Ibn Rajah, Tabaqiit a/-lfaniibi/a, pp. 278-79; see also Abdul Hakim I. AI-Matroudi, The Hanba/i 
School of Law and lbn Taymiyyah, London, 2006, pp. 50ff. 
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'Umar b. Qudama (al-Qadirl Sufi and I:fanball scholar; d. 607/121 0)34 and his brother 
Muwaffaq al-Din 'Abd Allah moved to Damascus and established Madrasa a/-
'Umriyya wherein Ibn Taymiyya spent most of his younger years studying their 
works.35 Of the great jurists and hadith-scholars of his time, the following were 
amongst his teachers: Yal)ya b. al-Sirafi (Iraqi qa(if, d. 368/979),36 Shams al-Din b. 
Abl 'Umar (I:fanball jurist; d. ?) and al-Majd b. al-' Asakir (I:fanball hadith-scholar; d. 
?).37 
Moreover, Ibn Taymiyya is also said to have studied hadith from women 
scholars. Most of them were Syrians and I:fanballs, such as Umm Al)mad Zaynab 
hint Al)mad b. 'Umar b. Kamil al-Maqdislya (d. 68711288), Umm al-Khayr Sitt al-
'Arab hint Yal)ya b. Qaymaz b. 'Abd Allah al-Kindiyya (d. 684/1285), Umm al-
'Arab Fatima hint Abl al-Qasim 'All b. Abl Mul)ammad al-Qasim (d. 683/1284) and 
Umm Al)mad Zaynab hint Makkl b. 'All b. Kamil al-I:farranl (d. 68811289).38 
Ibn Taymiyya is said to have learnt philosophy and man{lq (logic) and to 
have composed many critical works on logic and philosophy,39 for example, Kitab 
al-radd 'ala al-man{lqiyyin (edited by 'Abd al-Samad Sharaf al-Din al-Kutubl, 
published in Bombay in the year 136811949) and Naq(i al-man{lq (edited by 
Mul)ammad b. 'Abd al-Razzaq I:Iamza, published in Cairo without date). 
Over the next few years of his education, Ibn Taymiyya distinguished himself 
as a student. As we have seen, he had already mastered many disciplines while still a 
34 For a biographical note on Abu 'Umar, see, El (2), 3:842. 
35 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 13:59; Abii Zahra, lbn Taymiyya, p. 26. 
36 For a biographical note on Ya}:lya b. al-Sirafi, see, El (2), 9:668. 
37 Ibn Raj ab, Tabaqiit al-lfaniibila, p. 387. 
38 Ibn al-'Imad, Shadhiiriit, 5:383-85, 404; see also, al-Kutubl, Fawiit al-waFayat, p. 146. 
39 lbn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:75-6. 
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young man. Ibn Kathlr claims that he was an expert in at least ten fields, including 
Tafsir, hadith, Fiqh, U$Ul al-Fiqh, Mantlq, philosophy, algebra, theology, Fara 'i(l 
(law of inheritance) and mathematics.40 
1.4. Ibn Taymiyya as Teacher and Scholar 
Ibn Taymiyya began his teaching at Dar al-lfadlth al-Sukkariyya, Madrasa a/-
lfanbaliyya and the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus in the year 682/1283 and he 
continued to teach there for the next thirty seven years. 41 He is also said to have 
taught at the sui {iin 's palace of Iskandariya in the year 709/1309.42 His worldwide 
reputation as a teacher was established at the Madrasa al-$alai)iyya of Egypt as early 
as the year 708/1308 where he had acquired his own circle of students from every 
corner of the Muslim world.43 When Shams al-Din Abii 'Abd Allah Mubammad b. 
'Abd Allah (cited as Ibn Ba@ta; Moorish traveller; d. 770/1368-9 or 779/13 77)44 
visited Damascus, he learnt of Ibn Taymiyya's fame as a lecturer. In the Umayyad 
Mosque, Ibn Ba@ta saw many students gathered in a circle in front of Ibn 
Taymiyya.45 With regard to this, Kamal al-Din al-Zamlakani (Shafi'I jurist; d. 
727/1327)46 says that the students of Fiqh preferred the circle of lbn Taymiyya 
because his teaching provided them with a useful store of knowledge about other 
madhhabs.47 
40 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:303. 
41 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:38, 67, 344. 
42 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:49-50. 
43 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:46-7, 55. 
44 For a biographical note on Ibn Banuta, see, El (2), 3:735-36. 
45 Ibn Battuta, The Travels of Ibn Ba!.tiifa, trans. by H.A.R. Gibb, London, 1958, I: 135-36. 
46 For a biographical note on ai-Zamlakanl, see, 'Umar b. 'All ai-Bazzar, al-A 'liim a/- 'aliyya JI 
maniiqib shaykh al-Isliim lbn Taymiyya, ed. Salal:t at-Din ai-Munajjid, Beirut, 1976, p. 86. 
47 Khayr at-Din ai-Nu'man b. Mal:tmiid ai-Aiiisl (d. 1316/1899), Jalii' 'aynayn JI mubiikamii al-
abmadm, Cairo, 1880, p. 6. 
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An eloquent testimony to Ibn Taymiyya' s standing amongst his 
contemporaries is the quantity and quality of his students and their works. Of the 
great fuqaha ' and hadith-scholars of his time, the following were amongst his 
students: Umm Zaynab Fatima hint. 'Abbas (Damascus Sutl; d. 734!l333),48 Abii 
Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Qawa b. 'Abd al-Karim al-Sarsari (ijanball faqlh; d. 
716/1316),49 Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad b. Sa'd Allah al-ijarrani (known as Ibn 
Najlh; ijanballjaq1h; d. 723/1323),50 Abu 'Abd Allah Mul)ammad b. Zayn al-Din al-
Munajja (hadith-scholar; d. 724/1324),51 Abii Bakr Sharf b. Mal)san (known as Abii 
Bakr al-Salil)I; ijanball faqlh; d. 728/1328),52 Abii Mul)ammad b. Mu~lil) b. 
Mul)ammad (known as Ibn Muflal); ijanball jaq1h; d. 763/1362),53 Ibn Raj ab, 54 al-
Dhahabi, Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl,55 Abu 'Abd Allah b. Mul)ammad b. Abl Bakr (known as 
Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya; I:Ianbali jaq1h and hadith-scholar; d. 75111350), 56 and Ibn 
Kathlr.57 
From the list above, the five last students were effectively responsible for 
disseminating the thinking of Ibn Taymiyya. Ibn Raj ab, al-Dhahabl, Ibn 'Abd al-
Had! and Ibn Kathir wrote a biography of Ibn Taymiyya, while Ibn Qayyim was his 
principal student. He spent sixteen years studying under Ibn Taymiyya and 
effectively analyzed his teacher's fatwas. Ibn Qayyim also composed many works 
48 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, I4:72. 
49 Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadhiiriit, 6:39; see also, A}Jmad b. 'Aii b. I:Iajar ai-Asqalani (cited as Ibn l:lajar; 
biographer and Shati'l hadith-scholar; d. 852/I449), ai-Duriir al-kiimina, Hyderabad, I 929, 2: I 54. 
50 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, I 4: I I 0; lbn l:lajar, ai-Duriir a/-kiimina, 2: I 54. 
51 lbn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, I4: I 10; Ibn l:lajar, ai-Duriir al-kiimina, 4:65. 
52 Ibn Kathir, ai-Bidiiya, I4:I I9. 
53 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, I4:294; Ibn al-' I mad, Shadhiiriit, 6: I 99; Ibn l:lajar, ai-Duriir al-kiimina, 5:31. 
54 Abii al-l:lasan 'Ail al-Nadwl, Khii$ hi l)ayiih Shaykh ai-Jsliim al-lfiifi? Al)mad b. Taymiyya, Kuwait, 
1975, p. 339. 
55 Ibn Kathir, ai-Bidiiya, I4:I 10. 
56 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, I4:234; Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadhiiriit, 6: 168; for a biographical note on Ibn 
Qayyim, see, El (2), 3:844-47. 
57 Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadhiiriit, 6:23 I. 
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that discussed lbn Taymiyya's thought, for instance, Madiirfj al-siilikln bayna 
maniiz1l iyyiika na 'budu wa iyyiika nasta 'in (see, for example, the edition published 
in Riyadh in the year 2003 and edited by 'Abd al-Azlz b. Na~ir al-Julayyil), Ziid a!-
m a 'iid f/ hady khayr a!- 'ibiid (see, for example, the edition published in Beirut in the 
year 1998 and edited by Mu~tafii 'Abd al-Qadlr 'Ata), Miftii.{l diir al-sa 'iida wa 
manshur wiliiya a!- 'ilm wa al-iriida (see, for example, the edition published by Dar 
lbn 'Affiin in the year I 996 and edited by Bakr b. 'Abd Allah Abu Zayd) and Asmii ' 
mu 'allafot lbn Taymiyya (see, for example, the edition published in Beirut in the year 
1976 and edited by Salab al-Din al-Munajjid). 
lbn Taymiyya authored many books dealing various disciplines and branches 
of Islamic studies. lbn Qayyim, in his Asmii' mu 'allafot, says that he knows of at 
least 341 of lbn Taymiyya' s works. 58 But, less than half of them are still extant and it 
can be divided into four types: 
a) Risiila (letter) 
lbn Taymiyya writes many rasii 'if to the $Uf {fin, his fellow scholars and to the public, 
for example: Risiila ilii al-Sul{iin al-Malik al-Nii$ir J/ sha 'n al-Tiitar (a letter to 
Sultan al-Malik al-Na~ir in which he explains about the condition of the Mongol), 
Risiila min al-Shaykh ilii G$.{liibihi wa huwa J/ sijn al-Jskandariyya (a letter to his 
colleagues in which he explains about his imprisonment in Alexandria; it is not 
dated, but can be found in MF28:30-41 ), Risiila ilii al-sul {fin yii 'muruhu bi iqiima a!-
;;aliih wa Jtii 'i al-zakiih wa al-amr bi al-ma 'ruf wa al-nahy 'an al-munkar (a letter to 
58 Ibn Qayyim ai-Jawziyya, Asmii' mu 'allafot lbn Taymiyya, ed. Salab ai-D1n ai-Munajjid, Beirut, 
1976, pp. 9-30; see also, Victor E. Makari, Ibn Taymiyyah 's Ethics: The Social Factor, California, 
1983, p. 195; Haque, Imam Ibn Taymiya and His Projects of Reform, pp. 184-91. 
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the sulflin in which he explains about prayer and zakiih and the duty of enjoining 
good and forbidding wrong; it is not dated and can be found in MF28:241-43). 
b) Risala (short treatise) 
This type of risala is a short treatise on a particular subject, for example: Risala fi al-
qital (a short treatise on fighting), al-Risala al-qubru$iyya (a short treatise on the 
relationship between Islam and Christianity; originally a letter to Sarjawas, King of 
Cyprus) and al-Risala al-tadmuriya (a short treatise on the attributes of God). 
c) Qa ~ida (principle) 
Such a work contains basic rules or laws on certain subjects, for example: Qa ~ida 
jalJla jl al-tawassul wa al-waslia (a work on the principles of Islamic intercessory 
prayer) and Qa ~ida jl mawa(ii I al-a 'imma wa majami I al-umma (a work on the 
principles of Islamic leadership). 
d) General books 
These are long and formal pieces of writing about a particular subject, for example: 
Tafslr al-kablr (a book on the commentary of the Qur'an), al-Siyasa al-shar ~iyya jl 
i$fah al-ra 'l wa al-ra ~iyya (a book on the public law in Islam), al-Jjisbafl al-lslam (a 
book on the public duties in Islam), Kitab al-lman (a book on the Islamic beliefs), al-
Amr bi al-ma ~riif wa al-nahy an al-munkar (a book on enjoining good and forbidding 
wrong), Minhaj al-sunna al-nabawiyya jl naqd kalam al-shl'a wa al-qadariya (a 
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book on the logic of the Shl'a and the Qadariya), al-lfasana wa al-sayyi 'a (a book on 
morality). 
1.5. Testimonies on Ibn Taymiyya 
The opinions of the renowned jurists and scholars of Ibn Taymiyya's time about him 
help us to perceive his greatness in its true sense. Ibn Kathlr says about him: "Ibn 
Taymiyya is intelligent and had a wide knowledge of tafslr, hadith andjiqh, and he is 
a star amongst the scholars".59 Mul).ammad b. 'All b. Daqlq al-'Id (Syrian hadith-
scholar; d. 702/1302) says that: "When I met Ibn Taymiyya, I saw a person who had 
all the types of knowledge between his eyes. He would take or leave of it what he 
desired".60 Al-Zamlakanl says: "Ibn Taymiyya is a qualified mujtahid, an expert in 
jurisprudence, a consistent and a prolific writer".61 Zayn al-Din b. Makhliif (Malikl 
qii(i/: d. 718/1318) says: "There is no one more righteous than Ibn Taymiyya".62 
Yiisuf b. 'Abd al-Ral).man al-ijafiz al-Mizzl (Syrian and Shafi'l hadith scholar; d. 
742/1342)63 says that: "I have not seen the like of Ibn Taymiyya and I have not seen 
one more knowledgeable of the Qur'an and hadith and more compliant to it than 
him".64 Al-Dhahabi states: "I am convinced of the great scope, the ocean-like 
fullness and vastness of his knowledge of the transmitted and intellectual sciences, 
his extreme intelligence, his exertions and his attainments, all of which surpass 
description. If I were made to swear by the corner of the Ka'ba and the place of 
59 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:157. 
60 
Ibn Na$ir al-Oin al-Dimashql (Damascene scholar; d. 84211438), al-Radd al-wafir, n.p.p, 1974, p. 
59; see also, Ibn ai-'Imad, Shadharat, 6:83. 
61 
Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14: 137; see also, Mubammad Bahja al-Baitar, Hayah Shaykh al-lslam Jbn 
Taymiyya, Beirut, 1972, p. 11. 
62 Ibn 'Abd al-Hadi, a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya, p. 283. 
63 
al-Bazzar, al-A 'lam a/- 'aliyya, p. 79; for a biographical note on Yusuf b. 'Abd ai-Rahman ai-Hafiz 
ai-Mizzi, see, El (2}, 7:212. · · · 
64 Ibn Nfi$ir, al-Radd al-wafir, p. 128. 
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Ibdihlm, I would swear that I have not seen with my two eyes the like of Ibn 
Taymiyya".65 Ibn l:fajar states 1n his al-Durar al-kamina: "Ibn Taymiyya is a 
reliable, devout and consistent scholar who follows the Qur'an and hadith. My 
admiration is even greater for his selfless championship of the truth, his adherence to 
the path of our ancestors, his pursuit of perfection, the wonder of his example, 
unrivalled in our time and in times past "66 
In contrast to the above testimonies which acknowledge Ibn Taymiyya's 
remarkable achievements as an 'a/im and faq lh in the medieval Islamic intellectual 
tradition, there are also strong voices which hold opposing views. Such opinions can 
be found in the work of several Western scholars, such as Ignaz Goldziher, H.A.R. 
Gibb and D.B. MacDonald, who have described Ibn Taymiyya as a man "with a 
screw loose" or "mentally unbalanced".67 Goldziher says: "Ibn Taymiyya had a bee 
in his bonnet".68 Gibb says that: "Ibn Taymiyya was a man greatly esteemed and able 
to discourse on various sciences, but with some kink in his brain". 69 MacDonald 
states: "Ibn Taymiyya was a man most able and learned in many sciences, but with a 
screw loose". 70 
It is unfortunate, but the above appalling statements may have their roots in 
an anecdote (i}ikaya) reported in Ibn Barruta's Rii}la, and it is worth reflecting for a 
little on some of the details reported there in order to understand what happened. Ibn 
Battiita entered Damascus in the year 726/1326; and as mentioned earlier, he 
65 Ibn al-'Imad, Shadhiiriit, 6:82. 
66 Ibn I:lajar, al-Duriir al-kiimina, 1: I 55. 
67 
Donald P. Little, 'Did Ibn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', Studia Islamica, 41-42, Paris, I 975, p. 
93. 
68 
Wolfgang Behn, The Zahiris: Their Doctrine and their history Leiden 1971 p 173 
69 ' ' ' • • 
70 
Ibn Battuta, The Travels of lbn Baf.tii.ta, p. 135. 
D.B. MacDonald, Development of Muslim Theology Jurisprudence, and Constitutional Theory, 
New York, 1903, p. 273. 
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acknowledged the fame of Ibn Taymiyya and the fact that. the people of Damascus 
idolized him. Ibn Battfita thought of Ibn Taymiyya as by and large being a man of 
unique character who liked arguing and criticizing his fellow scholars. In this 
respect, Ibn Battfita says: "illii anna jl 'aqlihi shay 'iin" (Gibb translates this phrase as 
"but with some kink in his brain"). 71 In the first place, this remark of Ibn Battfita 
does not say anything negative about Ibn Taymiyya, rather it can be interpreted as 
indicating that Ibn Taymiyya was an out of the ordinary person. When one reads the 
complete anecdote it becomes clear that this is simply a reference to his unique 
mental abilities. Ibn Battfita, furthermore, reports that Ibn Tayrniyya had made some 
statement about God's attributes which was disapproved of by Ibn al-Zahra' (Malikl 
scholar; d. ?). But, the people beat Ibn al-Zahra' until his turban fell off and disclosed 
a silken skull-cap on his head. In Islam, it is widely accepted that a man is not 
allowed to wear silk, and in consequence Ibn al-Zahra' was taken before Qa<;II 'Izz 
al-Din b. Musallam (l:lanball judge; d. ?), who then ordered him to be imprisoned. 
Other scholars objected to this decision and carried the case to Malik al-Umara' Sayf 
al-Din Tanldz (Damascus viceroy; d. ?), who then convinced the Bal).rl Mamlilk 
Sultan Na!?ir al-Din Mul).ammad to give orders that Ibn Tayrniyya should be 
imprisoned for several hereticalfatwiis.72 
Much has been said about the validity of Ibn Battfita's report. Donald P. Little 
has taken a useful psychological analysis of Ibn Taymiyya's personality. On the one 
hand, Little suggests that Ibn Battilta might be lying in his anecdote that he witnessed 
the whole incident mentioned above and proposes that he probably learned of the 
:~ lbn Batt~ta, R~.{Jia, Beirut, 1997, p. 95 (=The Travels of Jbn Baf.tii.ta, p. 135). 
Ibn Battuta, Rr.{Jia, p. 95 (=The Travels of lbn Baf!llfa, p. 135). 
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incident from sources in Mecca. 73 There is a discrepancy between the date given by 
Ibn Battiita and the date given by Ibn Taymiyya's contemporaries, such as Ibn Kathlr 
and Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl. In the anecdote, Ibn Battiita dated the incident to the month of 
Ramadan 726/August 1326, whereas Ibn Kathlr and Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl claim that it 
had happened a month earlier and that Ibn Taymiyya was already in prison in Egypt 
in that fasting month.74 What is more, Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl provides evidence that it was 
Ibn Taymiyya's letter to his mother which he wrote from prison in Egypt.75 
Regardless of whether this is true or not, Little does provide us with 
additional source material which help us understand Ibn Taymiyya's unusual 
personality. Al-Dhahabl is said to have made critical remarks about Ibn Taymiyya. 
Al-Dhahabl's divergent opinions are found in al-Na$IlJa al-dhahabiyya li Jbn 
Taymiyya (al-Dhahabl's advice to Ibn Taymiyya) and Bayiin zaghal a/- 'i/m (the 
explanation of knowledge), in which he indicates Ibn Taymiyya' s outspokenness, his 
unwillingness to compromise and his hot-tempered nature. 76 By way of illustration, 
al-Dhahabl says: "By God, you must leave us alone. You are contentious and are 
endowed with a learned tongue that does not pause or rest. Beware of captious 
questions in religion ... too much talk without proof hardens hearts ... ". 77 Ibn ijajar 
states in a/-Duriir al-kiimina that al-Dhahabl mentions: "Though anger would 
sometimes grip him, he would conquer it with forbearance. I have not seen his like 
for supplications and appeals and for his abundant concern for others. But I do not 
73 Little, 'Did Ibn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', pp. 97-9. 
74 
lbn Kathlr, ai-Bidaya, 14: 123; Ibn 'Abd ai-Hadl, a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya, p. 325. 
75 Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl, a/- 'Uqiid a/-durriyya, pp. 258-59. 
76 
Little, 'Did Ibn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', pp. 101-03. 
77 
al-Dhahabl, Bayiin zaghal a/- 'i/m, ed. M.Z. ai-Kawtharl, Damascus, 1928, pp. 31-4; see also, Little, 
'Did Ibn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', p. 10 I. 
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believe him to be infallible".78 Another account is reported by Ibn Rajah that al-
Dhahabl states: "lbn Taymiyya's behaviour was unpredictable, so that he might extol 
an acquaintance on one occasion but insult him on others". Another place, Ibn Raj ab 
says: "His anger turned him into a raging lion (layth l)arib )". 79 To take one example, 
it is reported that Ibn Taymiyya showed his temper to the heretical Sufis. A story is 
told of a group of Rifil'ls who had entered the Umayyad mosque wearing iron 
necklaces. Ibn Taymiyya scolded them and pulled off the necklace from the neck of 
one of them and let them go only when they had all taken off the necklaces. 
Consequently, lbn Taymiyya was brought to the trial in the Damascus Viceroy 
Lodge on charges of being aggressive to the Rifil'Is.80 
Despite such incidents, all Ibn Taymiyya's contemporaries demonstrated a 
positive attitude toward him. With respect to such testimonies, Little says: "Without 
exception, all of the historians, no matter what their position, training, and 
specialization show a distinctly favourable attitude toward lbn Taymiyya's words 
and deeds". 81 Only Ibn Battuta and al-Dhahabl mention some uncomplimentary sides 
of Ibn Taymiyya' s personality. 
This section is not designed to scrutinize the validity of Ibn Battuta and al-
Dhahabl's conclusions, nor to reformulate Little's detailed examination of his 
character; indeed, it is beyond the scope of this study to discuss every aspect of this 
large problem. To put it in a nutshell; and as Umar Memon expressed it, whether Ibn 
78 
Ibn I:Iajar, ai-Duriir al-kiimina, I: I6 I; see also, Little, 'Did lbn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', p. 
I04. 
79 
Ibn Raj ab, Tabaqiit al-/janiibila, p. 395; see also, Little, 'Did Ibn Taymiyya have a screw loose?', 
E· Ios. 
0 
Hasan Qasim Murad, 'Ibn Taymiyya on Trial', pp. 5-6. 
81 
Little: 'The Historical ~nd Historiographical Significance of the Detention of Ibn Taymiyya', 
lnternatwnal Journal of Middle East Studies, London, I 973, 4:3 I 9. 
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Taymiyya had "a screw loose" or had "some kink in his brain" or had a temper, by 
itself does not negate any of Ibn Taymiyya's contributions or achievements made in 
his own medieval context.82 But at the same time, it is quite appropriate to 
acknowledge that Ibn Taymiyya was a very human person, and not at all infallible. 
1.6. The Importance of Ibn Taymiyya 
1.6.1. lbn Taymiyya's response to various contemporary issues 
Ibn Taymiyya was one of the most outstanding Islamic thinkers and the great 
ijanball scholar, and one who was equipped with wider knowledge of Islamic 
studies. Although a ijanball theologian and jurist, his influence is not confined to any 
one school of Islamic thought. His expertise extended to Fiqh, U$Ul al-Fiqh, Sufism, 
economics and political thought. It is useful to reflect a little on Ibn Taymiyya's 
achievements in the aforementioned fields; and in this section, I will provide a 
synoptic view of Ibn Taymiyya's preoccupation with U$Ul al-Fiqh, Sufism, 
economics and political thought. 
1.6.1.1. Ijmii' (consensus) and Qiyiis (reasoning by analogy) 
Ibn Taymiyya is credited with the title of mujtahid mu!faq (one who is absolutely 
qualified to exercise independent reasoning or ijtihiid) by his contemporaries and 
students, such as Ibn Raj ab and Ibn ijajar and Ibn Kathir. 83 The use of his ijtihiid is 
82 
Muhammad Umar Memon, lbn Taymiya 's struggle against popular religion, with an annotated 
tra_nslation of his 'Kitiib iqtit;fii' al-$iriif al-mustaqlm mukhiilafat a$hiib al-jahlm ', The Hague, 1976, 
p. IX. 
83 
lbn Rajab, Tabaqiit al-lfaniibila, 2:387; lbn I:Iajar, ai-Duriir al-kiimina, I: 160; Ibn Kathir, ai-
Bidiiya, 14: 137. 
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not restricted only to the field of furu' (positive law), but also extended to the field of 
u$fll (the roots or sources of legal knowledge). In certain circumstances, Ibn 
Taymiyya's standpoints were antithetical to the I:Janball and to other schools' legal 
methods. 
Ibn Taymiyya brought some novelty to the legal method of U $ill al-Fiqh. 
Firstly, he advocated the circumscription of the concept of ijmii '. He writes at great 
length on the concept of ijmii' and his ideas of ijmii' can be seen especially in 
volumes nineteenth and twentieth of Majmii' Fatiiwii. He defines ijmii' as the 
agreement of the mujtahid on the matter of religion after the death of the Prophet.
84 
He agrees with other scholars on the importance of ijmii ', but only accepts the ijmii' 
of the Companions. 85 He says: 
The ahl ai-Sunna (the people who follow the Sunna) are also called 
ahl al-jama 'a (the people who follow the community) because al-
jama 'a implies ijtima' (gathering), its opposite being al-furqa 
(separation), and the expression jama 'a has become a name for 
people who share the same conviction, while ijma' is the third 
principle on which knowledge and religion are based. The ijma' is 
defined as everything which people follow in matters of religion. But 
the ijma' to which there is to be meticulous adherence is what the 
salaf al-$iili.b (the first pious generations) agreed upon, for after them 
divergence became numerous and the umma became spread out.86 
Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, said that the consensus amongst legal scholars was no 
longer feasible (even in his day) and he rejected the concept that the collective 
opinion of the umma is incapable of agreeing on an error. Even if that were so, that 
would not relieve qualified jurists of the responsibility to examine all evidence in 
every case, as well as all pertinent arguments from their own school and from that of 
84 MF20: 10. 
85 MF19:267-68. 
86 
a/- 'Aqi'da al-wiisi.tiyya, p. 27. 
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others, and then to go on to determine on the basis of the Qur'an and hadith the most 
suitable judgment. In the I:Janball school, for example, Ibn Taymiyya and Ibn 
Qayyim al-Jawziyya both emphasized on ijmii' of the Companions on the 
understanding that the ijmii' is widely known and compatible with the Qur'an and 
hadith.87 According to Ibn Taymiyya, when ijmii' is found to contradict the Qur'an 
and hadith, it must never abrogate the Qur'an. Instead, there must be another 
Qur'anic verse interpreted in another way and accepted by the ijmii' and which 
supersedes the previous one. 88 With regard to the ijmii' of the Companions, Ibn 
Taymiyya quotes certain hadith and stories of the Companions to support his 
argument. The Prophet said: 
The Muslims must follow my sunna and the sunna of khulafii' al-
riishidun (the rightly guided-caliph).89 
Another example is the story of 'Umar b. al-Khagab: "Umar sent a letter to Qac;ll 
Shurayb b. al-Harith al-Kindl (Kufan jurist; appointed qa(i/ of Kufa in 18/639 or 
22/643; d. c. 76/695-6),90 in which he ordered Shurayb to judge people with the 
Qur'an and hadith. If the Qur'an and hadith failed to help him in the matter, he 
should follow the ijmii' of the Companions. To take another example, Ibn Taymiyya 
says that 'Umar hired out the orchard of Usayd b. al-I:Iuc;iayr (Companion; d. 20/642) 
after he passed away, as a means of settling a debt Usayd had owed him. At this 
point, Ibn Taymiyya claims that the decision of 'Umar was not objected to by the 
87 I -a -Tawassul_ wa al-was1la, p. I 00; MF20: 14; Ibn Qayyim ai-Jawziyya, !'lam al-muwaqqi 'In 'an 
rabb al- 'iilamin, ed. 'Abd ai-Ral;tman al-Wakll, Cairo, 1970, 4:120. 
88 MF 19:267. 
89 MF20:573-74. 
9° For a biographical note on Qa91 Shurayl;t, see El (2), 9:508-09. 
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Companions. So, as Ibn Taymiyya defined, this decision is called ijma ~. 91 Another 
case in point is the story of 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas (Companion; d. 68/687).92 Ibn 
Taymiyya asserts that Ibn 'Abbas followed the view of Abii Bakr al-Siddlq 
(Companion; first caliph who reigned from 11/632 to 13/634; d. 13/634),93 and 
'Umar after he failed to find the solution in the Qur'an and hadith.94 
Over and above that, we return to a more fundamental point. As Ibn 
Taymiyya explained, if a jurist identifies that there exists a strong legal judgment in 
the Qur'an and hadith, that judgment should be applied regardless of the madhhab in 
which it is found. If he does not find an appropriate judgment, he should not hesitate 
to judge independently or to exercise ijtihad in accordance with the principles he 
concludes to be most conducive to justice.95 
In addition to ijma', Ibn Taymiyya acknowledges the legal importance of 
qiyas.96 But, he does not share Abii I:Ianlfa's (Kufan faqih; founder of the I:Ianafi 
school; d. 150/767)97 view that qiyas is divided into two types: qiyas }a!/ (an analogy 
readily understood by everybody) and qiyas khaf/ (an analogy which is not under 
qiyas ja/1: namely istibsan or juristic preference, isti$lab or consideration of public 
interest and isli$i)iib or presumption of existence or non-existence of facts). 98 Ibn 
Taymiyya's principle view about qiyas is found in his risala f/ ma ~na al-qiyas (the 
91 Ibn Qayyim ai-Jawziyya, 1'/iim a!-muwaqqi'/n, 4: 120; MF20:548; Benjamin Jokisch, 'ljtihiid in Ibn 
Taymiyya 's Fatiiwii ', Islamic Law: Theory and Practise, ed. Robert Gleave and Eugenia Kermeli, 
London, 1997, p. 126. 
92 For a biographical note on 'Abd Allah b. 'Abbas, see El (2), I :40-1. 
93 For a biographical note on Abii Bakr ai-Sidd!g, see El (2), I: I 09-11. 
94 Hague, Imam lbn Taymiya and His Projects of Reform, p. 66. 
95 Makari, Ibn Taymiyyah 's Ethics, p. 98. 
96 MF 19:285-86. 
97 For a biographical note on Abii ijan!fa, see El (2), I: 123-24. 
98 MF20:507-09; Hague, lmam Ibn Taymiya and His Projects of Reform, p. 73. 
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short treatise on qiyas).99 In this risala, Ibn Taymiyya defines qiyas as "the 
combination of two similar things and the differentiation of two dissimilar things".
100 
He accepts qiyas which is not opposed to the Qur'an nor to hadith and often utilizes 
qiyas in his fatwa in order to demonstrate the validity of his conclusions on a 
. I 101 part1cu ar matter. 
In his fatwa, Ibn Taymiyya demonstrates a few types of qiyas, for instance, 
qiyas al-{ard (a qiyas which deduces a common element between a number of similar 
Qur'anic and hadith rulings with the same rulings, then this element must be the 'ilia 
or effective cause), 102 qiyas al-shaba (which consists of comparing the case in 
question with two other similar cases, where the two cases were given different 
rulings, but both grounded in the Qur'an and hadith), 103 and qiyas al-munasaba 
(when there is no explicit indication in the Qur'an and hadith, but where the general 
prescription to preserve public interest is transferred to the case in question).
104 
1.6.1.2. Sufism 
Ibn Taymiyya writes at great length on $iiflsm, devoting his considerable intellect to 
countering the heretical manifestations of $iiflsm and inviting them to the moderate 
$iitlsm which bases its path and spiritual values on the Qur'an and hadith. The most 
99 See, for example, the edition published in Amman in the year 1987. 
100 MF20:505; Hague, lmam lbn Taymiya and His Projects of Reform, p. 68. 
101 MF20:505. 
102 For more detailed information of qiyas a/-fard, see, for example, Jokisch, 'ljtihad in Ibn 
Taymiyya's_ Fatiiwa', p. 127. According to Jokisch, most of the jurists reject it: see, for example, 
Shams al-~in al-Sarakhsl (ijanatl u$fillandfaqlh; d. c. 483/1090), U$iil ai-Sarakhs1: ed. Abu al-Wata' 
ai-Afghani, Beirut, 19_53, 2:176, 227 and Abu lsl)aq Ibrahlm b. 'All al-Shlrazl (Shati'l jurist; d. 
~0;5/1083), ai-Lu"!a 'J_i u$fi/ al-.(iqh, ed. Mu~ta!a Abu Sulayman al-Nadwl, al-Man~ura, 1997, p. 3. For more detarled mformatron of qiyas al-shaba, see Jokisch, 'ljtihad in Ibn Taymiyya's Fatiiwa', 
p. 127. 
104 For more detailed information of qiyas al-munasaba, see Jokisch, 'ljtihad in Ibn Taymiyya's 
Fatiiwa', p. 136. 
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relevant piece, entitled 'Shari) kalimat li 'Abd al-Qadir jl kitab futui) al-ghayb' (the 
annotated explanation of' Abd al-Qadir's 'kit ab futui) al-ghayb') is in Volume Ten of 
the Majmu' Fatawa. Another relevant writing is 'Kit ab al-tasawwuf in Volume 
Eleven of the similar collection. This former work is a commentary on' Abd al-Qadir 
al-JIIanl's (ijanball theologian; Siifl; d. 561/1166)105 futui) al-ghayb, which shows 
Ibn Taymiyya's interest on Siiflsm as having a salutary effort and even as an 
essential part of the life of Muslims. The second work is an explanation of the origin 
of Siiflsm in Islam. 
In his commentary, Ibn Taymiyya says that the sharl'a gtves the basic 
foundation of Siiflsm and states that the Siifls are people who use all the lawful 
efforts to fear God. 106 He divides the Siifls into three categories. The first is called 
masha 'ikh al-lslam (the masters of Islam) and m as ha 'ikh al-kitab wa al-sunna wa 
a 'immat al-huda (the masters of the Qur'an and hadith and the leaders of the right 
path), such as Fu<;layl b. al-Iya<;l (Samarkand Siifl; d. 187/803), 107 Ibrahlm Adham 
(Balkhl Siifl; d. 161/777-8),108 Ma'riifal-Karkhl (Iraqi Siifl; d. 200/815-6), 109 Sari al-
Saqatl (Iraqi Siifl; d. 253/867), 110 Abii al-Qasim al-Junayd b. Mubammad (Persian 
Siifl; d. 298/91 0), 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jilanl and Abii al-Bayan (Siifl; d. 551/1156). 111 
These Siifls, as Ibn Taymiyya said, were never intoxicated (sukr), neither lost their 
sense of sobriety ($0./Iw), nor did anything against the Qur'an and hadith. Their lives 
and experiences followed the right path of Siiflsm and met the approval of the 
105 For a biographical note on • Abd ai-Qadir ai-J}Ianl, see El (2), 1:69-70. 
106 MF11:18. 
107 
For a biographical note on Fu<;iayl b. al-1ya<;i, see El (2), 2:936. 
108 
For a biographical note on lbrahlm Adham, see El (2), 3:985-86. 
109 
For a biographical note on Ma"riifai-Karkhl, see El {2), 6:613-14. 
11° For a biographical note on Sari ai-Saqa!l, see El (2), 9:56-9. 
Ill MF10:516-17; 11:233. 
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shar/'a. 112 Commenting on these Sufis, Ibn Taymiyya states: "These shaykhs do not 
permit the Muslims to depart from the divinely legislated command and prohibition, 
even were that individual to have flown in the air or walked on the surface of the 
t " 113 wa er. 
Another stake at issue here is lbn Taymiyya's approval of the Sutl's emphasis 
on love of God (al-.(Iubb) and their Way ({ar/qa) as being in agreement with the 
Qur'an and hadith. He says: "The basis of the Sufi's {ar/qa is simply will and love. 
The affirmation of the love of Allah is well known in the speech of their early 
shaykhs, just as it is affirmed in the Qur'an, hadith and the ijmii' of the 
C . "114 ompan1ons . 
The second category is the Sufis whose experience of annihilation (/ana') and 
intoxication weakened their sobriety, and made them mention words and do things 
which were unlawful, and they later learned that the words were wrong when they 
became sober. 115 In this respect, lbn Taymiyya neither criticizes their experience of 
annihilation and intoxication, nor disapproves of what they said and did. Instead, he 
forgives them on the ground that they were intoxicated. Here, lbn Taymiyya 
mentions the names of Abu Y azld al-Bistaml (Sufi; d. 2611874), 116 Abu al-Busayn 
al-Nurl (Iraqi Sufi; d. 295/907) 117 and Abu Bakr al-Shibll (Khurasan Sufi; <;I. 
334/940). 118 
112 M F I 0:5 16-1 7. 
113 MFI0:516; 11:466. 
114 MFI0:517. 
115 MFI0:220-21, 382,557. 
116 For a biographical note on Abu Ya.zld ai-Bistaml, see El (2), I: 162-63. 
117 For a biographical note on ai-Nurl, see Annemarie Schimmel, Mystical Dimension of Islam, Chapel 
Hill, 1975, p. 191. 
118 MFI0:382, 557; al-'Ubildiyya, pp. 169-76; for a biographical note on Abu Bakr ai-Shibll, see El 
(2), 9:432-33. 
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lbn Taymiyya criticizes a third category of Siifls who believed in doctrines 
which contradict the sharia. In this category, for example, he mentions al-I:Iusayn b. 
Man~iir al-I:IalHij (Iraqi Siifl; d. 309/922), 119 and Muby al-Din b. 'All b. 'Arab! 
(Syrian Siifl; d. 63811240). 120 Ibn Taymiyya openly criticizes the Ibn 'Arabl's 
pantheistic Siiflsm, In particular the doctrine of wal}da al-wujud (the unity of 
b . ) 121 e1ng. 
It is worth reflecting for a moment on wal}da al-wujud. According to lbn 
'Arab!' s doctrine, he believes that there is no real difference between the Essence and 
its attributes or between God and the universe. All created beings exist eternally as 
ideas in the knowledge of God. Since being is equal with knowledge, their creation 
only means His knowing them or Himself. 122 His doctri"nes aroused much 
controversy and even direct opposition and continue to do so right up to our own 
time. Therefore, some scholars, including lbn Taymiyya, have accused him of being 
a pantheist or a heretic. 
lbn Taymiyya does not aggressively oppose Sufism, rather it is hard to 
disagree with the statement that he was a Siifl himself. A recent and complete study 
of lbn Taymiyya's affiliation with the Qadiri tariqa has been made by George 
Makdisi, in which he concludes that lbn Taymiyya's name is found in the chain 
(si/si/a) of the Qadiris through four shaykhs, 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jllanl, Abii 'Umar b. 
Qudama, Muwaffaq al-Din b. Qudama and lbn Abl 'Umar b. Qudama (l:Ianball 
119 MFII :18; for a biographical note on ai-I:Iallaj, see El (2), 3:99-104. 
12° For a biographical note on lbn 'Arab!, see El (2), 3:707-11. 
121 a/- 'Ubiidiyya, pp. 171-72; Laoust, Essai, pp. 26-27; see also, George Makdisi, 'Ibn Taymiya: A 
Suti of the Qadiriya Order', The American Journal of Arabic Studies, I, Leiden, 1973, p. 122; 
Memon, lbn Taymiya 's struggle against popular religion, p. ix; Little, 'The Historical and 
Historiographical Significance of the Detention of lbn Taymiyya', p. 324. 
122 Little, 'The Historical and Historiographical Significance of the Detention of lbn Taymiyya', p. 
402. 
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scholar; d. 682/1283), and it is after this, that Ibn Taymiyya's name was mentioned, 
followed by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya. The last name on this chain is that of lbn 
R . b 123 aJa . 
To put it in a nutshell, and as Makdisi expressed it, Ibn Taymiyya follows a 
Sunni or a moderate Sufism of the Qur'an and hadith, and he strongly opposed the 
heretical or philosophical Sufi or the 'antinomianism' (to borrow Makdisi's phrase) 
which developed later. 124 
1.6.1.3. Economic Thought 
Ibn Taymiyya expresses his position on economics in his work entitled al-lfisba j/ 
al-Isltim. In this work, Ibn Taymiyya deals with contemporary ·economic problems 
and discusses them by using terms such as forbidden, lawful and unlawful. Using the 
two primary sources of Islamic jurisprudence, the Qur'an and hadith as his 
guidelines, Ibn Taymiyya discusses and analyzes public duties. He examines issues 
such as management of money, regulation of weights and measures, price control 
and taxes. 
In the case of market regulations, Ibn Taymiyya discusses the role of the 
mui)tasib and government duties. He thinks that the state should enforce the Islamic 
code of conduct so that producers, traders and other economic agents must adhere to 
honest dealing in financial activities. He thinks that the state should also ensure that 
the market is free and that it was based on fair competition among equals. Ibn 
123 Makdisi, 'Ibn Taymiyya: A Sufi of the Qadiriya Order', p. 123; see also, M em on, Ibn Taymiya 's 
struggle against popular religion, p. xi. 
124 Makdisi, 'Ibn Taymiyya: A Sufi of the Qadiriya Order', p. 129. 
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Taymiyya also says that it is the responsibility of the state to ensure that the basic 
needs of all members of society are met. The notion of "price of equivalent" forms 
the basis of "reasonable profit". This is the price that prevails when the market is free 
of coercion, fraud, monopoly and the like. 125 The notion of "price of equivalent" is 
different from the concept of "just price" which prevailed in the middle ages. "Price 
of equivalent" is a pragmatic concept that can be determined by studying the market 
conditions. Monzer Kahf thinks that Ibn Taymiyya wanted to arrive at the price 
determined in a market free of imperfection and held that the price of labour was 
determined in the same way as other prices. 126 Another contribution of Ibn Taymiyya 
to Islamic economics was his insight that the prices in the market were determined 
by the forces of supply and demand; and that therefore limiting the sources of supply 
could affect the "price of equivalent". Ibn Taymiyya was fully aware that labour 
wages were also determined in a similar fashion. 127 He also noted the incidence of 
indirect taxes and how their burden was shifted from the sellers who paid the tax to 
the consumers who had to pay a higher price for the taxed goods and merchandise. 128 
1.6.1.4. Political Thought 
Ibn Taymiyya is one of the most outstanding political thinkers in Islam. As a great 
medieval theoretician, he brought some novelty into the contentions inherent in the 
classical political discourse. Many of his views on political thought can be found in 
125 al-lfisba, pp. 60-70 (=Public Duties in Islam: The Institution of the lfisba, trans. Muhtar Holland, 
Leicester, 1992, pp. 14-30). 
126 Monzer Kahf, The Economic Views of Taqiuddin Taimeyah (1263-1328): The Great Radical 
Reformist of the Islamic Middle Ages, Mimeo, 1973, p. 29; Abdul Azim Islahi, Economic Concepts of 
Ibn Taymiyah, Leicester, 1988, pp. 81-8, 97-100. 





and al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya. Minhiij al-sunna a/-
nabawiyya were originally composed to refute the work of Jamal al-Din b. al-
Mutahhar al-l:lilll (Shl'a theologian; d. 726/1325) 130 entitled Minhiij al-kariima jl al-
ma 'rifat al-imiima (the path of nobility on the knowledge of the political 
leadership).
131 
Al-l:lilll designed this work to influence the early Mongol emperors 
and, as a result, Oldjeyti.i Khan (Mongol Ilkhan of Persia, who reigned from 
704/1304 to 716/1316)
132 
embraced Shl'ism. This book, as Khan said, is a total 
distortion of Islam and its early history. 133 
Unlike other political thinkers, Ibn Taymiyya considered that Islam has no 
inherent axiom of state. What is more, he says that the establishment of the state is 
not one of the fundamental duties in Islam, nor it is the functions of Islamic 
prophecy. For Ibn Taymiyya, the establishment of the city of Medina as the earliest 
Islamic state resulted from historical circumstances. It is significant that he did not 
feel that the establishment of state was essential to the Prophet's mission. In the same 
way, he argues that when the Prophet invited people to Islam he asked them to 
believe in the oneness of God and accept himself as God's Messenger. Ibn Taymiyya 
finds no clear evidence that the Prophet also asked them to approve his imiima. 
Nonetheless, Ibn Taymiyya points out that the state is a religious necessity, because 
without the state one cannot realize the ideals of Islamic socio-political and 
economic justice. Commenting on the necessity of the state, he says: "None of 
mankind can attain to complete welfare, whether in this world or in the next, except 
129 Qamaruddin Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, Lahore, 1983, p. xvi. 
13° For a biographical note on al-l:lilll, see El (2), 3:390. _ _ 
131 See, for example, the edition annotated by 'All al-l:lusayni ai-MiHini and published in Qiim in the 
year 1997. 
132 For a biographical note on Oldjeytti Khan, see El (2), 8:168-69. 
133 Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, p. 20. 
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by association (ijtimii'), cooperation and mutual aid. Their cooperation and mutual 
aid is for the purposes of warding off things injurious to them. For this reason it said 
. 1. . 1 b . b ' 134 that man IS po ttlca etng y nature'. This shows that Ibn Taymiyya attributes the 
evolution of government and state to a natural propensity that is inherent in man and 
which drives him to associate with his fellow human beings for purposes related to 
their command, well-being and happiness. The objectives of this approach lie in its 
very universality and generality and the underlying utilitarianism which phrases like 
"warding off things injurious" and "acquiring things of benefit" seem to suggest. 
However, lbn Taymiyya agreed that a religion-free association might result in the 
pursuance of the "wrong" interests. But in either case, with or without religion, 
political association continues to be a universal and a permanent necessity. 135 
Ibn Taymiyya thinks that the imiim must implement Islamic law, establish a 
system of education and enhance military power in order to defend the survival of 
Islam. 136 He says: "The ruler is there to enjoin good and forbid evil". 137 This leads 
one to suppose that lbn Taymiyya's main concern is the implementation of shar?a 
regardless of the form or the system of the state. 
Another great contribution of lbn Taymiyya is his rejection of the necessity 
of the Caliphate or "One World Muslim State". 138 The obligation to establish the 
traditional system of the Caliphate, as lbn Taymiyya claimed, is not found in the 
134 MF28:62. 
135 Antony Black, The History of Islamic Political Thought: from the Prophet to the Present, 
Edinburgh, 200 I, pp. 155-58. 
136 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 172. . 
137 Omar A. Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, Beirut, 1966, p. 83. 
138 The phrase "One World Muslim State" is used by Khan in his work, see The Political Thought of 




Instead, he vigorously emphasized the importance of umma or 
the solidarity of the Muslims, and a positive collaboration between the Muslim states 
as a useful mechanism to defend the Muslim's faith, life and property. Ibn Taymiyya, 
furthermore, believed that this solidarity can be achieved by the Islamic faith as well 
as by uniform use of the Arabic language. lbn Taymiyya identifies this cooperation 
as social solidarity (ta 'iiwiin), which he believes can bind the umma into a unity 
throughout history. It is primarily a moral collaboration, rather than a political or 
even a tribal collaboration. The ideal umma he described, is one whose members are 
mutually supportive in enjoining good and forbidding wrong. 140 
In lbn Taymiyya's view, the imiima is a religious necessity as well as a 
political one. He gives two reasons for regarding the necessity. of imiima. First, he 
quotes a hadith: "If three persons set out on a journey, they should appoint one of 
them their leader". Quoting this hadith, lbn Taymiyya explains: "If a leader is 
considered necessary on a journey of three persons, it becomes more important in a 
. h t b f " 141 s d h . . h h d f group w1t a grea er num er o persons . econ , e matntatns t at t e uty o 
commanding good and forbidding wrong, establishing the prayers and l;udiid 
(Islamic legal penalties) cannot be discharged without the power of imiima. 142 What 
is more, as lbn Taymiyya suggested, imiima is a trust (wakala), like the responsibility 
of a shepherd to the flock. He quotes a hadith: "All of you are shepherds, and every 
shepherd is responsible for his flock". 143 It is also worth mentioning that, according 
to Ibn Taymiyya, the establishment of the Islamic state of Medina manifested the 
139 MF35: 18. 
140 Laoust, Essai, pp. 253-54. 
141 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 185. 
142 ai-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, p. 185. 
143 ai-Siyiisa a/-shar 'iyya, p. 7; see also, Makari, Ibn Taymiyyah 's Ethics, p. 136. 
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nubuwwa and not the imiima of the Prophet, as the concept of imiima only came into 
practice after the death of the Prophet, that is, at the time of khulafo' al-riishidun. 
This suggests to us that the Prophet did not specify any models or systems of imiima. 
This explains why lbn Taymiyya is not interested in specifying the form of the 
imiima. He agrees with the prevailing opinion that even unjust imiims are preferable 
to anarchy, although imiims commanding outright contraventions of God's will must 
not be obeyed. Ibn Taymiyya quotes one hadith: "Sixty years domination by a 
despotic imiim is better than one single night without an imiim"} 44 To put it another 
way, as a great realist of his time, lbn Taymiyya realizes that the only Muslim power 
was that of the Mamluks. Therefore, he invites the populace to utilize the Mamluks' 
power for establishing the Islamic social order. 
With regard to the qualifications of the imiim, Ibn Taymiyya does not agree 
with the classical qualities of the imiim. To take one example, Abii al-ijasan 'All b. 
Mul)ammad al-Mawardi (Shafi'I jurist; d. 450/1 058) 145 claims that the imiim has to 
be just, knowledgeable, possess the highest physical, intellectual and moral qualities, 
as well as courage, and in addition has to be a descendant of the Quraysh. 146 lbn 
Taymiyya thinks that these qualities are too idealistic, and are in fact only possessed 
only by the khulafo' al-riishidun. 147 It is hard to find any imiim with all the ideal 
qualities in Ibn Taymiyya's historical situation. Because of this, Ibn Taymiyya 
reasons that any Muslims who have the confidence of the ahl al-shawka (the people 
144 a/-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 188. 
145 For a biographical note on al-Mawardl, see El (2), 6:809. 
146 Abu ai-Hasan 'All b. Muhammad al-Mawardi, a/- 'Abkiim al-$Zt/.tiiniyya trans. Asadullah Yate, 
London, 1996, p. 12; see also, Laoust, Essai, pp. 293-94 
147 Minhiij a/-sunna al-nabawiyya, 2:135. 
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who enJOY the respect and obedience of the community), 148 as well as the 
cooperation of the entire community, can be nominated as imlim. 149 He, furthermore, 
asserts that the identifying feature of an Islamic society is not its leader's character, 
but rather the people's responsiveness to the shar/'a. 150 
Another issue at stake here is the duty of the imlim. As mentioned before, Ibn 
Taymiyya believes that the imlim is responsible for the protection of the legal rights 
of individual and the welfare of the state. This include, for instance, enjoining good 
and forbidding wrong, establishing the prayers and collecting the zaklih. The same 
applies to the organisation of jihlid. 151 
Ibn Taymiyya was the most celebrated scholar of the thirteenth century, one 
whose opinion and fatwii were always listened to and followed. Also, there can be no 
doubt that Ibn Taymiyya was a skillful preacher, able to encourage and rouse the 
populace to jihiid. According to Carole Hillenbrand, Ibn Taymiyya's jihlid was no 
longer about recapturing the Holy City of Jerusalem. His jihlid went further and 
involved a much wider object. 152 Ibn Taymiyya played an important role injihlid and 
his interaction with jihiid was not only ideological; he personally participated in 
battles against the Mongols and the heretic Shl'a (the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls), and 
made efforts to muster support for jihlid against the Franks. For Ibn Taymiyyajihlid 
is to be carried out in defense of the Islamic state and in response to aggression e.g. 
to get rid the Muslims of the Mongols' transgression and of the heretic Shl'a's 
148 Ibn Taymiyya's explanation of ahl al-shawka is equivocal. Because it has aspects that similar to 
the classical theory of ahl al-l)al wa a/- 'aqd. For more detailed information of ahl al-shawka, see, for 
example, Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, pp. 130-39. 
149 ai-Siyiisa a/-shar 'iyya, p. 172. 
150 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 173. 
151 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 185. 
152 Carole Hillenbrand, The Crusades: Islamic Perspectives, Edinburgh, 1999, p. 242. 
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rebellion. Both these factors are significant in his views on jihad. In presenting his 
arguments, it is necessary to indicate the original context in which these arguments 
were set by Ibn Taymiyya. The study will invariably be incomprehensible otherwise. 
1.7. The Social Conditions in Ibn Taymiyya's time 
In order to sketch a more complete picture of Ibn Taymiyya's life, and in particular 
to discern the ways in which Ibn Taymiyya interpreted the idea of jihad, it is 
necessary to present a brief description of social conditions of the Muslim 
community in Ibn Taymiyya's time. Such a brief description is essential to 
understand how Ibn Taymiyya's thought affected the development of the Muslim 
community. 
Ibn Taymiyya happened to have lived at a time when the Mongols were very 
active in the propagation of their mission that resulted in the fall of the city of 
Baghdad. By the time of Ibn Taymiyya the political situation of the Muslim world 
had rapidly changed. Islam was now definitely on the defensive. Most of the Muslim 
lands in the East were being invaded by the Mongols; an invasion which began in the 
year 616/1219! 53 What is worse, the Mongols occupied the city of Baghdad in 
656/1258, and destroyed it. 154 Ibn Taymiyya and his family suffered when the 
Mongols invaded tJarran in the year 66711268. The Mongols forced his family to 
move from tJarran to Damascus. 155 This event left its mark on Ibn Taymiyya, 
153 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, 13:83. 
154 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, 13:83. 
155 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, 13:255; al-Kutubl, Fawiit a/-wajayat, 1 :35; see also, Laoust, Essai, p. 10. 
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developing Ibn Taymiyya's knightly character. 156 This character intensified after he 
read and heard more about the Mongols' aggression. 
During the medieval period, especially after the tenth century, it is often 
claimed that the Christians were largely responsible for the war and conflict between 
Islam and Christianity.
157 
In other words, the Christians are associated, historically, 
with the Crusades. The Crusaders were known as the Franks (al-Firanjlal-Firanja). 
In 69011291, the Ba}Jrl Mamluk Sultan al-Ashraf Salal). al-Din Khalll (reigned from 
68911290 to 693/1293)
158 
carried outjihiid against the Franks of Acre and thereby 
achieved a remarkable victory whose result was to expel the Franks from the Muslim 
. . 159 tern tones. 
It is also worth reflecting for a little on some of the details of the preparations 
made by Sultan al-Ashraf, which concluded with the fall of Acre. Analysis shows 
that this campaign was mainly motivated by religious factors. Shortly before the 
campaign took place, Sultan al-Ashraf had gathered the notable Egyptian scholars 
and clerics in Cairo. 160 He invited the scholars to recite the Qur'an and then 
completed the ceremony by distributing largesse to the poor and to the religious 
schools. What is more, Sultan al-Ashraf had successfully influenced the scholars to 
156 Alfred Morabia, 'lbn Taymiyya, Dernier Grand Theoricien Du Gihad Medieval', Bulletin D'Etudes 
Orientales. 30, lnstitut Francais De Damas, 1978, p. 89. 
157 See, for example, Muhammad Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, Lahore, 1977, p. 170. 
158 For a biographical note on Sultan ai-Ashraf Khalll, see EI (2), 6:325; see also, Bosworth, The 
Islamic Dynasties, p. 63. 
159 lbn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, 13 :320-24; for the modern study, see, for example, Little, 'The Fall of' Akka 
in 690/1291: The Muslim version', Studies in Islamic History and Civilisation in Honour of Professor 
David Ayalon, ed. by M. Sharon, Jerusalem, 1986, p. 170. 
160 Little, 'The Fall of' Akka', p. 170. 
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utilize their schools and other religious gatherings for rousing the populace to 
··h-d 161 Jl a . 
Nonetheless, none of the above sources mentioned that Ibn Taymiyya had 
participated in this huge campaign. It is simply not true to say that Ibn Taymiyya was 
unaware of the significance of Sultan al-Ashrafsjihad nor that he was not interested 
in the military campaign. Another way of looking at this is that the campaign was 
initiated in Cairo, where, as we have stated earlier, Ibn Taymiyya was busy learning 
and teaching in the Umayyad Mosque of Damascus. Thus, it may well be true to say 
that lbn Taymiyya did not acknowledge the mass religious gatherings held in Cairo 
shortly before the campaign. On the other hand, it would be more accurate to say that 
Sultan al-Ashraf was not impressed by the high calibre of ·Ibn Taymiyya. lbn 
Taymiyya's real contributions to jihad began after the fall of Acre and this will be 
explained in the following section. 
1.8. Ibn Taymiyya 's jihiid 
As demonstrated before, the majority of references, such as al-Bidaya wa al-nihaya 
and a!- 'Uqiid al-durriyya make no mention of lbn Taymiyya's role injihad against 
the Franks before the fall of Acre. 'Umar b. 'All al-Bazzar (Damascene scholar; d. 
749/1349), one of Ibn Taymiyya's disciples, however, claims that Ibn Taymiyya is 
said to have taken part in the battle of Acre. Al-Bazzar remarks: "They said that they 
saw him with the Muslim armies at the Acre and bravely countering the attack of the 




He also claims that Ibn Taymiyya had made a significant contribution 
that led to the victory of the Muslims. 163 This is the only report found that I am aware 
of which mentions Ibn Taymiyya' s role in the conquest of Acre. Therefore, it is 
questionable whether or not al-Bazzar's report is reliable. 
In 696/1297, Ibn Taymiyya is also said to have issued afatwti ofjihtid against 
the Maltese
164 
and the Armenian Franks, for they became traitors and allied to the 
Mongols against the Muslims. It is worth mentioning here that this fatwti was given 
in response to the request of the Ba}:lri Mamliik Sultan al-Malik al-Man~iir I:Iusam al-
Din Laj1n (reign Mamliik Sultanate from 696/1296 to 698/1299) 165 who needs 
support to counter the attack of the Franks. 
Ibn Taymiyya' s most significant achievement was his key role in initiating 
jihtid against the Mongols. At that time, the Mongols were the greatest danger facing 
the entire Muslim, because of their military power and the terrifying nature of their 
warfare. Ibn Taymiyya was not satisfied with simply appealing to the su/{iins only, 
but he also addressed the public and gave the fatwti necessitating the defending of 
Islam against the Mongols. 166 He held that the protection of Islam should be the 
primary objective of all Muslims and a way to complete their faith. 
In 699/1300, when Damascus was threatened by the Mongols, Ibn Taymiyya 
refused to stand by idly, for he agreed with the leaders of the country to take an 
162 al-Bazzar, al-A 'lam a/- 'a/iyya, pp. 63-4. 
163 al-Bazzar, al-A 'lam a/- 'a/iyya, pp. 63-4. 
164 See Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl, a/- 'Uqiid al-durriyya, pp. 54, 58; lbn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, As m a' 
mu 'allafot, p. 22. 
165 For a biographical note on al-Man~iir Lajln, see El (2), 6:328; Bosworth, The Islamic Dynasties, p. 
63. 
166 Ibn Kathlr, ai-Bidiiya, 14:14-6. 
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important step for the well being of all the Muslims by meeting the leader of the 
Mongols. Although they had no power to defend themselves, he decided to organise 
a delegation to meet the Sultan Ghazan al-Nabak (Mongol emperor who reigned 
from 694/1295 to 713/1304). 167 Ibn Taymiyya was head of the delegation that met 
Ghazan and negotiated for peace. 168 It was the first face-to-face meeting between the 
two men, in which Ibn Taymiyya explained to Ghazan that their occupation of 
Damascus would not last long, since the Muslims were rebelling. In the same way, 
he said to Ghazan: 
You have claimed that you are Muslim and you have with you 
mu 'adhdhln (the caller of prayer), judges, imiim and teachers but you 
invaded us and reached our country for what? While your father and your 
grandmother, Hulagu, were non-believers, they did not attack the land of 
Islam and they promised not to attack and they kept their premise. But 
. d db k . 169 you promtse an ro e 1t. 
Ibn Taymiyya is described as a leader who showed remarkable courage in inviting 
Ghazan to peace and justice. This mission was finally accomplished. 170 After this 
incident, the city enjoyed peace for some years. But, the Mongols did not respect the 
agreement and proceeded to attack Damascus in the fasting month of Rama<;lan in the 
I 0 171 year 702 13 2. 
When Ibn Taymiyya heard that the Mongols had broken the treaty he 
traveled to Cairo and convinced the Sultan Na~ir al-Din Mul).ammad to send his army 
to Damascus in the effort to fend off the Mongols. 172 Ibn Taymiyya returned to 
167 For a biographical note on Ghazan ai-Nabak, see El (2), 2:! 043. 
168 ai-Bazzar, al-A 'lam a/- 'aliyya, pp. 64-5; see also, Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, 14:7-10. 
169 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, 14:91-2. 
170 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, 14:91-2. 
171 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, 14:7-10. 
172 Ibn Kathir, al-Bidaya, 14: 91-2; Risala 3, p. 618. 
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Damascus along with the huge Egyptian army that had come out to push the 
Mongols back. Ibn Taymiyya and 'Alam al-Din Arjwash (d. 701/1302), one of the 
deputy amlrs in Syria, stopped in Damascus and invited the populace to jihiid against 
the Mongols. 173 The populace then united with the army of al-Malik al-Na~ir and 
started the march to Shaqhiib (a place near Damascus). The Muslims won the battle 
against the Mongols and pushed them out of Syria. 174 
Before this victory was achieved, it is worth mentioning that some Muslim 
leaders in Damascus were troubled by a critical question. Because it is widely 
accepted that the Qur'an forbade Muslims to raise arms against fellow Muslims, they 
wondered whether it was proper to fight the Mongols who had declared themselves 
to be Muslims. Ibn Taymiyya presented the analogy of the Khawarij that was fought 
by 'All b. Abl Talib (Companion; fourth caliph, 35/656-40/660; d. 40/660), 175 and 
the group who denounced the duty of zakiih that was fought by Abii Bakr al-
Siddiq. 176 He, furthermore, explained that it is permissible to fight any sects that 
denounced the five pillars of Islam and go to war against a justly established 
government. In other words, Ibn Taymiyya argues that the Mongols were apostates 
and they endanger the Muslims, thus the Muslims have a right to counter their attack. 
Not only did Ibn Taymiyya say that the Mongols were to be fought, but he 
also said the same of the heretic Shl'a: the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls. 177 As well as 
being allied to the Mongols and the Franks, Ibn Taymiyya argues that the Druzes and 
the Nu~ayrls were bughiih because they accused other fellow Muslims of unbelief 
173 lbn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:91-2. 
174 Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidiiya, 14:91-2; Risiila 3, p. 618. 
175 Thaliith rasii 'if, pp. 27-9; for a biographical note of' All, see El (2), I :381-86. 
176 Thaliith rasii 'if, pp. 27-9. 
177 lbn 'Abd al-Hadl, a/-' Uqiid al-durriyya, pp. 206-07. 
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(takflr) and killed the Muslims who refused to follow their creed. Ibn Taymiyya also 
argues that the Druzes and the Nu$ayrls were bughah because they opposed the 
imam. 178 As a result, in the year 70411304 Ibn Taymiyya personally participated in 
the jihad campaign of Sultan Na$ir al-Oin Mubammad against them at the Lebanese 
mountains of al-Jard and al-Kasrawan. 179 
178 MF3:357; 4:162, 320; 28:554; Momen, An Introduction to_ Shi'i Islam, PP· 93-4. 




THE SIGNIFICANCE OF JIHAD IN THE QUR'AN AND ITS 
RELATIONSHIP WITH DAR AL-ISLAM, DAR AL-ll4RB AND DAR AL-
'AHD 
2.1. Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to explore jihiid in its general meaning and concept in 
Islam and to examine the evolution of jihiid in Meccan and Medinan texts. Also, it 
aims to present the clarification of jihiid in Islam and to clear up the 
misunderstandings or distortions given to the notion of jihiid. In addition to attempts 
to formulate the distinction between the concepts of defensive and offensive jihiid. 
The chapter is divided into two sections: the first section explains the meaning of 
jihiid; the second section scrutinizes the development of jihiid in the Meccan and 
Medinan verses of the Qur'an, and examines both the hadith and sir a, seeking to 
understand more adequately the termjihiid as engendered in the Qur'an. Sincejihiid 
has a broad definition, it is first necessary to trace the terms with which it is closely 
associated, i.e. qitiil and i)arb. 
It is also worth mentioning that the analysis of Meccan and Medinan texts in 
this chapter is focused on the views of the classical commentators, and sometime 
refers to the viewpoint given by the modem writers. From this discussion, I 
demonstrate that a conceptual question can be posed in the light of the Qur'anic 
verses quoted later. To what extent does looking at a Muslim writer's work 
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through the filter of the Qur'anic texts yield a clearer understanding of jihiid? To 
answer this question, it is needed to put jihiid verses under close scrutiny. The 
Qur'an contains several sets of verses that establish the basic concept of jihiid. The 
very fact that jihiid is given intensive concern results from the fact that it is a major 
theme in the Qur'an.
1 
I confine my analysis to those verses that serve as the basis for 
the general notion of jihiid held by Muslim commentators. 
2.2. The definition ofjihiid 
As mentioned earlier, in order to understand more adequately ho~ the termjihiid has 
been understood in the Qur'an, hadith and other literatures, it is first necessary to 
trace the meaning of terms with which it is closely associated: qitiil and barb. In its 
Qur'anic usage, jihiid is different from qitiil and barb. For the meaning of jihiid is 
much broader, vaguer, and richer with a wide range of connotations and includes 
many activities extraneous to warfare. The term jihiid is mentioned twenty eight 
times in the Qur'an. The term qitiil has a more specific meaning: it is "fighting in the 
way of God" if/ sab1l Allah) and thus overlaps with the meaning of jihiid when it is 
understood as fighting in the battlefield. The term qitiil is mentioned forty two times 
in the Qur'an. We shall examine some of the Qur'anic verses for both usages later. 
Meanwhile, the term barb is found five times in the Qur'an. It is always used in 
reference to the wars that are not "in the way of God", 2 with one exception, where it 
1 John Wansbrough, Quranic Studies, Oxford, 1977, pp. 171-72; Yasin Dutton, The Origin of Islamic 
Law: The Qur'an, the Muwaf!a' and Madinan 'Amal, London, 2002, p. 161. 
2 Reuven Firestone, Jihiid:The Origin of Holy War in Islam, pp. 17, 18. 
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refers to war "in the way of God": "And if you do not, then be informed of a war 
(barb) from Allah and His Messenger" (Q2:279). 
The word jihiid derives from root j-h-d or juhd and it is a verbal noun of the 
third Arabic form of the verb jiihada. This verb literally means "to make effort" or 
"to exert oneself on behalf of something in order to achieve a goal", "remove a 
barrier"; or "defend in the face of opposition".3 The word jihiid is a noun and its 
singular past tense verb is jahada (male) or jahadat (female). The singular active 
participle of jihiid is mujiihid (male) or mujiihida (female). Meanwhile jihiid and 
mujiihada mean the exerting of one's power and effort.4 Another related word is 
ijtihiid which means "working hard or diligently". 5 
There are many forms and levels of jihiid.6 For instance, there is a jihiid in 
establishing good and removing wrong within oneself: this is to rid oneself of pride, 
prejudice, selfishness, greed, lust, anger, hatred and laziness; as such, it seeks to 
establish generosity, charity and a sense of responsibility. In other words, it is a form 
of jihiid for the Muslims to observe akhliiq (virtues) of Islam in one's daily life. 
Jihiid also applies in the wider social context: for example, it is a form of jihiid to 
3 Mul:mmmad b. Mukarram b. Manz_Or (cited as lbn Manz_Or; d. 710/1311 ), Lis an a/- 'Arab, Cairo, 
1300-1307, 3:133, 134; E. W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, Cambridge, 1984, 1 :473; 'Abd al-Salam 
Harun, ai-Mu jam al-wasi!, Cairo, 1960, 1: 142; Al)mad Ri<;la (d. 137211953), Mu jam matn al-lughah, 
Beirut, 1958-1960, 1 :587; Khaled Abou El-Fadl, The Place of Tolerance in Islam, Boston, 2002, pp. 
3-23. 
4 lbn Manz_Or, Lisiin a/- 'Arab, p. 134. 
5 For more detailed information of the usage of term ijtihiid and its relevance to jihiid, see Mohammad 
Hashim Kamali, 'Issues in the understanding of Jihiid and Ijtihiid', Islamic Studies, 41, Islamabad, 
2002, pp. 617-34. 
6 For these types of jihiid, see, for example, Abu A' la al-Mawdudi, Towards Understanding Islam, 
trans. and ed. Khurshid Ahmad, Leicester, 2002, p. 94; M.A. Sattar, Islam: The True Religion of 
Allah, Penang, 1978, pp. 27-8; Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 55; Patrick J. Bannerman, Islam in 
Perspective, London, 1988, p. 86; Firestone, Jihiid, pp. 17-8. 
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fight against poverty, disease, ignorance, crime and injustice. Another form of jihiid 
is to defend the umma, the religion and the country from the transgression of the 
enemy. This last form ofjihiid is sometimes called the "holy war". 
Jihiid in the sense of "struggling in the way of God" is commonly translated 
into English as "political war" or "holy war" and it fails to explain the actual 
meaning of jihiid in Islam. The biggest misconception about jihiid is to translate this 
term as "holy war" when, in truth; "holy war" is not a translation of the term.jihiid, 
either directly or subtly. 
2.2.1. Jihiid and "Holy War" 
The idea of the "holy war" may have come from a result of the history of the 
Crusades that saw this phrase being used during wartime. In other words, this 
mistranslation started during the Crusades when the phrase "holy war" was used to 
describe the war against the Muslims.7 Centuries have gone by since the Crusades 
ended, yet unfortunately many literatures still translatejihiid into "holy war".8 
7 For more detailed information of "'holy war", see, for example, Karen Armstrong, Holy War, 
London, 1988, pp. 99ff.; H.E.J. Cowdrey, 'The Genesis of the Crusades: The Springs of Western 
Ideas of Holy War', The Holy War, ed. Thomas Patrick Murphy, Columbus, 1976, pp. 9-32; 
Hillenbrand, The Crusades, pp. 94-100. 
8 See, for example, 'Abd Allah 'Azzam, FI al-jihiid adiib wa a}Jkiim, n.p.p, 1987, pp. 2-3; Abu al-
Hasan Ali al-Nadwi, Islam and The World, Kuwait, 1977, p. 88; Col in Imber, Ebu 's-Su 'ud: The 
Islamic Legal Tradition, Edinburgh, 1997, pp. 67-9; Bernard Lewis, Islam from the Prophet 
Muhammad to the Capture ofConstantinople: I. Politics and War, New York, 1979, pp. 209-13 and 
The Political Language of Islam, Chicago, 1988, p. 72; T.W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam: A 
History of the Propagation of the Muslim Faith, Lahore, 1961, pp. 445-51; Jeff Kemp, Reflections on 
Jihad, Edinburgh, 2003, pp. 1-6. 
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There is, in fact, no equivalent in the Islamic vocabulary to the term "holy 
war". However, if one were to actually translate "holy war" back into Arabic, the 
term would be "a!-barb al-muqaddasa" or "al-ma 'raka al-muqaddasa". 
Furthermore, there is no mention of "al-i)arb al-muqaddasa" or "al-ma 'raka al-
muqaddasa" in either of the Qur'an or hadith. There are, however, the equivalent 
references to war in the Islamic vocabulary are either qitiil or barb. 
War is not an objective of Islam nor is it the normal behavior of Muslims. 
Nonetheless, I argue that the Qur'an implicitly understands war to be a necessity of 
existence or a fact of life. So long as human beings exist in the world, there exists 
injustice, oppression, humiliation and arbitrary claims. History shows that from the 
early days of human civilization up till now, man has suffered from local and global 
wars. In trying to make the explanation of this statement the question to ask is: how 
could the Qur'an overlook these realities of human life? It is definitely to be 
explained by looking at the acknowledgment made in the Qur'an that war is allowed 
for self-defense and restoration of justice, freedom and peace. Here, it is useful to 
quote the opinion given by Karen Armstrong: "Mul)ammad and the first Muslims 
were fighting for their lives and they had also undertaken a project in which violence 
was inevitable. No radical social and political change has ever been achieved without 
bloodshed, and, because Mul)ammad was living in a period of confusion and 
disintegration, peace could be achieved only by the sword".9 If the oppressive and 
repulsive system were not confronted militarily, the wrong would have overwhelmed 
9 Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography ofthe Prophet, London, 2001, p. 168. 
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the world. This is the reason why the past Prophets, Dawiid (or David), as example, 
had been compelled to fight and kill the tyrant of Jaliit (or Goliath). This story is 
mentioned in the Qur'an: "So they defeated them by permission of Allah, and Dawiid 
killed Jaliit, and Allah gave him the kingship and wisdom" (Q2:251 ). 
In Islam, jihad is carried out on behalf of God in order to establish good 
against wrong. Jihad may take place within oneself or within the community. The 
term jihiid can refer to any action, word, piece of writing or work connected with 
one's profession, community or family. It is done for one's spiritual welfare with the 
aim of achieving nearness to God, to be rewarded with Paradise .. Jihad is simply the 
process of "exerting one's best efforts", involving some form of struggle and 
resistance, in order to achieve a particular goal. In other words, jihiid is the struggle 
against, or resistance to, something for the sake of a goal. The meaning of the word 
jihiid is independent of the nature of the invested efforts or the sought goal. Contrary 
to common belief, the word jihiid does not necessarily imply any violent effort, let 
alone war and such instances of extreme violence. It is a general term that can mean 
violent as well as peaceful actions, depending on the context in which it is used, as 
we shall indeed see later. Similarly,jihad as a generic word is used erroneously when 
applied to the seeking of goals which are not Islamic or when used in a non-religious 
context. For instance, when it is used to condone violence or acts of terror and the 
killing of innocent lives. Occasionally, it is also be used improperly to support the 
acts of opposition against the imiim. Such acts are not properly terrnedjihiid. 
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2.2.2. Jihiid and Da 'wah 
Another question we could raise about war and da 'wah concerns the words "!I sab1l 
Allah" which follows the jihad in the Qur'an, begging the question as to whether or 
not there is conversion of non-Muslims by force to Islam. This may be explained by 
the literal translation of the Arabic word "!I sab1l Allah" into English as "in the way 
of God". I rather believed this translation has misled people into believing that jihad 
"in the way of God" enjoined conversion of non-Muslims by force to Islam. Here, 
we do have a misconception in regard with the wordjihad. This tells us thatjihad is 
not fighting against non-Muslims with the object of forcing them to become 
Muslims. In other words, it is generally accepted that the Muslims are forbidden to 
fight against non-Muslims who are on peace terms with them, and may not fight 
them because of their faith nor expel them from their homes. 
With regard to the compulsion found in Islam, one has to acknowledge the 
peaceful method of jihad or da 'wah. This was because the da 'wah of the Prophet 
was to proclaim the concept of oneness of God, 10 and the unity of the mankind and to 
guide humanity to the path of virtue and righteousness. 11 In conveying this message, 
the Prophet was not enjoining any compulsion. Non-Muslims were given the 
freedom to submit Islam as a ruling system but not as a creed, because according to 
Islam force should not be resorted to in such matters. The Qur'an states that: "There 
is no compulsion in Islam; right has become clearly distinct from error" (Q2:256). 
10 See Qll2:1-4. 
11 See Ql:6-7. 
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This verse clearly indicates that there is no compulsion in Islam. Moreover, a form of 
compulsion is incompatible with Islam, because Islam depends on faith and will and 
these would definitely be meaningless, if approached by force. Undoubtedly, da 'wah 
is very important in Islam and to strive hard in da 'wah is to be creative, to show 
initiative, to be able to present Islam in its true form, so people can choose between 
right and wrong, truth and falsehood. The da 'wah is a religious duty of every 
Muslim, but compulsion is rejected by the Qur'an. Rather, Islam gives protection to 
the polytheist who asked for it, as the Qur'an says: 
And if anyone of the polytheists seeks your protection, then grant 
him protection so that he may hear the words of Allah. Then 
deliver him to his place of safety. That is because they are a people 
who do not know. (Q9:6) 
2.3. The development ofjihiid in the Qur'an 
Before examining the verses, it is significant to understand the method of Qur'anic 
analysis which has developed in Islamic thought. This method was introduced by the 
Muslim scholars to help people understand exactly what the divine pronouncements 
were about. This method can be illustrated by reference to the tafslr on the verses in 
question. The second relevant method is that of contextual study: this approach 
involves reflection on whole passages of Qur'anic text. 12 In this case, the theme or 
the context of the text rather than the meaning of the text is under examination. For 
12 'Context' here means a text consists of the word, sentences, or text before and after it which help to 
make its meaning clear. For a summary of this way, see Farid Esack, Qur'an, Liberation and 
Pluralism: An Islamic Perspective, Oxford, 1997, p. 225. 
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instance, all the jihiid verses, that are selected for examination must be analyzed in 
the context of the verses before and after them. Failure to do so may lead to 
selectivity, which may distort the meaning of jihiid. The third method involves 
identifying "the occasions of revelation", known as "asbiib al-nuziif'. Consideration 
of asbiib al-nuziil, if known and authentic, affects the interpretation of that verse. 
This approach attempts to correlate specific verses with actual events in the history 
of Mu}:lammad's life as the Prophet. 13 In other words, some Qur'anic verses were 
revealed to deal with certain historical challenges which besieged the Muslim 
community at that time. Guided by the above methodology, we move next to review 
the Qur'anic values and precepts, which represent the underpinning of the 
development ofjihiid. 
The values and precepts underlying the evolution of jihiid can be traced by 
the examination of the early Meccan texts and secondly by Medinan texts. 
2.3.1. The Meccan revelations 
In the Meccan texts, the emphasis is mainly on the peaceful meaning of jihiid, and 
the efforts that an individual makes towards self-improvement or to persuade others 
by way of promotion of the cause of Islam. Mu}:lammad was sent to admonish his 
people to leave polytheism and take on the concept of monotheism. It is reported in 
the slra and some exegetical works such as Tafslr Muqiitil by Muqatil b. Sulayman 
13 For the summary of this method, see Andrew Rippin, 'The Exegetical Genre Asbiib ai-Nuziil: A 
Bibliographical and Tenninological Survey', Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
(BSOAS), 48, Cambridge, 1985, pp. 2-15. 
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(Balkhl commentator; d. 150/767), 14 Jam!' al-bayan 'an ta 'w1l ay al-Qur 'an by Abii 
Ja'far Mubammad b. Jarlr al-Tabarl (Iraqi commentator; historian; d. 31 0/923) 15 and 
Tafslr al-kiiblr by Fakhr al-Din al-Razi (commentator; philosopher; d. 313/925) 16 
demonstrate that the campaign of Mubammad's da 'wah began after receiving the 
following verses: "Then declare what you are commanded and turn away from the 
polytheists. Indeed, We are sufficient for you against the mockers" (Q15: 94-5). 
Jihad in the sense of self-discipline and absolute devotion of the self to the 
moral and religious teaching of Islam occurs in many places in Qur'an, especially in 
the following verses that were revealed in Mecca: 
Invite the way of your Lord with wisdom and good instruction, 
and argue with them in a way that is best. Indeed, your Lord is 
most knowing of who has strayed from His way, and He is most 
knowing of who is guided. And if you punish, punish with an 
equivalent of that with which you were harmed. But if you are 
patient, it is better for those who are patient. And be patient, and 
your patience is not but through Allah. And do not grieve over 
them, and do not be in distress over what they conspire. 
(Q 16: 125-127) 
So do not obey the disbelievers, and strive against them with it 
a great striving (wajiihidhum bihijihiidiin kabiriin). (Q25:52) 
0 you who have believed, bow down and prostrate and worship 
your Lord, and do good, that you may succeed. And strive for 
Allah with the striving due to Him (wa jiihidii fil/ahi haqqa 
jihiidih). He has chosen you and has not placed upon you in the 
religion any hardship. It is the religion of your father, Abraham. 
He named you "Muslims" before and in this that the messenger 
may be a witness over you and you may be witnesses over 
14 Muqatil b. Sulayman, Tafslr Muqiitil, Cairo, 1989, 2:437; for a biographical note on Muqatil, see, 
El (2), 7:508-09. 
15 al-Tabarl, Abii Ja'far Mul)ammad b. Jarlr, Jam/' al-bayiin 'an tii'w1l iiy ai-Qur'iin, Beirut, 1984, 14: 
68; for a biographical note on al-Tabarl, see, El (I), 4:578-79. 
16 Fakhr al-Oin al-Razl, Tafs/r al-kiib/r, Cairo, 1938, 13:73; for a biographical note on al-Razl, see, El 
(/), 3:1134-36. 
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mankind. So establish prayer and give zakiih and hold fast to 
Allah. (Q22:77-8) 
From the verses above, the words used for "to strive" are ''jahid' and ''jahidu", 
which originated from the Arabic word ''j ihad'. If one refers to the word j ihad in the 
verses above, one can discover that jihad is freely used in the context of struggling 
with one's power and ability without suggesting war or aggression. In other words, 
this suggests to us that the way of the word "jihad' is not used exclusively for 
fighting on the battlefield. Indeed, jihad is used in its wider sense. For instance, 
pilgrimage or }Jajj is called jihad, as mentioned in the hadith: "The }Jajj is the most 
excellent of all jihads". 11 Serving one's parents is also jihad, on this matter, the 
Prophet said in another hadith: 
A man came to the Prophet and sought permission to participate 
in jihad, whereupon the Prophet asked: "Do you have parents?" 
The man said: "Yes." The Prophet replied: "Then strive by 
serving them". 18 
All the Qur' anic verses quoted above suggest to us that jihad in the sense of military 
struggle was not recommended in the early stages of the propagation of Islam. The 
first verse (Ql6:125) does not use the terrnjihad. Rather, the verse tells us that the 
Prophet was directed to be patient and wise by using the peaceful way of calling 
people to monotheism. This concept of da 'wah or "non-military" jihad is glossed by 
17 See $abib Bukhan: 'KiUib al-lman', 25; $a/.1Ib Muslim, 'Kitab al-1man', 118; Musnad, 2/258, 264, 
268. 
18 See $abib Bukhan: 'Kitab al-jihad', 2782; $abi'h Muslim, 'Kitab fadha'il al-a'mal'; 4623; Musnad, 
21165, 188, 193; Sunan Abii Diiwiid, 'Kitab al-jihad'; 2167. 
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one hadith: "I was directed to give forgiveness and avoid any fighting." 19 These 
suggest that the Prophet's campaign in this Meccan period only involved non-
military or non-aggressive jihlid. Commentators, such as al-Tabarl, Ibn Taymiyya 
and lbn Kathlr agree that the verse refers to the campaign of education or da 'wa, 
which is the earliest peaceful jihlid carried out by the Prophet. 20 
Another method used by commentators such as 'All b. Al)mad al-Wal)idl 
(commentator; d. 468/1 075)21 is to identify the asbiib al-nuziil of the verse. AI-
Wal)idl's opinion of the verse appears to be different from al-Tabarl and Ibn Kathlr. 
He dates Q 16:125-127 to an incident after the Battle of Ul)ud, which took place in 
the month of Shawwal of 3/March of 625.22 According to al-Wal)idl, Q16:125-127 
was revealed immediately after the battle and thus Q 16:125 is a Medinan text. But, I 
maintain that al-Wal)idl' s statement is still related to the main discussion for two 
reasons: first, there is no remark made by al-Wal)idl which suggests that the verse 
refers to military jihlid; second, if Q 16:125 were to be read and understood with 
Q 16:126-127, one can say that the whole text refers to peaceful jihlid. However, it 
does not mean Muslims must surrender to aggression. They must defend themselves 
and, if possible, avoid any fighting. AI-Tabarl, on the other hand, separates Q 16: 125 
from Q 16:126-127 and relates the Battle of Ul)ud to the latter verses only. In 
19Th is hadith is taken from the collection of al-Nasa'l, Abii 'Abd Allah al-Ral:tman Al:tmad b. Shu'ayb 
b. 'All, (Khurasan hadith-scholar; d. 303/915) in his Sunan, Cairo, 1965, 6:3, 'Kitab al-jihad'. 
20 al-Tabarl, Tar/kh al-umam wa al-muliik, Cairo, 1961, 2:318; ai-Tafs!r, 5: 105; lbn Kathlr, S!ra al-
nabawiyya, Cairo, 1976, 1:421. 
21 For a biographical note on al-Wal:tidl, see, GAL, Supplement, 1:730-31. 
22 Abii al-l:lassan 'All b. Al:tmad al-Wal:tidl, Asbiib al-nuziil, Beirut, 1991, pp. 162-63; 'Abd al-Malik 
b. Hisham (cited as Ibn Hisham; historian; d. 218/834), ai-Sira al-nabawiyya, Beirut, 1985, 3:63; 
Alfred Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad: A Translation of Jbn lsi)iiq 's Sir a Rasul Allah, Oxford, 
1955, p. 369. 
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addition, al-Tabarl notes that Q 16:126 is abrogated by itself. In Q 16:126, it is clear 
that mutilation was first allowed only in response to mutilation: "And if you punish, 
punish with an equivalent of that with which you were harmed." But this was soon 
abrogated by the second part of the verse calling for patience: "But if you are patient, 
it is better for those who are patient. "23 Another view given by Muqatil is that 
Q 16:125 refers to the People of the Book?4 This interpretation seems to harmonize 
the distinction between non-military and military jihiid. The People of the Book are 
not to be converted to Islam by force, but are to be allowed to live as dhimm/s 
(protected peoples) if they agreed to pay the jizya (poll tax) and live in peace with 
the Muslims?5 A similar understanding is also shown by al-Tabarl.26 This strongly 
suggests to us that Q 16:125 does not refer to any military jihiid regardless of al-
Wabidi's statement about its Medinan text. 
Unlike above, Q25:52 and Q22:78 acknowledge the terrnjihiid. However, it 
does not necessarily mean "fighting in the battlefield". It is certain that the Q25:52 
mentions a peaceful method of jihiid by recommending that the Prophet and his 
people to promote and defend the doctrine of Islam in a diplomatic way by using 
Qur'anic texts and avoiding the use of military power. In short, the carrying out of 
jihiid is clearly enjoined, and it is to be carried out against the unbelievers. But this is 
to be a jihiid not of the sword, but of the Qur'an. Some commentators like al-
23 al-Tabar1, Jam/' al-bayiin, 14:195. 
24 Muqatil, Tafsir, p. 195. 
25 See Q9:29. 




'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. Mul)ammad al-Bayc;lawl (Shafi'l qii(i1; d. 
685/1286)
28 
and Jalal al-Din al-Suyutl (Egyptian hadith-scholar; commentator; d. 
911/1505)29 demonstrate that the words of ''jiihicl' and "bihi" in the phrase "wa 
jiihidhum bihi" refers to "preaching" and "the Qur'an" respectively and that therefore 
the reference to jihiid in these verses has no obvious military connotation. Thus, the 
phrase "wa jiihidhum bihi jihiidiin kablriin" suggests to us that the great jihiid 
(jihiidiin kablriin) refers to peacefuljihiid. 
The last verse (Q22:78) emphasizes sincerity and faithfulness. On the one 
hand, theoretically it could refer to a military jihiid or non-military form of jihiid. 
However, if the verse is read in context, the previous text refers only to prayer, 
worship and exhortation to do charity work. We can therefore conclude that jihiid 
here refers to a non-military form. Commentators like al-Razl and Jar Allah Mal)miid 
b. 'Umar al-Khawarizml al-Zamakhshari (commentator; d. 538/1144)30 maintain that 
the jihiid mentioned in the verse is the jihiid against evil and the lower self.31 In 
addition, they agree that jihiid is generally divided into three types: jihiid against the 
enemy; jihiid against evil; and jihiid against the lower self. In this chapter, I do not 
intend to discuss in detail what I shall explain about these types of jihiid. Rather, I 
shall attempt to examine them in the next chapter. Al-Zamakhsharl further states that 
27 al-Taban, Jam/'al-bayan, 10:22-3. 
28 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b. Mul:mmmad al-Bay9awl, Anwtir al-tanz1l wa asrtir al-ta 'w1l, Beirut, 1969, 
2: 148; for a biographical note on al-Bay9awl, see, El (2), 1:1129. 
29 Jalal al-Din al-Suyiitl, al-Durr al-manthiir f/ al-tafslr bi al-mti 'thiir, Beirut, 1990, 4:62-3; for a 
biographical note on al-Suyiitl, see, El (1), 4:573-75. 
3° For a biographical note on al-Zamakhsharl, see, El (1), 4:1205. 
31 al-Razl, Tafslr al-kablr, 13:73; Jar Allah Ma})miid b. 'Umar al-Khawarizml al-Zamakhshan, a/-
Kashshiif, Beirut, n.d., 3:173. 
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the types ofjihad are glossed by hadith according to which the Prophet said upon his 
return from the battle of Tabiik: "We returned from a lesser jihad to a greater jihad. 
This is the greater jihad of striving against the capricious desires of the self'.32 
To sum up, Ql6:125 can be seen as unrelated to the verse that follows and 
does not necessarily refer to the Battle of Ul)ud. The term jihad in Q25:52 and 
Q22:78 also do not refer to any aggressive or military jihad. It is clear evidence that 
references to jihad in that period carry a non-military meaning. The Prophet was 
definitely applying himself to jihad in Mecca but only through the peaceful da 'wa. If 
we look back to the situation in the early days of Islam in Mecca, Islam was a 
minority movement and had a small and weak community; therefore jihad in its 
military sense would not have been feasible. Indeed, the Muslims in Mecca strived 
hard to control their evil desires, improve their understanding of Islam and apply it 
by their words and deeds and in striving hard in propagate the message. After they 
migrated to Medina, their striving eventually involved the taking up of arms and 
fighting in the battlefield. This remarks a new development in the Muslims' 
dimension of jihad and the full explanation of it will be properly discussed in the 
following passages. 
2.3.2. The Medinan revelations 
In the Medinan period of the Qur'anic revelation, the earliest development of jihad 
can be traced by the following verses: 
32 al-Zamakhsharl, al-Kashshaf, 3:173. 
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So those who migrated or were evicted from their homes or 
were harmed in God's cause or fought or were killed. I will 
surely remove from them their misdeeds, and I will surely admit 
them to gardens beneath which rivers flow as reward from 
Allah and Allah has with Him the best reward. (Q3: 195) 
Permission (to fight) has been given to those who are being 
fought because they were wronged (uzina lillazina yuqataluna 
bi annahum ,'?Ulimu). And indeed, Allah is competent to give 
them victory. Those who have been evicted from their homes 
without right, only because they say: "Our Lord is Allah." And 
were it not that Allah checks the people, some by means of 
others, there would have been demolished monasteries, 
churches, synagogues and mosques in which the name of Allah 
is much mentioned. And Allah will surely support those who 
support Him. Indeed, Allah is Powerful and Exalted in Might. 
(Q22:39-40) 
Fight (wa qatilu) in the way of Allah those who fight against 
you but do not transgress. Indeed, Allah does not like 
transgressors. And kill them (waqtuluhum) wherever you 
overtake them and expel them from wherever they have 
expelled you, and fitna is worse than killing. And do not fight 
them (wa la tuqatiluhum) at the baram mosque until they fight 
you there. But if they fight you, then kill them. Such is the 
recompense of disbelievers. (Q2:190-91) 
They asked you about the sacred month, about fighting (qital) 
therein. Say: "Fighting therein is a great sin, but averting people 
from the way of Allah, and disbelief in Him and the baram 
mosque, and the expulsion of its people therefrom are greater 
sin in the sight of Allah. And fitna is greater than killing. And 
they will continue to fight (yuqatilunakum) you until they turn 
you back from your religion if they are able. And whoever of 
you reverts from his religion and dies while he is a disbeliever, 
for those, their deeds have become worthless in this world and 
the Hereafter, and those are the companions of the Fire; they 
will abide therein forever. (Q2:217) 
From the verses above, the words used to describe "to fight" are "yuqiita/una", 
"waqtuluhum", "tuqiitiluhum", all of which originate from the Arabic word "qitiif'. 
In every case, the carrying out of a "qitaf' is enjoined and clearly refers to "fighting 
in the battlefield" or "war". This suggests to us that the word "qitaf' in the 
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Qur'an particularly refers to a form of "fighting" or a "war". Thus, the word "qitiif' 
further narrows the broad definition of jihiid. Even here, the word jihiid is not used. 
The Qur'an allows fighting to defend the religion of Islam and the Muslims are 
credited for this effort. It is appropriate at this point to raise the question, why was 
there so much war between Muslims and unbelievers in the time of the Prophet and 
his Companions? This will be answered by examining the verses quoted above in the 
following passages. 
The first verse (Q3: 195) tells us about the early situation of the Muslims in 
Mecca where the Muslim community was still being treated and tormented unjustly 
by the Meccan polytheists. This finally forced the Muslims to migrate, first to 
Abyssinia and then to Medina (this event happened on 12 Rabi' al-Awwal of the first 
hijra year/24th of September, 622).33 It is worth stating that the hijra marks a number 
of significant developments in Islam: firstly, the Islamic calendar begins with the 
year in which the Prophet and his followers migrated to Medina. It is worth 
explaining that the Muslims date their era not from the birth of the Prophet, nor from 
the time of the first revelations, but from the year of the hijra;34 secondly, the 
concept of worship as a religious ritual and ceremony acquired social, political and 
economical overtones at this point in time. It most certainly also involved the 
33 al-Tabari, The History of ai-Taban: trans. W. Montgomery Watt and M. V. McDonald, New York, 
1988, 5: 162; lbn Hisham, ai-Sira al-nabawiyya, 2:590; Guillaume, The Life of Mu ham mad, p. 218. 
34 G.S.P. Freeman-Grenville, The Muslim and Christian Calendars, London, 1977, p. 14; see also, 
John L. Esposito, The Islamic Threat: Myth or reality?, Oxford, 1992, p. 29. 
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development of the concept ofjihad.35 This explains why the Medinan texts show a 
fundamental change in its quality and content. Before the revelation of Q22:39-40 
and in the early years of the persecution, the Prophet continued to advise his 
followers to conduct peacefuljihad and to avoid any fighting. However,jihad finally 
expanded to include the military dimension soon after Q22:39-40 was revealed. 36 
Commentators such as al-TabarP7 and al-WahidP8 say that Abu Bakr al-
Siddiq and many Companions are reported to have complained to the Prophet that 
they would definitely be killed by the Meccan polytheists if they were not allowed to 
fight back. Therefore, Q22:39-40 was revealed which allowed the Muslims to defend 
themselves. A similar understanding is also shown by other commentators such as al-
Zamakhsharl,39 al-Razl,40 al-Bay<;iawl41 and Abu 'Abd Allah Mubammad al-Qurtubl 
(Malikl jurist; commentator; d. 67111273)42. In addition, these verses are important 
because it is agreed by such commentators that Q22:39-40 were the first 
pronouncement of military jihad and were revealed in the year of the Prophet's hijra, 
or the year 622, or thirteen years after the first revelation were sent down to him.43 
Indeed, the permission was given to people upon whom war was being made by their 
35 W. Montgomery Watt, Muhammad at Medina, Oxford, 1956, p. 242; Michael Cook, Muhammad, 
Oxford, 1983, pp. 18-24; Fred McGraw Donner, The Early Islamic Conquests, Princeton, 1981, pp. 
54-5. 
36 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 136. 
37 al-Tabari,Jam/'al-bayiin, 17:171-73. 
38 a1-Wabidl, Asbiib al-nuzill, p. 177. 
39 ai-Zamakhsharl, al-Kashshiif, 3:15. 
40 ai-Razl, Tafsir al-kabir, 23:39. 
41 ai-Bay<;lawl, Anwiir al-tanul, 2:93. 
42 Abii 'Abd Allah Mubammad b. Ab mad al-Qurtubl, al-Jiimi' li a}Jkiim al-Qur 'an, Beirut, 1987, 
2:68-9. 
43 Muqatil, Tafslr, 3: 129; Mujahid, Tafsir, p. 482. 
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enemies, but it was not a permission to make war in general, but only against people 
who made war on them. 
According to al-Mawardl, Q22:39 specifies that jihiid at this stage is 
imperative for the Muhiijiriln (the emigrants) but need only be voluntarily be entered 
into by others. 
44 
However, others disagree and this text has been misunderstood. In 
my point of view, this revelation refers to both the Muhiijiriln and the An$iir (the 
helpers), though it was only the Muhiijiriln who had been wronged by the Meccan 
polytheists when they had been driven from their homes in Mecca. But, in Islamic 
tradition, all Muslims are regarded as one umma.45 Because of this concept, Islam 
promotes strong ties amongst the members of the umma who should look upon 
themselves as brethren under God. Therefore, it is the duty of the An$iir to give 
protection, food and any other possible assistance to the Muhiijiriln. The revelation, 
however, should not be understood to indicate that the Prophet was thinking of an 
absolute war to meet the Meccan polytheists in the open. Instead, the Prophet was 
launching several sariyya (smaller expeditions) as the modest form of fighting.46 In 
the Arab nomadic tradition, sariyya was the common practice and an accepted way 
to overcome economic problems when the times were hard. Indeed, if we look back 
to the life of the Prophet and the first Muslims especially the Muhiijiriln, they had 
few opportunities of earning living expenses in Medina. According to Armstrong, the 
44 Mu~tafa Wahbah al-Zu}:layll, Athiir al-}Jarb ftflqh al-lsliimJ: Beirut, 1962, p. 88. 
45 For more detailed infonnation on umma, see, for example, Jaffary Awang, 'The Notion ofUmmah 
in Islam: The response of Malay Muslim intellectuals in Malaysia', unpublished PhD thesis, 
University of Birmingham, 2000 (see Chapter Three and Four); Khan, The Political Thought of Jbn 
Taymiyya, pp. 1 09-25; Donner, The Early Islamic Conquests, pp. 55-62. 
46 Annstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, p. 169. 
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Muhajiriln were mostly merchants and bankers and they knew nothing about 
farming.
47 
So, it was not easy for them to begin their own agricultural ventures in the 
land provided. In Medina, the opportunity for trade was too little for their needs and 
furthermore Mecca held a strong monopoly in the business area. In this hard time, 
the Muhajiriln really needed the An$iir in order to survive. Despite of all these 
difficulties, the Prophet believed that the sariyya could be the way to secure a fair 
circulation of the available wealth during the nomadic period. Here, one can say that 
the concept of sariyya taken by the Prophet was to restore the Muslims's ailing 
economy, after they had been transgressed by the Meccan polytheists.48 So, in my 
opinion, the sariyya was a defensive form ofjihad. 
In connection with this, Q2: 190-91 clearly tell the Muslims that someone 
who does not inflict any oppression on them must not be fought. In these verses, the 
Muslims shall not be the first to attack, they can fight but only against those who 
attack them first, aggression was expressly prohibited. So Islam is against aggression 
and permission is given only for war in self-defense. 
In other words, if non-Muslims interact peacefully with the Muslims, there 
can be no ground or justification to declare war on them. According to al-Wabidl, 
Q2: 190-91 were revealed in the year 6/628, just after the occasion of the peace 
agreement between the Prophet and the Meccan polytheists at al-I:Iudaybiya (a place 
47 Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, p. 169. 
48 Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, p. 169. 
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bordering on the Sacred Precinct or baram of Mecca).49 The agreement said that the 
Prophet and his followers were not allowed to enter Mecca for pilgrimage that year 
but would be allowed to return for the pilgrimage in the following year. Nonetheless, 
the Prophet and his followers still feared that they would be killed if they returned to 
Mecca. For this reason, Q2: 190-91 were revealed and allowed them to fight if 
attacked. Another point is that the bar am of Mecca was a sacred place. According to 
pre-Islamic Arabic tradition, any battle within the area was strictly forbidden. This 
matter puzzled the Prophet and his Companions for a time. First, they understood 
that Q2: 190 told them it is a duty to fight in defense of the Muslims. Second, what 
would they do if battle happened in the i)aram of Mecca? If Q2: 190 is read in with 
Q2: 191, it gives the Prophet the solution: "And do not fight them (wa la tuqatiluhum) 
at the bar am mosque until they fight you there. But if they fight you, then kill them". 
The verse suggests that because the i)aram of Mecca is a place in which fighting is 
prohibited, Muslims were not allowed to initiate the fighting therein against the 
enemies. Nonetheless, they were permitted to fight at the i)aram of Mecca only if the 
enemies extended the fighting to that place. Once the enemies have stopped 
hostilities in the i)ariim of Mecca, the Muslims must cease fighting there 
immediately. Therefore, this verse was revealed to give the Prophet the permission of 
fighting in self-defense if attacked at the bar am of Mecca. 50 
49 al-Wal)idl, Asbiib al-nuzfil, p. 29; Muqatil, Tafslr, 1:167; lbn Hisham, al-Slra al-nabawiyya, 3:321; 
Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad, pp. 499-503. 
50 al-Zamakhsharl, ai-Kashshiif, 1:223. 
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A similar context is shown by Q2:217. This verse, however, is particularly 
related to the event that involved a raid at a place to the south of Mecca, namely 
Nakhla.
51 
The raid was led by 'Abd Allah b. Jal)sh al-Asadl in the prohibited month 
of fighting. This raid took place either on the last day of Jumada al-Akhira or the first 
day ofRajab in the year 2/ December 623. According to pre-Islamic Arabic tradition, 
Raj ab was one of the four sacred months in which fighting was strictly prohibited. 
(Some commentators maintain that the sacred months mentioned in the verse are 
Mul)arram, Rajah, Dhii al-Qa'da and Dhii al-ijijja).52 In this incident, a Meccan 
polytheist named' Amr b. al-Ha<;lraml was killed. 53 
2.3.2.1. The sariyya to N akhla: Some opinions of the commentators 
It is worth reflecting for a little on some of the details in order to understand what 
lies behind this incident. Therefore, it is useful to mention the report given by lbn 
ijajar al-Asqalanl in Fat.b al-biiri. He mentions that lbn Jal)sh with other eight men 
of the Muhiijirun were sent in one sariyya to Nakhla, solely in order to assess the 
latest news about the Meccan polytheists. But they intercepted a trade caravan run by 
Meccan polytheists, killed Ibn al-Ha<;lraml and seized two prisoners, taking them 
back to Medina. The incident had a serious impact on both the city dwellers and the 
51 "Nakhla" is the name of two valleys on the way from Mecca Ta'if, distinguished as Sha'maniyya 
(northern Syria) and Yamaniya (southern Yemen); see El (2), 7:924. 
52 al-Tabar1, Jam/' al-bayiin, 14:234-42; ai-Zamakhsyarl, ai-Kashshiif, 2:261; al-Quf1ub1, ai-Jiimi ', 
8: 133; Abu Mul:tammad al-ijusayn b. Mas'ud ai-Fara' a1-Baghaw1, (commentator; d. 516/1122), 
Tafslr al-Baghaw1: Beirut, 1986, 2:289. 
53 For more detailed information of this story, see al-Tabar1, Jam I' al-bayiin, 2:299-315; Guillaume, 
The Life of Muhammad, pp. 286-89; Ibn Hisham, ai-Sira al-nabawiyya, 2:601-05; ai-Qui1Ubl, ai-
Jiimi' li ai)kiim ai-Qur 'iin, 3:40-5; ai-Zamakhshan, ai-Kashshiif, 1:258. 
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desert nomads, because it broke a tradition established in the Arabian Peninsula long 
before Islam. When Ibn Ja}:lsh returned to Medina, he wanted to hand over the booty, 
but the Prophet refuse to accept it and said: "I did not order you to fight during the 
sacred month".
54 
When Q2:217 was revealed, the Prophet took the booty and 
ransomed the prisoners to their tribe. Nonetheless, al-ijakam b. Kaysan, one of the 
two prisoners, was reported to be so impressed by what he saw of the Muslim 
community in Medina that he eventually decided to remain in the city and convert to 
Islam. 55 A similar version of the story also can be found in the report of Ibn Is}:laq 
and al-Tabarl. 56 
Meanwhile, Mu}:lammad b. 'Umar al-Waqidl (Medinan historian; d. c. 
207 /822)57 gives a different version of the story. He claims that Ibn Ja}:lsh was told to 
march to the valley of Nakhla and set an ambush for the Arab polytheists. 58 Here, I 
prefer to use the story as reported by Ibn Is}:laq and al-Tabarl, which I believe to be 
more reliable than that of al-Waqidl. 59 
According to al-Tabarl and Ibn Taymiyya, this incident cannot be considered 
to have overruled the Qur'anic concept of defensive jihad, nor did it undermine the 
authority of the Prophet. (Before the revelation, the Prophet was said to give the 
ancient prohibition some respect. In other words, the Prophet did not allow the 
54 Ibn Hisham, ai-Sira al-nabawiyya, 2:603. 
55 Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, p. 172. 
56 ai-Tabari, The History of a/- Taban: 7: 18-23; Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad, pp. 286-89. 
57 For a biographical note on ai-Waqidl, see, El(/), 1:1104-05. 
58 Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, p. 170. 
59 For details of the reliability of Ibn Is~aq, see Watt, 'The Materials used by lbn Is~aq', Muslim 
World, 13, Hartford Conn., 1952, pp. 164-71. 
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Muslims to wage any fight during the sacred months). It is definitely applicable to 
the context of the incident. As a result of these events, the Muslims were now in a 
state of conflict with the Meccan polytheists. Also, the Muslims began to feel it 
essential to make attempts to weaken the Meccan polytheists' economic power. 
Therefore, the verse was revealed which extended the permission for defensive 
fighting to apply to all Meccans and all other Arab polytheists without being 
compromised by time or place; even the ancient Arab prohibition of the Sacred 
Months was overridden. 60 
Here, it is useful to mention the op1n1on g1ven by Watt. For Watt, the 
sacredness of the month is not denied. He claims that the violation of the sacred 
months is less serious than the opposition by the Meccan polytheists to the Islamic 
religion. 61 As mentioned above, the Meccan polytheists were keeping the Muslims 
away from Islam by making the expulsion and persecution of the Muslims. 
Therefore, it is not true to say that the Muslims were responsible for initiating the 
provocation against the Meccans and other Arab polytheists. 
In other words, if enemies of Islam violate one of the sacred months and 
attack Muslims, Q2:217 clearly instructs the Muslims to retaliate within that month 
only. The Muslims must not continue hostilities into another sacred month unless 
their enemies start new hostilities in that month. The verse states that measured ness 
and proportionality must characterize all retaliatory acts by Muslims. 
60 ai-Taban, Jam/' al-bayan, 2:349-53; MF14:88-90; al-Tafslr, 3:52-4. 
61 Watt, Muhammad: Prophet and Statesman, Oxford, 1961, p. Ill; Armstrong, Muhammad: A 
Biography of the Prophet, p. 171. 
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2.3.3. The significance of the Prophet's jihiid 
After having examined the evolution of jihiid in the Qur'an, it can be divided into 
two phases: the first is jihiid in the Meccan period or revelation. This phase only 
recommended a peaceful or non-military jihiid; the second is jihiid in the Medinan 
period where its dimension expanded to military jihiid. In particular, one can divide 
jihiid in the early days of Islam into four stages: in the beginning, jihad was not 
legislated during the Meccan period, i.e. "Have you not seen those who were told to 
hold back their hands and perform regular prayers and give zakiih (Q4:77)". This was 
the approach taken by the Muslims when the missions of Islam were still new. If the 
Muslims had confronted the Meccan polytheists by force at that time, the Meccan 
polytheists would have uprooted and destroyed Islam at the outset. Therefore, it was 
important for the Muslims to concentrate on improving their faith by performing 
worship and struggling with their own nafs (soul) and inviting others to Islam. The 
second stage was marked when the Muslims migrated to Medina and they got a 
support from the An.:;iir. At this time, the Muslims had territory which was under 
their own administration. In this respect, jihiid was permitted only in self-defense as 
mentioned in Q22:39. The third stage came into being when the Muslims were 
ordered to fight in the protection of their beliefs, family and property (i.e. Q2: 190). 
Here, the purpose of jihiid was highlighted which forbade all kinds of transgression. 
The last stage concluded that the Muslims were finally ordered to fight the Meccan 
polytheists using military force (i.e. Q8:39). 
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The above suggests that jihad against the Meccan polytheists was legislated 
under the specific conditions which existed after the Prophet had migrated from 
Mecca to Medina. In Medina, he secured a pact with the Jewish and Arab tribes of 
the city, who accepted him as the imam of their community.62 Under the Prophet's 
imama, Islam attained the status of a nation with its co requisite territory and the 
accompanying need to protect its self-interests. The conditions that covered the 
background of the jihad legislation can also be divided into four: first, the Prophet 
faced the persistent refusal of the Meccan polytheists to allow the Islamic da 'wah in 
Mecca; second, the Prophet also witnessed the continuous persecution of the 
Muslims who remained at Mecca after the Prophet's migration to Medina; third, the 
Meccan polytheists themselves initiated the military campaigns against the Muslims 
at Medina and lastly a number of tribes allied to the Prophet broke the key security 
covenant and forced the Prophet into a defenseless position. Thus, this gives us the 
picture that the permission to wage jihad against the Meccan polytheists was given in 
relation to the all specific conditions mentioned above and it is not true to claim 
military jihad is an acts of transgression. 
With respect to this defensive form of jihad, the modem writer Muhammad 
Hamidullah claims that there are many hadiths that mention the precarious life in the 
early days of the Muslims in Medina after the hijra. Hamidullah also says that the 
Muslims used to guard the city and sleep at night in full war-kit. 63 He, furthermore, 
62 For more detailed information of"The Medina Agreement", see, for example, Firestone, Jihad: The 
Origin of Holy War in Islam, pp. 117-21. 
63 Muhammad Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, p. 167. 
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asserts that several examples of the expeditions and battles such as the expedition of 
Tabuk,
64 
the Battles of Badr,65 Ul)ud,66 Trench67 and ijunayn68 were also defensive.69 
Further, Hamidullah quotes one hadith that itemizes the kinds of defensive wars: 
Whoever fights in defense of his person and is killed, he is a 
martyr. Whoever is killed in defense of his property, is a martyr. 
Whoever fights in defense of his family and is killed, is a martyr 
and whoever is killed for the cause of God is a martyr.70 
Watt, furthermore, claims that all the expeditions taken by the Muslims in the times 
of the Prophet were defensive. Let me quote here below some statements made by 
Watt (I have made some clarifications on several terms used by Watt): 
The emigrants (this refers to the Muhiijiriln) went on razzias 
(expeditions) because they thought they had been badly treated 
by their fellow-Meccans. One verse describes them as "those 
who after persecution emigrated, then strove and patiently 
endured" (this refers to Q 16:110 but not 111 as stated in the 
book); "strove" here implies "went on razzias". Another passage 
(Q22:40) makes their treatment by the Meccans the justification 
for their hostile activity: "Permission is given to those who are 
fighting because they have been wronged ... those who were 
driven from their homes for no reason but they say that God is 
our Lord". It is conceivable, however, that this verse was an 
answer to the complaint of some of the more nominal Muslims in 
Medina that the razzias were endangering the safety of all 
Medina; the answer would consist in saying that they have been 
ill-treated because of their belief in God, and that God approves 
of their striking back. 71 
64 This expedition took place in the year 9/631. 
65 This battle took place in the year 2/624. 
66 This battle took place in the year 3/625. 
67 This battle took place in the year 5/627. 
68 This battle took place in the year 8/630. 
69 Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, p. 167. 
70 Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, p. 168. 
71 Watt, Muhammad: Prophet and Statesman, pp. 107-8. 
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The above are examples of the remarks given by the modern writers in regard with 
the issue of defensive jihiid. It is thus obvious that those expeditions carried out by 
the Muslims in the early days of Islam could reasonably be considered to be 
defensive. 
Returning to the aforementioned Qur' anic verses, one can say that Meccan 
texts concentrate on defensive jihiid. In Medinan texts, however, it seems likely 
arouse controversy if one were to say that these verses focused on defensive jihiid as 
well. But if one made a careful study, as done in this chapter, we see that jihiid in 
Medinan texts is a response to aggression and oppression committed against the 
Muslims at the time of the Prophet, whether by the Arab polytheists, some of the 
Jewish tribes in Medina, or by some Christians, and therefore could also be 
considered defensive. It is also worth noting that in this respect; the Medinan texts 
provide a lengthy discussion on military jihiid and focus on specific battles; for 
instance, the Battles of Badr, Ul)ud, Trench, I:Iunayn and the expedition ofTabuk. 
The above discussion should help us formulate the general principles and 
motives that guide jihiid. To sum up, jihiid in the sense of fighting in the battlefield 
or war, should only be regarded as a last resort after all other possible approaches 
have been exhausted in an attempt to solve whatever problems that one faces. While 
other means exist untried to solve disputes, quarrels or squabbles, they should be 
used before war is even considered. Diplomatic means, negotiations, mediations and 
dialogue often are the best means to overcome problems. These efforts may look 
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to be slow and tedious, but they can definitely save many innocent lives. 
Another point noteworthy here is that the Muslim community who had 
dominated the town of Medina since hijra, constituted a well-defined political unit. 
This political unit was established to maintain the town's internal peace and order, 
and to protect it against outside aggression. At the beginning, it was a small unit, that 
is, "a city-state" and then it became the first "Islamic state" in Islamic history. As a 
result of the success of the Muslims' battles against their enemies, the territories of 
the Islamic state extended to the land outside of Medina. In connection with the 
above, the Islamic state of Medina basically divides its land into two: first is dar al-
Islam (land of Islam) and second is dar al-barb (land of war). The topic receives 
scholarly attention especially in the classical literature. In order to acquire an 
adequate understanding of the Qur'anic jihad, there is value in looking at how jihad 
is implemented in dar al-Islam and dar a!-barb. This is the subject of discussion in 
the following section. 
2.4. The concept of diir a/-Isliim, diir al-l)arb and diir a/- 'altd 
Ibn Taymiyya says: "It is a duty of the Muslims to consolidate their power in their 
own lands (dar al-Islam) and make a thorough preparation (jihad) to resist the 
foreign invader (dar al-barb)".72 Al-Mawardl states: "If dar al-Islam is a border land 
adjacent to the enemy (dar a!-barb), jihad against the neighbouring army becomes 




To take another example, a modern writer, John Ralph Willis says: 
"The Muslim umma was under obligation to declare jihad against those who refused 
to submit or pay the tax of humiliation until all peoples were brought within the fold 
of Islam. Thus the jihad came to be looked upon by the umma as the instrument by 
which dar al-}Jarb would be transformed into dar al-lslam".74 Rudolph Peters states: 
"Closely connected with the concept of jihad is the division of the surface of the 
world into dar ai-ls/am and dar al-}Jarb".75 For Ibn Taymiyya and al-Mawardl,jihad 
in the military sense plays a crucial part in establishing the hegemony of Islam, and 
this fact stimulated their discussion of the classical concept of dar ai-ls/am and dar 
al-}Jarb in the Islamic system. I believe such discussion is useful in helping us to 
understand the relationship between jihad and dar ai-ls/am. This chapter is divided 
into three sections: the first discusses the concept of dar ai-ls/am; the second 
explains the concept of dar al-}Jarb and the final section discusses the concept of dar 
a/- 'ahd. 
The Qur'an and hadith do not go into details about the concept of dar a/-
Islam and dar al-}Jarb. But the concept can be traced by identifying the result of 
ijtihad from the Qur'an and hadith. As discussed previously, the terrnjihad had two 
different connotations: the first is jihad as an inward spiritual struggle or a non-
military jihad which aims to attain perfect faith; the second is jihad as an outward 
73 al-Mawardl, ai-A}Jkiim al-sulflmiyya, trans. Asadullah Yate, London, 1996, p. 48. 
74 John Ralph Willis, 'Jihiid f/ sab1l Allah: Its Doctrinal Basis in Islam and Some aspects of its 
Evolution in Nineteenth-Century West Africa', Journal of African History, 8, London, 1967, p. 398. 
75 Rudolph Peters, Islam and Colonialism: The Doctrine of Jihad in Modern History, The Hague: 
Mouton, 1979, p. 11. 
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material struggle to promote Muslims' defense and justice in the Islamic social 
system, in which it can be a military jihiid. These two concepts are closely identified 
with various pronouncements in the Qur'an, in which the Prophet and his followers 
are asked to command right and forbid wrong. These pronouncements occur in the 
Qur'an on three occasions, i.e. Q16: 125-27; 25:52; 22:77-8. A similar 
pronouncement is also shown in the hadith that a Muslim must strive to avert 
injustice first by actions, and if that is not possible, by words, and if that is not 
possible, at least by intentions. 
If one of you sees something wrong, let him change (fa al-
yughayyiruhu) it with his hand; and if he is not able to do so, then 
with his tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his heart 
and that is the weakest of faith.76 
During the period of the Qur' anic revelation while the Prophet was in Mecca, jihiid 
meant essentially a non-violent struggle to spread Islam. Following his hijra from 
Mecca to Medina, and the establishment of an Islamic state, fighting in self-defense 
was sanctioned by the Qur'an on several occasions, i.e. Q22:39-40; 2:190-91. 
After the hijra, the term jihiid generally referred to a divinely sanctioned 
struggle to establish Muslim hegemony over non-Muslims as a prelude to the 
propagation of the Islamic religion, that is, it acquired the second of the above two 
connotations. Therefore, in classical legal doctrine, the world at large can be divided 
76 This hadith is taken from Yabya b. Sharaf al-Nawawl (hadith-scholar; Shafi'l jurist; d. 67611277), 
Riyii(l al-$iili.{un, Beirut, 1970, hadith no. 189. 
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into two spheres: the first is dar al-lslam and the second is dar al-l)arb. 77 Jurists such 
as Abu Yusuf Ya'qub b. Ibrahlm (Kufan faqlh and ijanafi jurist; d. 182/798)78 and 
al-Shafi'l introduce another category, which is dar al- 'ahd (the land of covenant).79 
It would be of great significance to examine whether the construction of the 
conceptual of dar ai-ls/am contributed to the rise of the development of jihad in the 
Islamic thought. The discussion of this issue will be explored in the following 
passages. 
2.4.1. The concept of diir al-Isliim 
It is worth noting that the idea of dar al-Jslam as the whole territory in which the law 
of Islam prevails, was formulated in classical Islamic thought by the jurists, as a 
result of their interpretation of Qur'anic texts that recommend the Muslims to a duty 
ofjihad. The general concept of dar al-lslam can be traced in the Qur'an, especially 
in the following verses: 
You are the best of peoples ever raised up for mankind; you 
enjoin the right and forbid the wrong and you believe in Allah. 
(Q3:110) 
And if anyone of the idolaters seeks your protection (0 
Mul)ammad), then protect him so that he may hear the word of 
77 Shams al-Din ai-Sarakhsl (d. c. 483/I 090), Sharb li siyar al-kablr, Cairo, I957-I960, I :94; 
Khadduri, War and Peace; p. 75; Khaled Abou El-Fadl, 'Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities: The 
Juristic Discourse on Muslim Minorities from the Second/Eight to the Eleventh/Seventeenth 
Centuries', Islamic Law and Society, I-2, Leiden, I994, p. I46. 
78 For a biographical note on AbO Yusuf, see El (2), I: I64-65. 
79 Abu Yusuf, Ya'qub b. Ibrahlm, Kitiib al-khariij, trans. Abid Ahmad Ali, Lahore, I979, p. 54; al-
Shafi'l, ai-Umm, ed. Isma'll b. Yal)ya al-Muzanl, Cairo, I904, 4:258-60, 265, 268-75. 
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Allah; and afterward convey him to his place of safety. That is 
because they are a people who do not know. (Q9:6)80 
Fight those who do not believe in Allah or in the Last Day and 
who do not consider unlawful what Allah and His Messenger 
have made unlawful and who do not adopt the religion of truth 
from those who were given the Scripture - (fight) until they 
give jizya willingly while they are humbled. (Q9:29) 
Had it been a near adventure and an easy journey they would 
have followed you, but the distance seemed too far for them. 
Yet will they swear by Allah: "If we were able, we would have 
gone forth with you". They destroy their souls, and Allah knows 
that they truly are liars. (Q9:42)81 
There is no clear mention in the Qur'an of diir al-lsliim. Nonetheless, from the 
verses above, one can say that the idea of the establishment of diir al-lsliim is 
implied from the Qur'anic encouragement for Muslims to spread the religion of 
Islam all over the world (Q9:29, 42). On another occasion, the Qur'an introduces the 
concept of a "middle community" (ummatan wasa{iin): 
Thus We have appointed you a middle nation (ummatan 
wasafiin), that you may be witnesses over mankind (shuhadii 'a 
'alii a/-niis) and that the Messenger may be a witness over you. 
(Q2:143) 
The phrase "ummatan wasa{iin", if it is read in the context of the following phrase 
"shuhadii'a 'alii al-niis", suggests to us that Q2:143 refers to the meaning of a global 
Islamic political system. In other words, it implies the concept of the establishment 
of diir al-lsliim. Commentators, such as al-Tabarl and al-Zamakhsharl mention that 
the pronoun "ummatan wasa{iin" refers to "ummatan 'udiiliin" (community of 
80 According to ai-Zamakhsharl, this verse referred to the story of a polytheist who approached to 'All 
to get protection, see ai-Kashshaf, 2:248. 
81 al-Tabarl mentions that this verse referred to the incident ofTabiik, see Jam/' al-bayan, 14:271. 
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justice) and "ummatan khiyiiriin" (chosen community) respectively. 82 Ibn Taymiyya 
explains that ummatan wasa{iin implies that the Muslim community is the most 
beneficial type of nation for all mankind. This can be observed by looking at the 
statement that the Muslims is enjoined to perform jihiid of a/-amr bi a/-ma 'ruf 
(enjoining good) and a/-nahy 'an a/-munkar. 83 
The phrase "ummatan wasa{iin" above also draws attention to the jurists' 
discussion of the Islamic political framework. The first fundamental feature of the 
political framework is that the Muslims must establish the imiima ·to take care of 
their welfare, to maintain peace and order, to implement justice, to settle disputes, to 
protect the frontiers and to see to it that the dictates of the shar I' a are duly 
implemented. As mentioned in the previous section, after the Muslims migrated to 
Medina, they constituted the umma and established a political system. The 
community and its political system eventually formed one independent nation or the 
so-called diir ai-ls/am. 
In the early years of Medina, the Prophet took up the challenge and took 
adequate measures to protect the community and promote its well-being. Also, the 
Prophet himself implemented the concept of imiima, which is vital for the 
community. The necessity of establishing imiima is instructed by the Qur'an: 
(And they are) those who, if We give them power in the land, 
establish prayer and give zakah and enjoin the right and forbid 
82 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, 3: 141-45; ai-Zamakhshari, a/-Kashshiif, 31:198. 
83 al-Amr bi al-ma 'riif, p. 12; ai-Jstiqiima, pp. 286-91. 
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the wrong. And to Allah rests belongs the outcome of (all) 
matters. (Q22:41) 
0 you who have believed! Obey Allah, and obey the Messenger 
and those of you who are in authority (ulii al-amr). (Q4:59) 
The command to obey those in political authority, mentioned in this verse by the 
word "ulil al-amr" suggests the necessity, even the obligation of having the imam to 
maintain peace and order, to settle disputes, to protect the frontiers and to see to it 
that shar I' a is complied with. Commentators, such as al-Tabarl and al-Zamakhsharl 
maintain that the phrase "ulil al-amr" refers to "umara "' (rulers). 84 Similarly, this 
concept is glossed by hadith: "If you happen to be traveling as a group of three 
persons, make one of you the leader (amlr) over you". 85 The pronoun "amlr" here 
means a person with "imara" or "imam". 86 So, the greater the number of the group 
the greater the need for the imam to take care of the interests of the group, and the 
more complex the form of the power and its authorization. With regard to the 
umara ', as explained in the first chapter of this thesis, lbn Taymiyya says that the 
imam must implement sharia and organizejihadto defend the survival oflslam.87 
The second distinctive feature of dar al-Islam is that the establishment of an 
imama must be a legitimate process, with the willing acceptance of the society or 
bay 'a. The imama of Mubammad was willingly accepted because it derived from his 
unquestionably higher status as the Prophet. But when the Prophet died, the 
84 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, 8:502-04; al-Zamakhsharl, ai-Kashshiif, 1:524. 
85 This hadith is taken from Sunan Abii Dawiid, 14:2602. 
86 The word used in the hadith is "yu 'ammar", which is derived from word "ammara". It means 
"appointed him", "commander", "governor", "lord", "prince" or "king". See Lane, Lexicon, 1:96. 
87 ai-Siyiisa al-shar' iyya, p. 172. 
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community felt there was a vacuum that had to be filled, and looked for someone to 
succeed the Prophet as a temporal imam. The top companions in Medina selected 
Abii Bakr al-Siddlq. In view of their immense prestige, the decision of the Medinan 
leaders was eventually accepted by the Muhajiriin and An$iir after a little 
disagreement took place between them (this event happened in year 111632).88 When 
Abii Bakr was on his deathbed, he appointed 'Umar b. al-Khattab as his successor 
after a two years reign. The appointment of 'Umar was taken after due consultation 
with the leading Companions in Medina (this event happened in year 13/634 ). 89 The 
excellent quality of imama and the political administration in the early years of dar 
al-lslam in Medina was undisputable and Islam achieved the status of a full 
sovereign independent state. There is no doubt that the state needs a national defense 
system in order to protect its self-interest. This may suggest to us that the 
implementation ofjihad receives a significant change due to the establishment of dar 
al-lslam whereby the peacefuljihad is expanded to the military jihad . 
.In order to trace this development, it is necessary to first identify the nature 
of dar al-lslam. Dar al-lslam can be defined by the following criteria: the first is the 
imam must enforce and administer the shar i'a in the territory; and the second is the 
people who live in the territory, Muslims and non-Muslims both must enjoy full 
protection as to their lives, property and religious freedom. In other words, dar a!-
88 Guillaume, The life of Muhammad, pp. 686-87; lbn Hisham, al-Slra al-nabawiyya, 4:310-11; ai-
Tabarl, The History of a/- Taban: 2:244. 
89 al-Tabarl, The History of a/- Taban: 2:352; William Muir, The caliphate its rise, decline and fall: 
From original sources, ed. T. H. Weir, Edinburgh, 1924, pp. 77-8; Philip K. Hitti, History of the 
Arabs, London, 1970, p. 178; Esposito, Islam: The Straight Path, pp. 37-9. 
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lsliim is not inherently a territorial concept. Rather, it is a legal construct that has a 
territorial dimension and a territorial expression of the umma; which itself has a 
political component. Therefore, diir al-Jsliim is the political and territorial land of the 
Muslim community, in which shar /'a is practised and where it is protected by the 
imiim. 
In order to compare between diir al-Isliim, diir a/-.barb and diir a/- 'ahd, it is 
also essential to describe the nature of the land that is seized by the Muslims. This 
topic will be discussed in the following section. 
Al-Mawardl divides the land taken by the Muslims into three categories:90 
(i) Lands or territories that have been taken by force of arms when its 
inhabitants abandon it by their own deaths, or they are taken captive, 
or they emigrate. According to al-Shafi'I, the land becomes diir a/-
Jsliim when it is divided up as booty. Malik b. Anas al-A~babl 
(Madinan faq/h and hadith-scholar; founder of Malikl School; d. 
179/795),91 however, points out that the land must be treated as waqf 
(endowment) as soon as it is seized; while Abu I:Ianlfa maintains that 
the imiim has the choice of either dividing the land up as booty or 
90 al-Mawardl, ai-Al}kiim al-sui{Gniyya, pp. 200-02. 
91 For a biographical note on Malik, see El (2), 6:262-65~ see also, Dutton, The Origin of Islamic Law, 
pp. 11-6. 
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returning it to the unbelievers and imposing kharaj (land tax)92 on 
them; or to turn the land into waqf.93 
(ii) Lands that have been taken without fighting and after the flight of 
their previous owners. The land must be treated as waqf.94 
(ii) Lands that have been taken by a treaty ($Uli}). The land must be 
treated in one of two ways: either the land must be given as a right to 
the imam as waqf, or the land must be under treaty designating that 
the first owners may keep their lands and pay kharaj from its 
revenues. In this case, al-Mawardl maintains that the land becomes 
neither dar al-Islam nor dar al-}Jarb, but becomes dar al-$Ulb or dar 
a!- 'ahd.95 
In another case, it is worth noting that Abu Bakr b. Mas'ud al-Kasanl 
(l)anatl jurist; d. 484/1091) claims dar al-Islam may lose its status as dar al-lslam if 
non-Islamic law rather than sharl'a is enforced by the imam.96 Al-Kasanl's opinion 
suggests to us that the authorities in dar al-Islam must implement shar I' a and all the 
people of dar al-Islam are bound by its legislation. Another important element is the 
92 For more detailed information of kharaj see al-Mawardl, ai-A]Jkam al-sul_taniyya, pp. 213-26; Abii 
Yiisuf, Kitab al-kharaj, pp. 41-50; see also, Hossein Modarressi Tabataba' i, Kharaj in Islamic Law, 
London, 1983,p.2. 
93 al-Mawardl, ai-A]Jkam al-suf.tiiniyya, pp. 200-02. 
94 al-Mawardl, ai-A]Jkam al-sul_taniyya, pp. 200-02. 
95 al-Mawardl, ai-A]Jkam al-su/.tiiniyya, pp. 200-02; 207-12. 
% Abii Bakr b. Mas'iid al-Kasanl, Bada 'i' al-$0na 'i'f/ tartib al-shara 'i', Beirut, 1997, 7:130. 
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sovereignty over the territory. In Islamic classical political theory, sovereignty 
belongs to God.
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The concept of sovereignty in Islam is described by the Qur'an: 
There the authority is completely for AJJah, the Truth. (Q 18:44) 
In Medina, the Prophet as a statesman ruled on behalf of God to execute God's 
command as revealed to him. Muslim rulers after the Prophet sought to rule as the 
Prophet had, executing God's command as spelled out in the shar I' a. In the case of a 
gap, the rulers, in collaboration with the people's spokesman or their representatives, 
sought solutions guided by the shar I' a. Therefore, dar al-Islam must be founded 
upon the laws laid down by God. The Qur'an gives the principle as follows: 
And whoever does not judge by what AJJah has revealed -then it 
is those who are disbelievers. (Q5:44) 
And whoever does not judge by what AJJah has revealed- then it 
is those who are the wrongdoers. (Q5:45) 
And whoever does not judge by what AJJah has revealed - then 
it is those who are the defiantly disobedient. (Q5:47) 
Legislation is not but for AJJah. He has commanded that you 
worship not except Him. That is the correct religion, but most of 
the people do not know. (Ql2:40) 
To sum up, the discussion above tells us that if the land belongs to the Muslims and 
they apply shar I' a, the land would definitely be considered as dar al-Islam. If the 
land does not possess any of the elements above, it would become dar al-i)arb. 
97 For more detailed information on sovereignty in Islam, see, for example, Abu ai-A'Ia ai-Mawdudi, 
The Islamic Law and Constitution, trans. and ed. Khurshid Ahmad, Lahore, 1975, pp. 69-71; 
Muhammad Asad, The Principles of State and Government in Islam, California, 1961, pp. 13-5. 
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2.4.2. The concept of diir al-i)arb 
The concept of dar a!-barb gets its indication from the following verse: 
Allah does not forbid you from those who do not fight you 
because of religion and do not expel you from your homes, that 
you should show them kindness and deal justly with them. 
Indeed! Allah loves those who act justly; Allah only forbids you 
from those who fight you because of religion and expel you 
from your homes and aid in your expulsion, that you make 
allies of them. Whoever makes friends of them, and then it is 
those who are the wrongdoers. (Q60:8-9) 
Dar al-barb is a land inhabited and controlled by non-Muslims where non-Islan1ic 
law is enforced therein. There is no relationship or bilateral agreement between dar 
al-Islam and dar al-barb. In other words, dar al-barb is a place where non-Islamic 
law is enforced; the imama is not in the hands of Muslims; and peace has not been 
proclaimed between Muslim and non-Muslim rulers. In the early days of Islam, dar 
al-Jslam and dar al-barb referred to Medina and Mecca respectively. In the verse 
quoted above, I argue that it implies the classical concept of dar al-Islam and dar al-
barb, and the Prophet himself, who was the first imam of dar al-Islam in Medina, 
created the political basis of it. 
As a matter of fact, land could be transformed from dar al-Islam to dar al-
barb or vice versa according to the manner by which that land was acquired. For 
instance, if the Muslims conquer the land, it becomes a part of dar al-Islam. On the 
contrary, if the land is occupied and controlled by non-Muslims, it becomes dar al-
barb, and if the land is acquired by a peaceful agreement or treaty it becomes dar 
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al- 'ahd. 
2.4.3. The concept of diir al-'ahd 
Diir al- 'ahd is a land which has entered into diplomatic agreements and covenants 
with diir al-Isliim. It is also called diir al-$Uli) (the land of peace), or diir al-hudnii 
(the land where a truce is in effect).98 The concept of diir al- 'ahd is obtained from 
the judicial rulings of manslaughter, as outlined in the Qur'an: 
And never is it for a believer to kill a believer except by 
mistake. And whoever kills a believer by mistake - then the 
freeing of a believing slave and a compensation payment 
presented to his family, unless they remit it as a charity. But if 
he (the deceased) was from a people at war with you and he was 
a believer - then the freeing of a believing slave; and if he was 
from a people with whom you have a treaty (min qaumin 
bainakum wa bainahwn mlthiiq) - then the compensation 
payment presented to his family and the freeing of a believing 
slave. And whoever does not find - then, a fast for two months 
consecutively, (seeking) acceptance of repentance from Allah. 
Allah is ever Knowing and Wise. (Q4:92) 
Commentators such as al-Tabarl and al-Zamakhsharl demonstrate that the words 
"qaum" and "m1thiiq" in the phrase min qaumin bainakum wa bainahum mlihiiq refer 
to "the group or folk or country" and "the covenant or agreement" respectively. In 
other words, they refer to the people who live in diir al- 'ahd.99 
A similar understanding is also shown by Q9:4: "Excepted are those with 
whom you made a treaty among the polytheists ( 'iihadtum m in al-mushrikln) and 
98 al-Shafi'i, al-Umm, 4:258-60, 265, 268-75; Abii Yiisuf, Kitiib al-khariij, p. 54; al-Mawardi, al-
A.(Jkiim al-sulfiiniyya, p. 137; al-lkhtiyiiriit, p. 315. 
99 ai-Tabari, Jam/' al-bayiin, 9:39-40; ai-Zamakhshari, al-Kashshiif, 1:550. 
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then they have not been deficient toward you in anything or supported anyone 
against you; so complete for them their treaty until their term (has ended). Indeed, 
Allah loves the righteous." The word 'ahd in the phrase 'ahadtum min al-mushrikln 
refers to "the covenant" that was agreed upon with the polytheists. In particular, al-
Tabarl mentions that Q9:4 refers to the incident of ijudaybiya when the Prophet set 
up the agreement with the Meccan polytheists. 100 The same word 'ahd is also used 
in Q9:7: "How can there be for the polytheists a treaty ('ahd) in the sight of Allah 
and with His Messenger, except for those with whom you made a treaty (' ahd) at the 
i)ariim mosque? So as long as they are upright toward you, be upright toward them. 
Indeed, Allah loves the righteous." From this verse (Q9:7), al-Tabari says that the 
word 'ahd refers to Meccan polytheists who had a peaceful agreement with the 
Prophet. 101 
At another level, al-Mawardi points out that if the inhabitants of diir a!- 'ahd 
violate a treaty, the status of the land changes. Al-Mawardl gives two opinions 
regarding with this question: the first is that, if diir a!- 'ahd is taken by a Muslim 
force, it becomes diir al-Isliim, but, if it is not, it becomes diir al-i)arb; the second is 
that if the land is merely resided in by the Muslims, it thereby becomes diir a!-Islam. 
Also, if diir a!- 'ahd is adjacent to both diir al-Isliim and diir a!-barb, it becomes diir 
100 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, I 4: I 32-33. 
101 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, I4: I44~ see also al-Taban, Kitiib al-jihiid wa kitiib al-jizya wa a/;lkiim al-
mubiiribin m in kitiib ikhtiliif al-fuqahii ', ed. Joseph Schacht, Cairo, I 933, pp. I 4-5. 
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al-Isliim and the "mu 'iihadin" or the people in diir al- 'ahd who broke the treaty may 
then be treated as bughah. 102 
It is worth noting that in diir a!- 'ahd, the agreement is usually made for the 
non-Muslims to pay khariij in order to ensure their security, life and property from 
any aggression or violation. 103 Al-Shafi'l and Abii Ya'la Mul)ammad b. al-l:fusayn 
al-Farra' (l:fanball jurist; Iraqi qiir;h; d. 458/1 066) 104 maintain that only khariij can be 
collected by the imiim. Also, they prohibited any increase of the amount of khariij 
and any extra taxes such as jizya. Similarly, jizya are not allowed to be collected 
from the mu 'ahadin since they are not living under the jurisdiction of diir al-Islam. 
Jizya, however, can be legalized in a new agreement made and agreed to between the 
imiim and the mu 'iihadin. 105 
In another case, al-Sarakhsl states that if a new law made by mutual 
agreement between the imiim and the mu 'ahadin is enforced; the territory becomes 
dar a!- 'ahd. If the law of shar /'a or the non-Islamic laws only are enforced, the 
mu 'iihadin are treated under the rules of diir al-Islam or diir al-i)arb respectively. 106 
Unlike al-Sarakhsl, al-Shafi'l prohibits any interference by the imiim in the local and 
internal affairs of diir a!- 'ahd. This means that the mu 'ahadin can still maintain their 
laws, customs and religious practices. This state of affairs continues so long as the 
contracting parties respect, observe and abide by the original terms of their 
102 ai-Mawardl, ai-A.{Jkiim al-sul.tiiniyya, p. 202. 
103 ai-Shafi'l, ai-Umm, 4:258-60. 
104 For a biographical note on Abii Ya'la, see, El (2), 3:765-66. 
105 ai-Shafi'l, ai-Umm, 4:258-60; Abii Ya'la, ai-Abkiim al-su/fiiniyya, Cairo, 1938, p. 133. 
106 ai-Sarakhsl, Sharb li siyar al-kabir, 4:8. 
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agreement. Despite all the privileges given to diir a/- 'ahd by law, diir a/- 'ahd could 
not be considered as a full sovereign independent entity. This is because the 
existence of a bilateral agreement puts diir a/- 'ahd into a tribute giving relationship 
with diir al-lsliim, in which diir a/- 'ahd must pay khariij. 107 Al-Mawardl does not 
accept that diir a/- 'ahd is a separate entity outside the realm of Islam, since its people 
have concluded a treaty. Rather, they should be considered as dhimmls (non-Muslims 
subject to the contract of protection upon their accepting to live under Islamic 
governance) and liable for jizya. Also, their territory should be included under the 
domain of diir al-Isliim. 108 
It is worth stating that the argument between the jurists about the tax which is 
to be imposed on the people of diir a/- 'ahd is believed to originate from their 
understanding of what the Prophet did in his time. The Prophet himself had 
concluded a treaty with the Christians of Najran guaranteeing them security for their 
life and property. I quote here, for example, part of the agreement made by the 
Prophet with the Najrans: 
The inhabitants of Najran and those in their neighborhood are 
hereby assured the guarantee of Allah and the commitment of 
Mu}Jammad, to protect their wealth, their denomination and their 
houses of worship and all that their hands possess, little or 
much. 109 
107 ai-Shafi'l, ai-Umm, 4:258-60. 
108 ai-Mawardl, ai-A}Jkiim a/-sui{Qniyya, p. 138. 
109 Abmad b. Yabya ai-Baladhurl (historian, d. 279/892), Kitiib futiib al-buldiin, trans. Phi lip K. Hitti, 
Beirut, 1966, p. 71. 
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This treaty levied from them a certain tribute or payment as a token of protection. 110 
The type of payment, however, was not mentioned in detail. As a result, jurists such 
as al-Shafi'l and al-Sarakhsl say it was khariij while al-Mawardl maintains that it 
was jizya. Nonetheless, I argue that this disagreement does not affect the status of 
dar a!- 'ahd as the land of agreement with dar a!-Islam. 
Khadduri finds that if the People of the Book agree to pay jizya, they suffer 
disabilities that down-grade them to second-class citizens. 111 A different opinion has 
been reached by other two Muslim modem scholars, Yiisuf al-Qarac;iawl and 'Abd al-
Karlm Zaidan. They suggest that jizya is collected from non-Muslims as a token for 
their protection inside the Islamic state. They quoted the opinion of al-Shlrazl that 
claims Islam exempts non-Muslims from the defense of the Islamic State. Likewise, 
jizya is not imposed on women, the disabled, monks and those who are unable to 
perform military service. 112 It should be noted that while a Muslim woman should 
pay zakiih if she has the minimum required wealth, a non-Muslim woman is 
exempted from paying any tribute. 
It is also helpful to quote the statement given by al-Qarac;iawl where he says: 
''All citizens should pay tax to the imam to set up the public hospitalities, such as 
courts, police, military, public works (repairing roads and bridges) and others which 
can ensure safety and provide enjoyment to the residence. The dhimm1: one the other 
110 ai-Baladhurl, Kitiib futiib al-buldiin, p. 71. 
111 Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 80. 
112 Yiisuf ai-Qara<;Hiwl, Non-Muslims in the Islamic Society, trans. Khalil Muhammad Hamad and 
Sayed Mahboob Ali Shah, Indianapolis, 1985, pp. 19-21, 23, 38; 'Abd al-Karlm Zaydan, Abkiim al-
dhimmiyyiin wa al-musta 'minlnf/diir al-!sliim, Baghdad, 1976, pp. 121, 129-31. 
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hand, are not required to pay zakiih and take part injihad. Therefore,jizya is applied 
on them and the obligation of payingjizya will be terminated if somehow the dhimml 
needs to take part in jihad''.
113 
Other reasons for demanding this jizya were that the 
Muslims undertook to protect the tax payer and guarantee his security and freedom in 
a way equal to that of a Muslim because any danger to him was a danger to his 
fellow Muslims. In most cases, to defend the Muslims, the imam had to defend the 
non-Muslims. Also, the imam wanted to be certain the non-Muslims were not hostile 
to them and their fellow Muslims. 
I do not think it is wise to regard the dhimmls as second-class citizens. The 
dhimmis deserve certain special considerations or rights by virtue of their religion 
that is different from that of the Muslims. In fact, the dhimmls are not obliged to 
follow the Islamic law governing marriage, divorce, child custody and inheritance. 
Instead, they should be left to conduct these personal affairs according to their 
religious belief and court procedure. Also, it is important to state here that the blood 
and the properties of the dhimmis must be protected by the imam and by their fellow 
Muslims citizens against any violations. 114 The dhimmis who rejected Islam and 
refused to pay jizya to support the state made it hard for themselves. They became 
hostile from the beginning and created trouble for the state and the Muslims. I rather 
believe that their attitude was treacherous, careless, mean and provocative. 
113 ai-Qara9awl, Non-Muslims in the Islamic Society, pp. 19-21. 
114 Zaydan, Al)kiim al-dhimmiyyiin, pp. 306-08; Muhammad 'Abd Rauf, Ummah the Muslim Nation, 
Kuala Lumpur, 1991, pp. 32-3; lsmail R. ai-Faruqi and Lois L. ai-Faruqi, The Cultural Atlas of Islam, 
New York, 1986, p. 199. 
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Returning to the concepts of diir al-lsliim diir al-harb and diir a!- 'ahd one ' . ' 
point that emerges clearly from the above analysis is that the world was divided by 
the classical Muslim jurists into three realms: the first was that of diir al-lsliim; the 
second was that of diir a!-barb; and the third was that of diir a!- 'ahd. Diir al-lsliim is 
the land where the Islamic religion is practiced and which is protected by the imiim. 
Similarly, diir al-barb is the land where Islam might be practiced but the Muslims do 
not enjoy the privileges as full as diir al-lsliim. In diir a!- 'ahd, Islam also might be 
practiced and the Muslims are given the similar privileges as diir al-lsliim. The 
principal duty of diir al-lsliim is to reduce diir al-barb through peaceful means if 
possible or through war if necessary until it has been incorporated into diir al-lsliim 
or it becomes diir a!- 'ahd. This suggests that diir al-lsliim employed jihiid to reduce 
the pressure of diir a!-barb, hence giving rise to the expansion of diir al-lsliim. 
It is also interesting to include a brief explanation of the division of the world 
according to the contemporary Muslim scholar, Taha Jablr al-Alwanl. He divides the 
world into two realms: diir al-ijiiba (the land whose people have accepted Islam and 
Islamic values are practised) and diir al-da 'wah (the land to which da 'wah has been 
presented and its people are invited to Islamic values and practices). 115 I believe al-
Alwanl agreed that the world is divided into two spheres but refused to use the 
classical terms of diir al-lsliim and diir a!-barb. Here, al-Alwanl points out that both 
the terms diir al-ijiiba and diir al-da 'wah are appropriate for use in modem time. The 
terms are important to avoid any misconception that Islam is necessarily spread by 
115 Taha Jablr ai-Aiwanl, 'Globalization: Centralization not Globalism', The American Journal of 
Islamic Social Sciences, Washington D. C., 1998, 15:7. 
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military force. More specifically, he attempts to extend a sense of normalcy to the 
Islamic presence in the west by introducing a novel understanding of diir al-ijiiba 
and diir al-da 'wah. However and surprisingly, al-Alwanl claims that the idea of diir 
al-ijiiba and diir al-da 'wah is nothing new, but it was given by al-Razl. In his claim, 
he states that al-Razl replaced the term diir al-Isliim with diir al-ijiiba and the term 
diir al-barb with diir al-da 'wah. The people who live in diir al-ijiiba are called 
umma al-ijiiba, instead of umma al-Isliim and umma al-da 'wah can be used instead 
of kuffor or barbiyyun for the people who lives in diir al-barb. Al-Alwanl also 
asserts that the terms diir al-ijiiba and diir al-da 'wah represents Islam more correctly 
than the others part because the whole earth has been created by God as humanity's 
home. The only difference between the two is that in diir al-ijiiba, the message of 
Islam has already been established and in diir al-da 'wah, the message has yet to be 
spread. 116 
From al-Alwanl's point of view, I argue that the term was in order to avoid 
any misunderstanding or misinterpretation of Islamic da 'wah in the modem western 
world. Its implicit goal is to normalize the presence of the Muslims as a minority 
living under non-Muslims ruler. What is more, I argue that al-Alwanl's opinion 
clearly acknowledges a world reality based on the nation-state system and not one 
world Muslim-state. His explanation of al-Razl's diir al-ijiiba and diir al-da 'wah is 
interesting but equivocal and needs further study. Nonetheless, I believe the 
discussion is too long and goes off the point. What is more, in this section, I have no 
116 ai-Aiwanl, 'Globalization: Centralization not Globalism', p. 7. 
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interest in defending or criticizing al-Alwanl's decision. My interest here is in 
examining the process by which jihiid is employed in the political development of 
diir al-lsliim. 
To sum up, jihiid in the sense of fighting on the battlefield is only allowed 
where essential to remove oppression and transgression which could inflict harm on 
the Muslims and to protect the well-being of diir al-Jsliim. Therefore, it indicates the 
relationship between jihiid and diir al-lsliim. The next chapter will be discussing 




JIHAD IN ISLAMIC LAW AND THE THINKING OF IBN TA YMIYY A 
3.1. Introduction 
The subject matter of this chapter is confined to the opinion of the classical Sunnl 
jurists regarding lbn Taymiyya and his views ofjihad. The limitations of this chapter 
should be stated at the outset. The main focus here will be on the arguments of the 
Sunnl jurists. Other schools of thought (i.e. the Shl'a) will not be discussed. 1 In 
addition, while the juristic discussion on matters concerning jihad covers a wide 
range of issues, this chapter focuses only on certain important issues. The chapter is 
descriptive and some interpretative comments will be made. 
This chapter is divided into six sections. The first is a brief explanation of the 
classical methodology of jihad. The second is the legal definition of jihad. The third 
is the relationship betweenjihad and 'ibada (worship). The fourth is an overview of 
the greater and lesser jihad according to the Sufis. The fifth is the legal status of 
jihad. The final is the legality of jihad against the enemy (the polytheists, the people 
of the book, apostates and rebels). Structuring the chapter into these particular 
sections can, I believe, help us to readily discern the style of Ibn Taymiyya's debate 
onjihad. 
1 For more detailed information of the Shl'a doctrine of jihad, see, for example, Karen Armstrong, 
Holy War, pp. 223-57; see also, Abdulaziz A. Sachedina, 'The Development of Jihad in Islamic 
Revelation and History', in Cross, Crescent and Sword: The Justification and Limitation of War in 
Western and Islamic Tradition, ed. James Turner Johnson and John Kelsay, New York, 1990, pp. 40-
6. 
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3.2. Jihiid in the classical texts 
It should be stressed that the discussion ofjihad in the classical texts is entirely based 
on the Qur'an, hadith and the opinion of khulafo' al-rashidun. As Hillenbrand rightly 
claims, the classical discussion of jihad follows the above sources and does not 
appear to have been influenced by the Crusaders' concept of holy war. What is more, 
the classical jurists were motivated by their deep understanding of Islam to develop 
their ownjihad methodology framework.2 All the major books of Fiqh and U$iil al-
Fiqh contain a chapter on the subject. Jihad is discussed under the topic of siyar and 
sometimes it is discussed under the topic of Fiqh. Sometimes, it is discussed 
separately under its own specific heading. For instance, al-Sarakhsl in al-Mabsuf 
examines jihad under the main topic of Siyar. This topic also includes the issues of 
$Uli), matters regardingjihad against the polytheists and matters related to khariij and 
ghanlma. Al-Shafi'l's al-Risala, one of the major works on U$iil al-Fiqh, contains a 
chapter onjihad under the title 'On legal knowledge'. Ibn Qudama in al-Mughnl, one 
of the major books of I:Ianball Fiqh, deals separately withjihad under its own specific 
heading. Jurists who wrote books advising the ruler or imam on the administration of 
political affairs, such as al-Mawardl and Abii Ya'la also dealt with jihad in their 
books, both of which are entitled al-Ai)kam al-sul{iiniyya. Apart from dealing with 
jihad as an exegete in his own work on tafslr, al-Tabarl discusses the subject more 
systematically in one of his juridical works, Kitab al-jihad wa kitab al-jizya wa 
al)kiim al-mul)aribun m in kit ab ikhtiliif al-fuqaha' (Differences of opinion among the 
jurists on the question of jihad and jizya). In this book, al-Tabarl compiles the 
2 Hillenbrand, The Crusades, p. 94. 
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opinions of all the major jurists one by one. He focuses on the differences of 
opinion amongst the jurists from the ijanafi, Malikl, Shafi'l Schools and so forth. 
In general, there is uniformity of opinion and method in the classical texts. 
The jurists usually present and interpret certain Qur'anic verses and hadiths that are 
concerned with jihiid, followed by an explanation of the legal status of jihiid and the 
people whom jihiid must be waged against. Nonetheless, Hillenbrand observes that 
the discussion altered its tone slightly after the tenth century and in particular when 
some of the Abbasid caliphate's territories fragmented. 3 It is hard to disagree with 
Hillenbrand's opinion. However, one must acknowledge that this situation does not 
change the principal idea of the classical jihiid, but only reflects certain technical 
issues: the first modification, as Hillenbrand claims, is the formation of diir a!- 'ahd, 
as explained in Chapter Two of this thesis; the second modification is the 
establishment of ribii{, as will be explained below;4 another issue is that of the 
identification of the greater jihiid (al-jihiid al-akbar) and the lesser jihiid (al-jihiid a!-
a$ghar). It is generally accepted thatjihiid against the lower self is the greater jihiid 
and more meritorious than jihiid in the battlefield. 5 Nonetheless, it is quite wrong to 
say that only jihiid against the lower self must be carried out and jihiid in the 
battlefield must be abandoned. This is because the earlier jurists agree that both 
jihiids are essential. Then there are numerous Qur'anic verses and hadiths in which 
God and the Prophet extol the merit of jihiid against the lower self and jihiid in the 
battlefield. It will be sufficient to say that the idea of lesser and greater jihiid has been 
3 Hillenbrand, The Crusades, p. 98. 
4 Hillenbrand, The Crusades, p. 98. 
5 Hillenbrand, The Crusades, p. 97; see also, Kamali, 'Issues in the Understanding of Jihad and 
Ijtihiid', pp. 617-18. 
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expanded by the later jurists, especially the Siifls. Once this fact has been accepted, 
the entire idea of abandoning jihiid in the battlefield becomes untenable. The 
explanation of the greater and lesser jihiid will be discussed again later in this chapter. 
3.3. The legal definition of jihiid 
The definitions of jihiid given by the jurists were conceived in two contexts. First, 
jihiid is defined as fighting in the battlefield and second as striving hard to one's 
utmost power or ability to give God pleasure. With respect to the first context, I 
would like to quote definitions given by Mubammad b. 'All al-Shaukanl (ijanafi 
jurist and hadith-scholar; d. 1255/1839), Abmad b. Mubammad al-Qastallanl (ijanafi 
jurist and hadith-scholar; d. 850/1447) and Ibn ijajar. 
Al-Shaukanl defines jihiid as "striving hard in fighting against the polytheists, 
the desires and against tyranny". 6 According to al-QastalHinl, jihad is "fighting the 
polytheists and striving hard to spread the religion of Islam on earth"7 while Ibn 
ijajar says thatjihiid is "struggling hard against the polytheists".8 
In the second context, I limit myself only to the definitions given by al-
Kasanl and Abii Mubammad 'All b. Abmad b. ijazm (cited as lbn ijazm; Andalusian 
Zahirl scholar; d. 456/1 064)9. According to al-Kasanl, jihiid in the terminology of 
law "is used for expending ability and power in fighting in the path of God by means 
6 Mu}Jammad b. 'All ai-Shaukanl, Nay/ al-au.tiir: Sharl} al-muntaqii al-akhbiir m in a/;Jiidlth sayy/d al-
akhyiir, ed. lsam al-Din Sababiti, Cairo, 1993, 7:220. 
7 A}Jmad b. Mu}Jammad al-Qastallanl, Jrshiid al-siir/ 1/ shar/;1 $a/;JI/;J ai-Bukhan: ed. Muhammad 'Abd 
ai-Aziz Khalidi, Beirut, 1996, 5:31. 
8 A}Jmad b. 'All b.ijajar ai-'Asqalanl, Fat/;1 a/-biir/b/shar/;1 $a/;JI/;J ai-Bukhan: Beirut, 1993, 6:2. 
9 For a biographical note on lbn ijazm, see, El {2), 3:790-99. 
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of life, property, tongue and other than these". 10 Ibn l)azm defines jihiid as "an 
effort directed against any object of disapprobation by use of the heart, the tongue, 
the hands and the sword." 11 
It is also helpful to bring up the definition given by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya. 
He particularly divides jihiid into four major types. The first is jihiid against the 
lower self. lbn Qayyim, furthermore, divides this first jihiid into four stages: the 
struggle to acquire and understand knowledge of divinity, to practise this knowledge, 
to disseminate and preach this knowledge to people in order to invite them to the 
worship of the oneness of God, and to prepare oneself with patience, courage, 
perseverance and steadfastness for other duties in Islam. The second is jihiid against 
Satan. The third is jihiid against the polytheists, and the fourth is jihiid against the 
muniifiqun (the hypocrites). 12 An almost similar classification ofjihiid was also noted 
by Ibn l)ajar, but his classification ofjihiid against muniifiqun was more general and 
he instead termed it as jihiid against the disobedient (fosiq). 13 This classification of 
jihiid shows that the enemies of the Muslims can be divided into two: visible enemies 
and invisible enemies. The visible enemies are- the polytheists and the disobedient, 
while the invisible ones are one's self and Satan. Further discussion of these four 
types ofjihiid will be highlighted in Subsection Six. 
10 al-Kasanl, Radii 'i' al-$Gnii 'i', 7:97. 
11 Abii Mu}Jammad 'All b. A}Jmad b. I:Iazm, Kitiib a/-fa$1 JI al-milal wa al-abwii' wa al-ni.{Jal, Cairo, 
1903, 4:135. 
12 lbn Qayyim ai-Jawziyya, Ziid al-ma 'iidf/ hady khayr a/- 'ibiid, Cairo, 1951, 2:38. 
13 lbn I:Iajar, Fat I} al-ban: 6:3. 
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3.4. Ibn Taymiyya's definition ofjihiid 
The first thing that needs to be done is to identify Ibn Taymiyya's definition ofjihiid. 
It is probably worth mentioning in this context a very interesting hadith quoted by 
Ibn Taymiyya: 
Every religion has a kind of monasticism; and the monasticism of 
my religion is the jihiid. 14 
lbn Taymiyya defines the notion ofjihiid as the struggle to removejitna and until the 
religion, all of it, is for Allah (wa qiitiluhum i)attii la takuna jitna wa wayakuna al-
dlnu kulluhu lilliih). 15 The definition ofjihiid drawn by Ibn Taymiyya above is found 
in the Qur'an: 
And fight them until there is no.fitna and until the religion, all of it, 
is for Allah (wa qiitiliihum battii lii takiina .fitna wa wayakiina al-
dinu kulluhu lilliih). (Q8:39) 
An essential aspect of Ibn Taymiyya's definition above is the wordjitna. The word 
jitna is mentioned in Q8:39 and elsewhere in the Qur'an (e.g. Q2: 191 ~ 3:7 and 9:47) 
and is generally translated by the English-Qur' anic translators, for example, Pickthall 
and Khan as "persecution", "disbelief' and "polytheism". 16 The word fitna derives 
from the Arabic root fatana which literally means "civil war", "conflict", 
""castigation", '"punishment" and "chastisement". 17 
l.t Only Abmad recorded this hadith. He recorded it from Anas b. Malik. See Farrukh, lbn Taymiyya 
on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 141; See also Ibn Kathlr, Tafilr, (Q57:27). 
15 MF28:355; ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 123; ai-Jihiid, I :62, 246. 
16 Muhammad Marmaduke Pickthall, The Meaning of the Glorious Qur'an, ed. Arafat K. EI-Ashi, 
Beltsville, 2002, 8:39; Muhammad Muhsin Khan and Muhammad Taqi-ud-Din ai-Hilali, 
Interpretation ofthe meanings ofthe Noble Qur'an in the English language, Riyadh, 2001, 8:39. 
17 Lane, Lexicon, 1 :2335; Ri<;la, Mu 'Jam al-lughah, 1 :357; lbn Manziir, Lisiin a/- 'Arab, 13:317-19. 
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Classical commentators, such as al-Tabarl, al-Zamakhsharl and Ibn Kathlr 
point out thatfitna in Q8:39 refers to the kufflir. It also refers to al-shirk (attribution 
of partners to God) and baghy. 18 It is interesting to consider what Mul)ammad Rashld 
Ri<;ia, the modem commentator, says about thisfitna. He definesfitna as "oppressing 
people on account of their faith by trying to force them out of it. This is the fitna 
which is to be prevented, if necessary by means of armed struggle". 19 From this 
explanation, it seems reasonable to assume that the word fitna here refers to 
"polytheism", regardless of the aforementioned lexical meanings.20 
Ibn Taymiyya defines fitna as the ''fitna of the kujfor" and the ''fitna of sharr 
(evil)".21 It is worth reflecting for a little on the ''fitna of the kujfor" and the ''fitna of 
sharr". In the Qur'an, the word "kufr" is used in many contexts. In a positive sense a 
believer can also be a kiifir, as the Qur'an says: "Whoever rejects (yakfur) {lighii.t 
(false objects of worship) and believes in Allah has grasped the most trustworthy 
handhold with no break in it" (Q2:256). The word kufr can also be applied to a 
Muslim when he is doing something wrong, but not necessarily something that 
would place him outside the state of belief in Islam. For example, a Muslim who is 
able to go on a pilgrimage but does not go, without denying the need to go, would be 
committing an act of kufr. That is, a sense of ungratefulness to Allah: "And to Allah 
from the people is a pilgrimage to the House - for whoever is able to find thereto a 
way. But whoever refuses (kafara) - then indeed, Allah is free from need of the 
18 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, 13:537; al-Zamakhsharl, ai-Kashshiif, 2:220; Ibn Kathlr, Tafslr ai-
Qur 'iin a/- 'A,?!m, Cairo, n.d., I :227-28. 
19 Mul:tammad Rashld Ri<;la (Syrian scholar; d. 1935), Tafslr ai-Qur 'iin al-l)aklm al-mustahir bi-ism 
tafslr al-maniir, Cairo, 1961, p. 255. 
20 Lane, Lexicon, I :2335; Ri<;la, Mu jam al-lughah, I :357; Ibn Manziir, Lisiin a/- 'Arab, 13:317-19. 
21 MF28:355; ai-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, p. 123. 
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worlds" (Q3:97). Kufr is also used in the Qur'an as the opposite of shukr 
(gratefulness): "And whoever is grateful is grateful for himself. And whoever denies 
(kafara)- then indeed, Allah is free of need and praiseworthy" (Q3 I :I2). 
Ibn Taymiyya' s ''fitna of the kuffor" is similar to the explanation given by al-
Tabarl, al-Zamakhsharl and Ibn Kathlr, in which the word kuffor adopted here 
undoubtedly refers to the polytheists. Ibn Taymiyya's full explanation of the term 
kuffor will be highlighted in Subsection Six. The word sharr must be defined in order 
to understand what lies behind this special term. Thus, it is useful to mention a few 
definitions of sharr given by Ibn Taymiyya: firstly, sharr can be defined as what is 
"blameworthy (i~iin)", "imperfect (ghafla)" and "defective (jujur)"; 22 secondly, as 
"transgression (?Ulm)", "disobedience (fisq)";23 thirdly, as "ignorance (jahl)" or "lack 
of knowledge";24 and finally, sharr can also be described as a turning away from the 
carrying out of the obligation ofjihiid, as illustrated by the story of al-Jadd b. Qays.25 
The Prophet had instructed him to prepare for a military expedition against the 
Byzantines. But he refused to go and said he was unable to resist the lure of women, 
and that he believed the Byzantine women would cause him to fall into fitna (the 
temptation of women). He said: "Will you allow me to stay behind and not tempt me, 
for everyone knows that I am strongly addicted to women and I am afraid that if I see 
22 MFI4:277-87. 
23 ai-Amr bi al-ma 'riif, p. 36; a/-' Ubiidiyya, p. 117. 
24 MF 14:296; a modem study that discusses the concept of evil according to Ibn Taymiyya has been 
done by Jon R. Hoover in his PhD thesis entitled 'An Islamic theodicy: Ibn Taymiyya on the wise 
~urpose of God, Human agency and problems of evil and justice', University of Birming_ha~, 2002. ~ 
_s ai-Amr bi al-ma 'rzif, p. 63; ai-Jihad, I: 175; for the full story, see, for example, Ibn H1sham, ai-Sira 
al-nabawiyya, 4: 159-60; ai-Istiqama, pp. 287-89. 
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the Byzantine women I shall not be able to control myself'. 26 Al-Jadd's excuse was 
denounced in the Qur'an. God says: 
"And amongst them is he (al-Jadd) who says: "Permit me (to 
remain at home) and do not put me to trial". Unquestionably, into 
trial they have fallen. (Q9:49) 
The verse quoted above explains that al-Jadd's refusal to carry out the duty of jihad 
was in itself a grievous fitna. In other words, the fitna of the temptation of women 
which al-Jadd imagined allowed the cowardice that infected his heart to throw him 
into a far more serious fitna, that is, disobeying God's commands; in other words, it 
was an act of al-nifoq (a hypocrite).27 lbn Taymiyya, furthermore, claims that those 
who refuse to fight are sinful, like those who are 'alim but refuse to pass this 
knowledge on to others.28 In this respect, lbn Taymiyya cites certain hadiths to 
h. I . 29 support IS c aim: 
He who deliberately abandons the duty of jihiid will die as a 
muniifiq. 
He who reads the Qur'an and then forgets it will meet God as a 
leper. 
He who learns archery then forgets it is not one of us. 
Amongst the various definitions of sharr given by Ibn Taymiyya, however, the most 
accurate definition that suits the context of this present study is that of transgression, 
disobedience and ignorance. In support of this claim, it is useful to look back to the 
situation at the time of Ibn Taymiyya in Damascus. lbn Taymiyya was definitely 
26 Ibn Hisham, af-Sira af-nabawiyya, 4: 159; see also, Guillaume, The Life of Mubammad, p. 602. 
27 Thafiith rasii 'if, p. 75. 
28 af-./fisba, p. 188 {= The Institution of the lfisba, p. 73); af-Jihiid, I: 192. 
29 af-./fisba, p. 188 {= The Institution of the lfisba, p. 131); af-Jihiid, I: 190; Thafiith rasii 'if, p. 75. 
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applying himself to jihiid in Damascus through da ~wah and military fighting. 
Indeed, he strove hard to improve his fellow Muslims' understanding of Islam, to 
propagate Islam to the polytheists and to remove allfitnas.30 
Thus, it should be stressed thatfitna according to Ibn Taymiyya is that of the 
polytheists and that of injustice or transgression. This goes to show that Ibn 
Taymiyya defines jihiid as fighting against the kuffor and fitna. On this basis, lbn 
Taymiyya believes that a just society could be established if both of these fitnas were 
removed.
31 
Acceptance of all this, he explains, is obligatory for all Muslims, and 
these functions cannot be realized without power and authority.32 To .establish this 
authority God has sent down the Scriptures and created iron: 
We have sent Our messengers with clear evidences and sent down 
with them the Scripture and the balance so that the people may 
maintain justice. And We sent down iron, wherein is great military 
might and benefits for people. (Q57:25) 
Indeed, lbn Taymiyya maintains that no religious duty, such as $Gfiih, l;ajj, justice, 
the enforcement of the J;udud orjihiid, can be fulfilled without power and authority.33 
This does not only mean that the imiim must protect the religion, but that it is a duty 
on the whole umma, and that the protection of religion must be accomplished by the 
participation of the whole umma.34 What is more, he asserts that the religion must 
3° For more detailed information of Ibn Taymiyya's social and political background, see Chapter One 
ofthis thesis. 
31 MF28:355; ai-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, p. 123; ai-Amr bi al-ma'riif, pp. 53,63-5. 
32 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 173. 
33 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 173; a/- 'Aql'da al-wiisi{iyya, p. 27. 
34 Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya, I :270. For more detailed information on Ibn Taymiyya's umma, 
see, for example, Khan, The Political Thought of Ibn Taymiyah, pp. I 07-24. 
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possess "the guiding Scripture and the helping sword" (al-kitiib al-hiidy wa al-sayf 
I - . ) 35 a -na$Zr . 
On another level, the phrase "wa yakuna al-dln kulluhu lilliih" indicates the 
complete submission to Islam as a social order (wiliiya amr al-niis). Ibn Taymiyya 
says: "The good of mankind cannot be realized except in a social order, because 
everyone is dependent on others, and society requires, indispensably, someone to 
direct it".
36 
He, furthermore, defines "al-dln" in the phrase above as the Muslims' 
relationship with God and with his fellow Muslims (babl min Alliih wa .(Jab! min a!-
niis). This concept is vigorously maintained by Ibn Taymiyya, particularly in Dar' 
la 'iirurj a!- 'aql wa al-naql , Kitiib ma 'iirij al-wu$fll ilii ma 'rifa 'anna u$fll al-dln wa 
furu 'ahu qad bayyanahu al-rasul and Kitiib al-nubuwwa.37 Ibn Taymiyya clarifies 
that man's relationship with God is originally based on the concept of man's fi tra 
(natural constitution). The textual basis of this doctrine is found in the hadith "every 
newborn is born with the natural constitution".38 In explaining the hadith, Ibn 
Taymiyya relates this to the covenant God made with all Mankind in primeval times. 
It is noticeable that the Qur'an specifically draw·s attention to this mutual covenant in 
Q7:172: 
And when your Lord took from the Children of Adam, from their 
loins, their descendants and made them testify about themselves, 
(saying to them): "Am I not your Lord?" They said: "Yes, we have 
testified." 
35 al-/fisba, p. 80; ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. I 78; Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya, I: 142. 
36 ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. I 78; MR, p. 36. 
37 Dar' ta 'iirud, pp. 27-8; Ma 'iirij al-wu$111, pp. I 55-202; ai-Nubuwwa, pp.58-9, 2 14-5; for recent 
study, see, for example, Rushdi b. Ramli, 'The Qur'anic Method of Man's Relationship with God with 
special reference to the thought of Ahmad ibn Taymiyya (1263-1328 C.E.)', unpublished PhD thesis, 
University of Birmingham, 1999 (see Chapter One and Two). 
38 See $ab1'bBukhan: 'KiUib al-jana'iz', 1270, 1296. 
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So, it would appear that Ibn Taymiyya defines jihiid as the struggle to remove 
polytheism and persecution and to make way of a world with the Islamic system. 
Before moving onto a new topic of discussion, it is worth concluding this section by 
quoting the following remarks made by Ibn Taymiyya in lfasana: 
Mul)ammad and his nation undertake jihiid in the way of 
God in order that the word of God be highest and all 
religion be for God, and they kill whoever obstructs them 
from that.39 
3.4.1. Jihiid makkl andjihiid madanl 
More specifically, Ibn Taymiyya divides jihiid into two categories: the first is "jihiid 
makkl' and second is a combination of "jihiid makkl' and "jihiid madanl'. Jihiid 
makkl is jihiid with 'if m (knowledge) as exemplified in the Prophet's da 'wah in 
Mecca. Ibn Taymiyya explains thatjihiid with 'ilm is a "bayiin" or "jihiid bi al-l;ujja" 
(jihiid with argument).40 Ibn Taymiyya thinks jihiid with 'ilm or da 'wah is a 
fundamental duty of the Muslims, but he refuses to use the word da 'wah because the 
Khawarij called themselves ahl al-da 'wah. It should not be forgotten that Ibn 
Taymiyya condemns the Khawarij as misguided people and bughiih, who left behind 
a few misleading ideas which are constantly criticized by the ahl al-sunna.41 Instead, 
he prefers the phrase al-amr bi al-ma 'ruf and al-nahy 'an al-munkar.42 The words 
"jihiid'', ''al-amr bi a!- m a 'ruf' and "al-nahy 'an al-munkar" and "da 'wah" found in 
39 lfasana, p. 300. 
40 MF28:38; ai-Jihad, p. 74. 
41 Laoust, Essai, p. 282; E. J. Rosenthal, Political Thought in Medieval/slam, Cambridge, 1958, p. 52. 
For more detailed information of Ibn Taymiyya's concept of ahl al-sunna 1va al-jama 'a and his 
refutation of the Khawarij, see a/- 'Aq/da al-wasi_tiyya, pp. 29, 36-47. 
42 Laoust, Essai, p. 363; Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyyah, p. 156. 
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the classical literature and are often used interchangeably. The duties of al-amr bi 
al-ma 'riif and al-nahy 'an al-munkar, as explained by Ibn Taymiyya, are prescribed 
upon the Muslims in order to enjoin good and prevent wrong in the umma. This sort 
ofjihiid is based on the following hadiths:43 
If one of you sees something wrong, let him change (jal-
yughayyiruhu) it with his hand; and if he is not able to do so, then 
with his tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his heart 
and that is the weakest of faith.44 
I was sent to complete the noble qualities of character.45 
The likeness of me and the other Messengers is like that of a man 
who built a house. He completed the building, except for a single 
stone, in the place of which there was a void. When people visited 
it they expressed their admiration of its beauty; but they used to 
say: "If only it were not for this empty space". I am this 
completing stone.46 
From the first hadith quoted above, it can be seen that the Prophet has used the word 
"taghylr" which means to change wrong into goodness. It is generally accepted that 
the word da 'wah includes al-amr bi al-ma 'riif and al-nahy 'an al-munkar because a!-
amr bi al-ma 'riif is a call or invitation to do good and to stick with it, while al-nahy 
'an al-munkar is a call or invitation to keep away from evil, mischief, calamity and 
so on.47 So, Ibn Taymiyya's ''jihiidwith 'ilm" can be interpreted as the activity ofthe 
perfection of Islam amongst the Muslims and the invitation to Islam amongst non-
Muslims and the encouragement of Muslims to obey the Islamic teachings without 
deviation. If we look back to the time of Ibn Taymiyya, he claims that the 
43 ai-Amr bi al-ma'riif, pp. 10, 12, 15, 44, 53, 65; ai-Jihiid, pp. 96-7, 143; al-lstiqiima, pp. 292-93; ai-
Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 40. 
44 See $a./ubMuslim, 'Kitab al-lman', 380; al-Nawawl, Riyiiifal-$iilil}m:I89; 
45 See Musnad, 2/38 I; Muwaftii ', 'Good Character', 8. 
46 See Musnad, 2/244. 
47 al-lfisba, p. 70; (= The Institution of the lfisba, pp. 73-4). 
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community at that time was corrupt and filled with social and ideological trends that 
ran counter to sharl'a. In other words, he thinks that the core of the issue is moral. 
This explains why he introduces the idea of ''jihad with 'ilm" in order to educate 
people and to revive the role of sharl'a. Ibn Taymiyya cites certain Qur'anic verses 
to support this claim: 
It is who has sent His Messenger with guidance and the religion of 
truth to manifest it over all religion, although they who associate 
others with Allah dislike it. (Q9:33) 
So do not obey the unbelievers; and strive against them with the 
Qur'an (wajiihidhum bih1) a great striving. (Q25:52) 
Q25:52, as explained in Chapter Two, is part of a text that was revealed in Mecca, 
and some classical commentators, such as al-Tabarl and al-Bayc;Hiwl, suggest that the 
word bihi in Q25:52 refers to the Qur'an.48 A similar opinion is held by Ibn 
Taymiyya, and he furthermore adds that the phrase wa jiihidhum bihi indicates the 
significance ofjihad makk/ or jihiid bi al-lisiin and al-bayiin.49 
Ibn Taymiyya's idea of jihiid makk/ can be explained partly from his deep 
religious concern to disseminate knowledge and partly from the theme ofjihiid in the 
Qur'an itself, in particular, from the Meccan texts concemingjihiid, as explained in 
Chapter Two of this thesis. In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya suggests that the 'ulama' 
have a duty to preach and teach others about Islam. 50 Ibn Taymiyya cites one 
Qur'anic verse to support his claim: 
48 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayan, I 0:22-3; ai-Bay(iawl, Anwar al-tanz1l, 2: 148. 
49 ai-Jihad, p. 74; ai-Ikhtiyarat, p. 310. 
50 ai-Jihad, p. 75. 
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And amongst mankind is he who disputes concerning Allah, 
without knowledge and follows every rebellious devil. For him it is 
decreed that whosever follows him, he will mislead him and will 
drive him to the hellfire. (Q23:3-4) 
With regard to the theme ofjihiid in the Meccan revelations, the verses give guidance 
to the individual soul and to Mul)ammad in his capacity as a prophet and as a 
messenger of God. As a matter of fact,jihiid makk/ suggests a peacefuljihiid or jihiid 
in the sense of al-amr bi a!- ma 'ruf and al-nahy 'an al-munkar. A number of modern 
scholars, most notably Alfred Morabia, Abdullah Schleifer and Kamali note that this 
type ofjihiid may also be calledjihiid against the lower self (nafs) or inwardjihiid.51 
Sa'ld Hawa, on the other hand, says that it is calledjihiid bi al-ta 'llm or jihiid bi a/-
tabl/gh.
52 
Regardless of the various names given to thisjihiid, it can be observed that 
Ibn Taymiyya recognized a peaceful jihiid or a non-military jihiid. In the same way, 
Ibn Taymiyya acknowledges a military jihiid. This claim will be explained in the 
following passages. 
The second category is a combination of ''jihiid makkl' and 'Y"ihiid madanl'. 
Jihiid madan/ is jihiid with strength or physical means, as exemplified in the 
Prophet's mission in Medina. The idea ofjihiid madan/may have also come from the 
theme ofjihiid in the Medinan texts, as explained in Chapter Two of this thesis. What 
this category means is that the true and excellent jihiid is the combination of both 
51 Alfred Morabia, 'Ibn Taymiyya, Demier Grand Theoricien Du Gihad Medieval', Bulletin D 'Etudes 
Orient ales, Paris, 1978, 30:85-1 00; S. Abdullah Schleifer, 'Understanding Jihiid: Definition and 
Methodology', Islamic Quaterly, 26, London, 1983, pp. 121-29; Kamali, 'Issues in the Understanding 
of Jihiid and Ijtihiid', pp. 617-34. 
52 Sa'}d Hawa (Syrian scholar; d. 1989), Jund Allah Saqafa, Beirut, n.d., pp. 359-413. 
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da 'wah and military fighting. Ibn Taymiyya provides certain Qur'anic verses to 
support this claim: 
You are the best nation produced for mankind. You enjoin what is 
right and forbid what is wrong and believe in Allah. If only the 
People of the Book had believed, it would have been better for 
them. Among them are believers, but most of them are defiantly 
disobedient. (Q3: 11 0) 
The believing men and believing women are allies of one another. 
They enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and establish 
prayer and give zakiih and obey Allah and His Messenger. (Q9:71) 
In the first place, one has to acknowledge that both verses quoted above can be 
related to verse Q25:52. If we look back to the verse, the wordjihad in Q25:52 does 
not necessarily mean "fighting in the battlefield", but it first recommends the 
Muslims to take a peaceful method of jihad in defending the religion of Islam. For 
Ibn Taymiyya, fighting was only permissible when someone else had initiated 
hostilities against Islam and in self-defense and the protection of faith, family and 
property. 53 
Let us now look a little closer at verses Q3:110 and Q9:71. These verses 
show that God attributes noble qualities to the Islamic umma. Here, Ibn Taymiyya 
explains that the Islamic umma is the most beneficial type of nation for all 
mankind. 54 This can be observed by looking at the statement that the umma is 
enjoined to perform jihad of al-amr bi al-ma 'ruf and al-nahy 'an al-munkar. He, 
furthermore, claims that none of the nations that existed before the Islamic umma had 
53 Laoust, Essai, p. 364. 
54 ai-Amr bi al-ma 'rzif, p. 12; al-lstiqiima, pp. 286-91. 
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enjoined good or forbidden wrong.55 What Ibn Taymiyya is saying is that the 
previous nations never undertook jihad in the sense of al-amr bi al-ma lruf and a!-
nahy lan al-munkar. By way of illustration, Ibn Taymiyya says that the Children of 
Israel had not undertaken jihad as a means for calling people to the good and 
forbidding the wrong, but had only fought to repel attackers from their land.56 In 
support of this theory, Ibn Taymiyya quotes certain Qur'anic verses that particularly 
mention the Children of Israel: 
0 my people enter the Holy Land which Allah has assigned to you 
and do not turn back and become losers. They said: "0 Moses, 
indeed within it is a people of tyrannical strength, and indeed, we 
will never enter it until they leave it, but if they leave it, then we 
will enter". Said two men from those who feared upon whom Allah 
had bestowed favor: "Enter upon them through the gate, for when 
you have entered it, you will be predominant. And upon Allah rely, 
if you should be believers". They said: "0 Moses, indeed we will 
not enter it, ever, as long as they are within it; so go, you and your 
Lord, and fight. Indeed, we are remaining right here". (Q5:21-24) 
In connection with all the above definitions, one can say thatjihad in the view of Ibn 
Taymiyya is the lawful effort that is used to spread the religion of Islam or an effort 
of the heart, tongue or hands directed against any object that is disapproved of in 
Islam. Jihad of the heart is directed against the lower self and is to be accomplished 
by fighting temptation through purification of the soul. The jihad of the tongue or so-
called da 1Wah or bayan, as Ibn Taymiyya remarks, is undertaken by commanding 
good and forbidding wrong and the jihad of the hand is employed by military means. 
What Ibn Taymiyya means is jihad makk/ or da lwah precedes jihad madan/ or 
55 a/- 'Aq/da al-wasi{iyya, p. 26. 
56 a/- 'Aq/da al-wasi{iyya, p. 26; ai-Jihad, p. 141. 
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military fighting. In other words, da 'wah is necessary before undertaking to engage 
in military fighting. 
The above discussion should be enough to help us formulate most of the 
general principles and ideas of jihiid in the classical discourse and in particular, the 
thinking of Ibn Taymiyya. Given that statement, we can now consider the 
relationship betweenjihiid and 'ibiida. 
3.5. The relationship betweenjihiid and 'ibiida: Ibn Taymiyya's view 
It is agreed by most jurists that jihiid is one of the important acts of' ibiida in Islam. 
From the Islamic point of view, 'ibiida is valued as the most essential duty of man 
towards God. 57 Generally, the teachings of Islam can be divided into three parts: the 
first part is called 'aqii 'id (Islamic beliefs). These constitute the issues that must be 
understood and believed in, such as the Unity of God, the Divine Attributes, the 
nature of a prophet and so forth; the second part is called akhliiq (morals). These are 
concerned with the commands and teachings relating to the spiritual and moral 
characteristics of human beings, such as justice, taqwii (God-fearingness), courage, 
chastity, wisdom, endurance, loyalty, truthfulness and trustworthiness; the last part is 
shar /'a and it can be technically divided into four main categories: 'ibiida, 
mu 'iimaliit (Islamic civil law, i.e. politics and economics), muniikai}iit (Islamic 
marriage law) andjiniiyiit (Islamic criminal law). 
57 Q51 :56: "And I did not create )inn and mankind except to worship me". This tells us that humans 
were created to worship Allah and it is their duty to concern themselves with 'ibiida for which they 
were created. 
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The modern Muslim thinker, al-Mawdudi, defines shar/'a as "the detailed 
code of conduct or the canons comprising ways and modes of worship, standards of 
morals and life and laws that allow and proscribe, that judge between right and 
wrong". 
58 
The term shar /'a, for which the English expression "Islamic Law" is a 
convenient rendering, occupies a central position in Islamic society and thought. 
According to Ibn Taymiyya, the rulings of shar/'a describes all daily actions of 
Muslims as falling into one of five categories: the first is fard or wiijib (that which is 
prescribed) which is further divided intofard 'ayn (an individual obligation) andfard 
kifoya (a communal obligation); the second is mandub or mustal;abb 
(recommended); the third is mubal; (permissible); the fourth is makru}J (disliked); 
and lastly is }Jaram (unlawful). 59 
There are five types of 'ibada which are regarded as the fundamental 
religious duties or the basic obligatory acts: the confession of faith (shahada), ;;alah, 
zakiih, fasting ($iyam) and l;ajj. Amongst these five, shahada is commonly discussed 
by the theologians under the science of faith ( 'aq/da). $alah undoubtedly occupies 
the most important position and is given the greatest prominence in the Qur'an while 
zakiih comes next to it.60 There are several reasons why ;;alah has been given such 
importance. In Islamic doctrine, ;;alah is really the first step in the onward progress 
of man, and yet it is also the man's highest spiritual ascent. Likewise, ;;alah is direct 
communication between man and God. 




What is more, Ibn Taymiyya says that 'ibiida is not limited only to such 
rituals, but includes every activity done to please God. Therefore, it can include 
remembrance (dhikr), reciting the Qur'an, keeping a good relationship with others, 
showing respect to parents and teachers, commanding good and forbidding wrong 
and taking part in jihiid.
61 
Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, suggests that the Prophet 
emphasized the relation betweenjihiid and $Gliih.62 There are a considerable amount 
of hadiths that show this relation: 
The basis of the business Is Islam, its pillar is salah, and its 
culmination isjihad.63 
'Abd Allah b. Mas'iid asked the Prophet: "What is the best deed?" 
He replied: "To offer the prayers at their early stated fixed times". 
I asked: "What is next in goodness?" He replied: "To be good and 
dutiful to your parents". I further asked: "What is next in 
goodness?" He replied: "To participate injihad in Allah's cause". I 
did not ask the Prophet anymore and if I had asked him more, he 
would have told me more.64 
A man came to the Prophet and said: "Instruct me as to such a 
deed that is equal to jihad (in reward)". He replied: "I do not find 
such a deed". Then the Prophet added: "Can you, while the 
Muslim fighter (mujahid) is in the battlefield, enter your mosque to 
perform prayers without cease and fast and never break your fast?" 
The man said: "But who can do that?" Abii Huraira added: "The 
mujahid is rewarded even for the footsteps of his horse while it 
wanders about (for grazing) tied with a long rope."65 
Not only does Ibn Taymiyya think that jihiid is significantly related to $Gliih, but it is 
also able to save someone from sin. In this respect, lbn Taymiyya suggests thatjihiid 
61 ai-Jihiid, p. 244-45; a/- 'Ubildiyya, pp. 118-19. 
62 MF35:36. 
63 See Sunan ai-Tirmidh1: 'KiUib al-lman', 2541; Szman lbn Miijah, 'Kitab al-fitan', 3963, see also, ai-
Jihiid, p. 280. 
64 See $a.bi'i;Bukhan: 'Kitab al-jihad', 41; $a.bJ'i;Muslim, 'KiUib al-lman', 151. 
65 See $a.b1'b Bukhan: 'Kitab al-jihad', 44; see Muwaf!ii ', 'Jihad', I. 
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is something which frees someone from the consequences of sin and evil.66 Ibn 
Taymiyya cites certain Qur'anic verses to support his claim: 
It is that you believe in Allah and His Messenger and strive in the 
cause of Allah with your wealth and your lives. That is best for 
you, if you should know. He will forgive for you your sins and 
admit you to gardens beneath which rivers flow and pleasant 
dwellings in gardens of perpetual residence. (Q61: 11-2) 
To take another argument, Ibn Taymiyya says that in the time of the Prophet and the 
Companions, most of the military commanders, such as Khalid b. al-Walld 
(Companion; d. 211642)67 and 'Amr b. al-' A~ (Companion: d. c. 43/663)68 were also 
imiim or leaders of the prayers.69 To summarise, as Ibn Taymiyya expresses it,jihiid 
is 'ibiida and rewarded by God, and it is able to save someone by freeing them from 
sin and evil. 
As mentioned above, the prescribed 'ibiida is divided into two categories: 
fard 'ayn and far (I kifoya. 'Jbiida in the category of far (I 'ayn consists of the five 
fundamental religious duties (shahiida, $Gliih, zakiih, $iyiim, /;ajj), and 'ibiida in the 
category offard kifoya like the funeral prayer andjihiid,70 
Another classification is also made with regard to the relationship with God 
and with human beings. The first is known as private 'ibiida (' ibiida khu$ii$iyya), 
such as the five fundamental religious duties, dhikr, reciting the Qur'an and other 
66 Thaliith rasii 'if, p. 47. 
67 For a biographical note on Khalid ai-Walld, see, El (2), 4:928. 
68 For a biographical note on 'Amr b. ai-'A~. see, El (2), I :451. 
69 MF35:38. 
7° For more detailed information on the obligation of jihiid, see, for example, Mubammad al-
Mubarak, Ni?iim al-ls/iim: a/- 'Aq/da wa a/- 'ibiida, Beirut, 1973, p. 360; Mu~tara Wahba al-Zubayll, 
Athiir ai-./Jarb, pp. 84-7. 
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recommended 'ibada. The second is known as general 'ibada (' ibada 'umumiyya) 
which concerns matters of law, politics, society, economics, education, jihad and so 
forth. 71 
The two classifications of' ibada above are the most common method used by 
the jurists, there are other classifications using different terms, but it is not necessary 
for us to discuss them here. One noteworthy point is that whatever the classification 
may be, the concerns are the same and it is clear that jihad is regarded as 'ibada in 
Islam and a ritual activity which is done for the reward and the pleasure of God. 
3.6. The greater and lesser jilziid: the Siitls' response 
3.6.1. The doctrinal principle 
The Sufls' perception of jihad is apparently unique. Amongst the Sufis, the meaning 
of jihad differs technically from what is understood by the term in its general use. 
Basically, the Sufis dividejihad into two kinds, namely al-jihad al-akbar and al-jihad 
al-a&har. Al-jihad al-akbar is against the lower self and al-jihad af-a$ghar is against 
the visible enemy in the battlefield. For the Sufis, the lower self is seen as the greatest 
enemy because of its corrupting addictions. The Sufis believe that the damage caused 
by the enemy in the battlefield is temporary and limited to this world while the 
damage caused by the carnal soul is unlimited. They also hold that jihad in the 
battlefield was not a religious duty during the Meccan period of the Qur' anic 




By contrast, jihiid against the lower self has constantly been 
maintained to be an individual Muslim's obligation, since the first da 'wah begun by 
the Prophet. 
73 
The corollary is that jihad against the lower self is emphasized by the 
Siitls because its field of struggle is unlimited and it is timeless and boundless. This 
-
struggle is hard because its essence is man against himself and the enemy is unseen 
and cannot be detected by the five senses. 
3.6.2. The sources of the doctrine 
To look at this classification, without doubt the hadith currently most quoted by the 
Siitls is: 
The Prophet said: "We have returned from al-jihad al-a$ghar to al-
jihad al-akbar". A man asked: "What is the greater jihad?" The 
Prophet answered: "It isjihad against lower self."74 
What is most interesting about the hadith quoted above is that it is not mentioned in 
any of the most authoritative hadith collections such as $alp); Bukhar / $alp); Muslim, 
Abmad b. I:Ianbal's al-Musnad and Malik's al-Muwaf!fi'.75 Instead, it first appeared 
in al-Hujwlr!'s Kashf al-mai)jub, the earliest Persian work on Siitlsm. This hadith is 
also quoted by al-Razl and al-Zamakhsharl and thereafter in the literature.76 Apart 
from the hadith mentioned in Kashf al-mai)jub, there are also hadiths related by Abii 
72 For more detailed information onjihiid in Meccan texts, see Subsection "The Meccan revelations" 
in Chapter Two of this thesis. 
73 Willis, 'Jihiid F/Sab1l Allah', p. 407. 
74 'All b. 'Uthman ai-Hujwlrl (Persian Sufi, d. c. 465/1072), The Kashfal-mab}zlb: The Oldest Persian 
Treatise on $iif/sm, trans. and ed. R. Nicholson, London, 1959, p. 200; for a biographical note on ai-
Hujwlrl, see, El (2), 3:546. 
75 Peters, Islam and Colonialism, p. 1 18. 
76 ai-Razl, Tafslr al-kiiblr, 13:73; ai-Zamakhsharl, ai-Kashshiif, 3:1 73; see Subsection "The Meccan 
revelations" in Chapter Two of this thesis. 
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Bakr Abmad b. 'All Khatlb al-Baghdadl (Shafi'I historian and hadith-scholar; d. 
463/1071)
77 
in Tarikh Baghdad, Ibrahlm al-Bajiirl (Shafi'I hadith-scholar; d. 
127611860/
8 
in lfashiyat al-Bajur / 'ala shar I) ibn Qasim, 'Abd al-Rabman al-
Mubarakfilrl (Shafi' 1 hadith-scholar; d. 128211866) in Tui)fat al-Al;wadhi b/ shar I) 
Jam/' al-Tirmidh/ and by Najm al-Din Razl Daya (Persian Siitl; d. 65411256/9 in 
Mir;iid a!- 'ibad min al-mabda' i/a al-ma 'ad, which states that: 
The Prophet at the time he returned from a battle said: "We have all 
just returned to the best of places, and you have returned from a/-
jihad al-a$ghar to strive in al-jihad a/-akbar." The companions 
asked: "What is the greater jihad?" He answered: "It isjihad against 
lower self."80 · · 
The mujahid is the one who wages a struggle against himself. 81 
Your most hostile enemy is your nafs, enclosed between your two 
sides.82 
As regards the jihad against the lower self, Malik and Abmad mention a few hadiths. 
These hadiths are about controlling anger and fighting against Satan: 
A strong person is the person who contains himself when he is 
angry.&3 
Indeed Satan waits to deter mankind, so Satan waits in the way of 
jihad. He says to the person who intends jihad: "Do you want to 
perform jihad, when jihad destroys the soul and finishes off your 
wealth? Do you want to fight, when you can be killed, your wife can 
remarry and your wealth be divided?"84 
77 For a biographical note on ai-Baghdadl, see, El (2), 4: llll-12. 
78 For a biographical note on ai-BajUrl, see, El (1), I :867. 
79 For a biographical note on Najm ai-Din Razi Daya, see, El (1), 6:15, 8:539. _ 
80 AbU Bakr b. Al)mad b. 'All Khatlb ai-Baghdadl, Tiirlkh Baghdad, Cairo, 1931, 13:493; Ibrahim ai-
BajUrl, lfiishiya al-biijiirl 'alii shar./J lbn Qiisim, n.p.p. 1889, 2:268. 
81 'Abd ai-Ral)man ai-Mubarakfiin, Tul;fa al-al;wadhi blshar./.Jjiiml' ai-Tirmidh1: ed. 'Abd ai-Wahhab 
'Abd ai-Latlf, Medina, 1963, p. 250. 
82 Najm ai-Din Razl Daya, Mir$Gd a/- 'ibiid m in al-mabdii' ilii al-ma 'iid, trans. Ham id Algar as The 
path of God bondsmen from origin to return, Delmar N. Y, 1982, 35:15. 
83 See Muwafta ','Good Character', 3; Sa}Ji'"./.1 Bukhan: 'Kitab al-adab', 135. 
84 See Musnad, 31483. 
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Apart from the hadith quoted above, a kind ofjihiid against desires also exists in the 
Qur'an. Certain verses below show that the mujiihid fights against his lower self: 
Fighting (qitiil) has been enjoined upon you while it is hateful to 
you. But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps 
you love a thing and it is bad for you. Allah knows but you do not 
know. (Q2:216) 
Those who believe fight in the cause of Allah, and those who 
disbelieve fight in the cause of .fiighiit. So fight against the allies of 
Satan. Indeed, the plot of Satan has ever been weak. (Q4:76) 
But as for he who feared the position of his Lord and prevented the 
soul from inclination. (Q79:40) 
This section is not going to examine in detail the hadiths quoted above as to whether 
they are sound ($Gi;IJ;), weak ((la 'if) or fabricated (mau(iii }, because the form of the 
examination provides an extensive and complex study which needs new discussion, 
namely mu${alal; al-l;adJth (the classification of hadith). It is beyond the scope of 
this study to discuss every aspect of this problem.85 All the hadiths above are quoted 
only to indicate the sources commonly used by the Sufis as proof for establishing 
thatjihiid against the lower self is al-jihiid al-akbar and that the focus given forjihiid 
against the visible enemy is not as difficult as struggling against the lower self. As a 
result of that, jihiid against the enemy in the battlefield is regarded as al-jihiid a!-
G$ghar. To conclude this section, it is worth mentioning the story about 'All b. Ab I 
Talib. In one battle, 'All found himself straddling his enemy. The enemy, seeing his 
end was near, spit violently at 'All's face. 'All quickly got up and withdrew from the 
fight. The spared enemy look relieved and exasperated. 'All said: "I was fighting you 
85 Mu${ala.{J al-(ladith is associated with the study of the matan (text), isniid (the chain of the reporters) 
and rijiil al-(ladith (the reporters ofhadith). 
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for the sake of God. When you spit at my face I felt anger rise up within me, and I 
realized that I was going to smite you, not in the name of justice, but out of revenge 
f.' • I , 86 
10r your 1nsu t . 
3.6.3. Some opinions of the Sufis and Ibn Taymiyya 's view 
Al-Mubarakfiirl holds the opinion that the Sufis have taken the hadith reported by al-
Hujwlrl above as the foundation for their belief. Al-Mubarakfiirl makes the following 
brief comments concerning the Sufls' perspective onjihad against desires: 
Jihad against the lower self in the first hadith (here, it also refers to 
the first hadith in this section) is described as the struggle to 
subjugate the temptation to sin within oneself, the constant striving 
to obtain the pleasure of God. This is the foundation of all jihad, for 
fighting an external enemy would not be possible without a 
successful engagement in this inner jihad. The Sutls of Islam have 
taken this hadith as the main authority for their doctrines.87 
Apart from al-Mubarakfiirl's opinion that has been noted above, another intriguing 
perception also exists in the works of the great classical Sufis, most notably Abu 
ijamld al-Ghazall (d. 505/1111)88 and 'Abd al-Karlm b. Hawazln al-Qushayrl (d. 
46611074),89 namely that dhikr plays a crucial role in protecting the mujahid from 
affliction and danger. They, furthermore, claim that by constantly performing dhikr, 
ones's soul will be purified, perfected and cleansed. The mujahid who is deemed to 
possess a high quality of soul and dies in the battlefield will share a high rank of 
86 See 'All b. Ab} Talib, Nahj al-baliigha: sermons, fellers and sayings of Hazrath 'AIJ: trans. Syed 
Mohammed Askari Jafery, Karachi, 1960, pp. 14-5. 
87 ai-Mubarakfiin, Tulfa al-a.(Iwadhi, p. 250. 
88 For a biographical note on ai-Ghazall, see, El (2), 2: I 038-41. 




The same theme is echoed by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, who 
observes that striving against the lower self is the first stage of jihiid before taking 
part in fighting against visible enemies. Abd Hamid Siddiqi, the modern Muslim 
thinker, demonstrates that in the view of Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, this is the principal 
concern on whichjihiid can be successfully launched.91 
The using of the hadiths above, intentionally or not leads one to suppose that 
jihiid is divided into al-jihiid al-akbar and al-jihiid al-a$ghar. That is to say the true 
jihiid is al-jihiid al-akbar or the struggle within one's self to become a better Muslim 
by resisting the temptations and lures of lust and sin. In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya 
answers that the hadith of al-Hujwiri above is weak and therefore bears no 
implication on the early concept of jihad.92 He, furthermore, maintains that al-jihiid 
al-akbar is fighting against the kuffor. 93 Ibn Taymiyya gives certain Qur' anic verses 
to support his claim, for instance: 
Have you made the providing of water for the pilgrim and the 
maintenance of the l)ariim mosque equal to one who believes in 
Allah and the Last Day and strives in the cause of Allah? They are 
not equal in the sight of Allah. And Allah does not guide the 
wrongdoing people. The ones who have believed, emigrated and 
striven in the cause of Allah with their wealth and their lives are 
greater in rank in the sight of Allah. And it is those who are the 
attainers. (Q9: 19-20) 
90 For more detailed information on al-Ghazall'~ opinion, see, for example, Schleifer, 'Understanding 
Jihiid: Definition and Methodology', p. I26; see also, Mustafa Abu Sway, AI-Ghazzaliyy: A study in 
Islamic Epistemology, Kuala Lumpur, I 996, pp. I2-5; and on al-Qushayrl's opinion, see, for example, 
Schimmel, Mystical Dimension of Islam, p. I 67. 
91 Abd Ham id Siddiqi, 'Jihiid in Islam: A Comprehensive View', Criterion, Lahore, I 968, 3:28. 
92 Awliyii' al-ral;man, pp. I 97-99. 
93 Awliyii' al-ral;man, pp. I 97-99. 
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On the other hand, I tend to believe that Ibn Taymiyya suggests that there is no 
fundamental difference or contradiction between al-jihiid al-akbar and al-jihiid a!-
a$ghar, as they complement one another and always in agreement with one 
another.
94 
He rejects the distinction made between al-jihiid al-a$ghar and al-jihiid a!-
akbar and acknowledges the significance of jihiid against the lower self and jihiid 
against a visible enemy in the battlefield. To take one example, he clearly says that 
jihiid against the lower self is far(l 'ayn while jihiid in the battlefield is fard kifiiya.95 
Here, I do have a little bit of reservation about his statement and it is worth reflecting 
more on this issue. 
As indicated before, jihiid is fundamentally regarded as fard kifiiya. The 
primary question that can be raised again here is what type of jihiid is fard k(fiiya? 
Three possibilities exist: One may say it is jihiid against lower self or jihiid against a 
visible enemy or say it includes both types of jihiid. In view of the Siitls and Ibn 
Taymiyya's explanation, it can be seen thatjihiid against lower self isfard 'ayn and 
jihiid against a visible enemy isfarr;J kifiiya. 
The context in which jihiid against lower self occurs in the Qur'anic verses 
and the hadiths of Malik and Abmad above, simply proves that under all 
circumstances people should fight against the lower self. As already mentioned, Ibn 
Taymiyya follows the Sunnl method of inquiry. The Qur'an and hadith clearly 
mention the idea ofjihiid against lower self; hence there is a valid juridical concept of 




Now the question remains: why did Ibn Taymiyya define al-jihad al-akbar 
as fighting in the battlefield, when he agrees that jihad against the lower self is far (I 
'ayn andjihad in the battlefield is far (I kifoya? The answer is not far to seek. My own 
view is that one should not be confused about Ibn Taymiyya's definition of al-jihad 
al-akbar. Ibn Taymiyya lived in the age of war and invasion resulting mainly from 
the Mongols. He felt it necessary to convince the people to take up arms against the 
Mongols. He is, therefore, more interested in military jihad than in emphasizing the 
fact that jihad against lower self must also be taken into practise as it was indicated 
by numerous Qur' anic verses and hadiths. 
3.6.4. The Siifls' participation injihiid: A view on riblif 
The word ribat derives from the root r-b-t and is a verbal noun of the third Arabic 
form of the verb raba{a that literally means "to tie" or "to bind".96 The word ribatis 
a noun and its singular past tense verb is rabata (male) or raba{at (female). The 
singular active participle of ribat is murabit (male) or murabita (female). The word 
riba f has assumed a large number of disparate meanings: the first is a thing whereby 
one is kept off acts of disobedience (e.g. "Remember when He overwhelmed you 
with drowsiness security from Him and sent down upon you from the sky, rain by 
which to purify you and remove from you Satan and to make steadfast [ waliyarbi fa] 
your hearts and plant firmly thereby your feet" Q8: 11, and elsewhere, see Q 18:14 
and Q28:9);97 the second is the horses or the people that are taken to be tied up for 
96 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 0 13; Ri<;la, Mu 'jam matn al-lughah, 2:533. 
97 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 014. 
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keeping post on the enemy's frontier (e.g. "And prepare against them whatever you 
are able of power and of steeds of war [ribiif al-khayl]" Q8:60, see also Q3:200);98 
and lastly is a public place for the accommodation of travellers and their horses.99 A 
ribiif is also often considered to be synonymous with a ziiwiya (a small Siitl teaching 
mosque ).
100 
Meanwhile muriibi! signifies the one who abstains from worldly 
pleasures, and another related definition is a company of men having their horses tied 
at the frontier in preparation for the enemy. 101 The muriibi f is also used to describe 
the volunteers and the Siitls who associate themselves with the activities organized in 
h .b- 102 t en a{. 
As explained above, there are many usages of ribiif. For instance, there is 
ribii! in restraining oneself from forbidden deeds. In other words, it is an action of 
ribiif for Muslims to perfect a good character. Ribii! also applies in the military 
context; for example, it is a place of the mujiihids who were stationed at the frontier 
in preparation for the enemy. Another form of ribii! is a place of temporary 
accommodation for travellers. 
Ribii f in the sense of a place for army and traveller originated in Persia. 
Such accommodation was constructed on the frontiers of diir al-lsliim or along the 
seacoast and served as a place of religious retreat as well as a fortress for military 
defence to resist the enemy and to signal a warning -of their approach. Peters defines 
98 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 0 I 4. 
99 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 0 I 4. 
100 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 0 I 4. 
101 Lane, Lexicon, I: I 0 I 4. 
102 See El (I), 3:1 151; Schleifer, 'Jihiid and Traditional Islamic Consciousness', Islamic Quarterly, 
27, London, 1983, pp. 191; Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 81. 
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riba{ as "remaining for some time at the frontiers of the Islamic territory with the 
intention of defending Islam against the unbelievers". 103 To illustrate the issues 
discussed here, it is helpful to examine reports by Abu Ya' la I:Iamza b. Asad al-
Qalanisl (d. 55411160) recorded in The Damascus Chronicle .104 This chronicle 
maintains that the Sufis took part in both spiritual and physical jihad. A.J. 
Wensinck claims that the formula of organizing the ribii{ basically refers to the 
Qur'an (e.g. Q8:60) and hadith: "Spending one night in ribar is worth more than a 
thousand in prayer"105 
The muriibi f who entered the ribii f were at first required to purify their soul 
and intent (niyya). That is, they had to make sure that everything they brought with 
them had been acquired honestly and that all they ate was legitimate. After 
renewing their repentance for past transgression and asking pardon for neglecting 
anything obligatory, they laboured daily in pious works. The volunteers spent their 
time in the ribii{ taking devotional exercise and military training under the 
instructions of the Sufis leader who served as military commander of the ribii( 06 
This devotional practise was regarded as the first stage of jihiid before takirig part in 
a military expedition. 107 
With regard to the issue of ribii{ above, it is worth reflecting a little on lbn 
Taymiyya's point of view. lbn Taymiyya says that the ribiif is essentially part of 
103 Peters, Islam and Colonialism, p. 11. 
104 Abu Ya'la Hamza b. Asad ai-Qalanisl, The Damascus Chronicle of the Crusaders, trans. H.A.R. 
Gibb, London, 1932, pp. 32-42. 
105 $alp]; Bukhan: 'Kitab al-jihad wa al-siyar', 2578~ $alp]; Muslim, 'Kitab al-imara', 350 I. 
106 El(/), 3:1151. _ 
107 For more detailed infonnation on ribiif, see, for example, 'Ali b. 'Abd al-Ral)man b. I:Iudhayl, 
Tul;fa al-anfus washl'fir sukkiin al-Andaliis, ed. Louis Mercier, Paris, pp. 128-29. 
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jihad. To some extent, he agrees that the hadith above indicates that the reward of 
establishing a riba{is greater than performing voluntary prayer. 108 
In other words, the ribaf is connected with the obligation of jihad. Ribats 
were built either by the government or the Sufis and staffed by new volunteers or 
recruits for thejihad. For instance, the first ribaf which belonged to the government 
was built in 795 C.E. by the 'Abbasid governor Harthama b. A'yan in Ifrlqiyya (in 
present-day Tunisia). Another ribaf is the ribaf of Sus founded by the Aghlabid 
Ziyadat Allah in 821 C.E. Given this, one has to acknowledge that the formation of 
riba f is, as Hillenbrand claims, the inevitable consequence of the territorial break up 
of the 'Abbasid caliphate. So, the Siitls took the initiative into their own hands to 
establish the institution of ribaf. 
Further confirmation of the Siitls participation in jihad is supplied by the 
enthusiasm of its exponents for carrying Islam beyond the boundaries of the Islamic 
world. The Islamization process in India, Africa, and South East Asia was carried 
out largely at the hands of Siitls. Likewise, the Islamic obligation of jihad has been 
borne with especial zeal by the Siitl orders. All the great nineteenth century Siitls, 
such as Mul)ammad al-Saniisi (Libya; d. 1859), 109 'Abd al-Qadir al-Jaza'irl 
110 - Ill (Algeria; d. 1883), and Mul)ammad Al)mad al-Mahdi (Egypt: d. 1885) were 
active practitioners of Siitlsm, writing extensively. on it while on their campaigns. 
Other Siitl leaders, most notably, Sheikh Abii ijasan al-Shadhill, Sheikh Ibrahlm 
108 ai-Jihad, I :47; Thalath rasa 'il, p. 39. 
109 Peters, Islam and Colonialism, pp. 84-9. 
110 Peters, Islam and Colonialism, pp. 53-62. 
111 Peters, Islam and Colonialism, pp. 63-74. 
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Dessouki and Sheikh al-Qunawl gathered the army and called for jihad in Egypt. 112 
Such great eagerness in participating in jihad became of paramount importance 
when the Western colonialist expanded their military threat and defeated almost all 
of the Islamic governments in Africa. Sheikh AQ.mad al-Tijanl, 'Uthman dan Fodio 
and al-Bajj 'Umar Tal undoubtedly called for jihiid in their respective territories of 
West Africa, Northern Nigeria and Western Sudan. 113 
To sum up, it is clear that the Sufis do not detachjihad against the lower self 
from jihad against the visible enemy. In other words, the Sufis do not recommend a 
separation between both types of jihad, but regard jihad against the lower self as the 
first step of striving, which must be taken into account by the mujahid before fighting 
against the visible enemy in the battlefield. It should also be stressed that, jihad 
against the lower self can also applied while fighting in the battlefield. Any 
suggestion that detaches jihad against the lower self from jihad in the battlefield is 
simplistic and therefore erroneous. It is not only the visible enemy that the mujahid 
fights against in the battlefield. He must also fight against his desires that always call 
him towards wrong. His own desires can call on him in various and wicked ways to 
desert the battlefield such as through fear, doubt, hardship or sadness. Moreover, the 
mujahid continuously fights with his desires that always yearn to be fulfilled. Yet he 
faces being far away from his family, eating little and strange food, sleeping on the 
ground instead of on his bed and many other trials that are not in accordance with his 
112 J. Spencer Trimingham, The Sufis Orders in Islam, Oxford, 1971, pp. 84-90, 240. 
113 Bemard Lewis, The Emergence of Modern Turkey, London, 1967, pp. I 1-13; Willis, 'Jihad F/ 
Sab1l Alliih', pp. 405-15; Trimingham, A history of Islam in West Africa, London, 1978, pp. 181-86, 
195-206; H.A.R. Gibb and Harold Bowen, Islamic Society and the West, London, 1957, pp. 181-84. 
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desires. For this reason I find Ibn Taymiyya's claim to be perfectly clear and I see 
no reason to suppose it is wrong. 
3. 7. Jihiid as a duty: Ibn Taymiyya's opinion 
As a rule, most classical jurists, such as al-Shafi'i, al-Sarakhsl, Ibn Qudama and Abii 
al-Walld Mu}:lammad b. A}:lmad b. Rushd al-I:Jatl<;l (cited as Ibn Rushd; Andalusian 
Malikl qa(iJ:faqlh and philosopher; d. 59511198), 114 to name but a few, assert that the 
duty of jihad (henceforth, jihad here refers to fighting in the battlefield) is far(i 
kifoya.
115 
That means that although not everyone need assume this responsibility, at 
least enough people have to undertake it to get the job done. And the job, as 
articulated by Ibn Taymiyya, is to establish a just society. Ibn Taymiyya insists that 
jihad is extremely important, on a level with voluntary prayer, voluntary fasting and 
pilgrimage. 116 He maintains that the Qur'anic verse quoted above (Q9: 19-20) is 
1 d . h h' I . 117 re evant an Cites anot er verse to support t Is c aim: 
Fighting has been enjoined upon you although it is hateful to you. 
But perhaps you hate a thing and it is good for you; and perhaps 
you love a thing and it is bad for you. And Allah knows, while you 
know not. (Q2:216) 
114 For a biographical note on Ibn Rushd, see, El (2), 3:909-20. 
115 ai-Shafi'l, Islamic Jurisprudence: Shaft '/'s Risiila, trans. Majid Khadduri, Baltimore, 1961, pp. 84-
5; ai-Umm, 5: 182-83; ai-Sarakhsl, Kit ab ai-Mabsiif, Beirut, 1986, I 0:3; lbn Qudama, ai-Mughm: 
Riyadh, 1999, 13:6-7; Ibn Rushd, The Distinguished Jurist's Primer: Bidiiya al-mujtahid, trans. Imran 
Ahsan Khan Nyazee, Reading, 1994, I :454; MF28: 126, 232; al-lmiin, pp. 162, 203, 226; ai-Siyiisa al-
shar 'iyya, p. 128. 
116 MF28:26; a/- 'Ubildiyya, p.119; Farrukh, lbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 138; 
ai-Jihiid, p. 64; Thaliith rasii 'if, p. 38; ai-Istiqiima, p. 291. 
117 Farrukh, Jbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, pp. 136-37; see also, Q9: 19-20. 
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Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, gives several hadiths to describe the position of jihad, 
for example: 
The Prophet was asked: "What deed could be an equivalent of 
jihiid in the way of Allah?" He answered: "You do not have the 
strength to do that deed". The narrator said: "They repeated the 
question twice or thrice". Every time he answered: "You do not 
have the strength to do it". When the question was asked for the 
third time, he said: "One who goes out for jihiid is like a person 
who keeps fast, stands in prayer (constantly), (obeying) Allah's 
(behests contained in) verses (of the Qur'an), and does not exhibit 
any lassitude in fasting and prayer until the mujiihid returns from 
jihiid in the way of Allah". 118 
A night of fighting on behalf of Allah is better than night prayers 
and fasting for one thousand nights. 119 
On another level, Ibn Taymiyya explains that jihad must be done on behalf of God 
and as a tool of da 'wah. Islam rejects jihad that is carried out for personal 
interests. 120 The Qur'an says: 
So let those fight in the cause of Allah who sell the life of this 
world for the Hereafter. And he who fights in the cause of Allah 
and is killed or achieves victory, We will bestow upon him a great 
reward. (Q4:74) 
In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya also quotes one hadith: 
The Prophet was asked: "A man fights for displaying courage, one 
for enthusiasm and one for showing off. Which of them is on 
Allah's path?" The Prophet answered: "He who fights so that 
Allah's word may be exalted, is on Allah's path". 121 
118 Sah/h Muslim in "KiUib al-imara", 4636; ai-Siyasa al-shar'iyya, p. 122. 
119 ~1-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 122; MF28:418. 
120 ai-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 122; ai-Amr bi al-ma 'riif, p. 98; ai-Jihad, p. 61; a/-' Ub iidiyya, p. I 17. 
121 ai-Amr bi al-ma 'riif, p. 61. 
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Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, insists that all mankind will die, and, throughjihiid they 
will be rewarded as shah/ds in which is the best of all forms of death. 122 As the 
hadith says: "The highest level and reward in paradise belongs to the mujiihids". 123 
What is more, like al-Shafi'l, al-Sarakhsl, Ibn Qudama and Ibn Rushd, Ibn 
Taymiyya agrees with other scholars that the duty ofjihiid is only far(i ki]aya. 124 In 
the same way, Ibn Taymiyya explains that the duty of jihiid is a duty imperative 
upon every human being according to his capacity. 125 He quotes in support of this 
the hadith quoted above: "If one of you sees something wrong, let him change it 
with his hands ... ".
126 
In other words, jihiid is technically required but may be 
ignored by many if enough others are willing to fight. The ruling of jihiid as far (I 
kifoya is primarily referred to the following Qur'anic verses: 
Those of the believers who sit (at home), other than those who are 
disabled, are not on an equality with those who strive in the way of 
Allah (the mujahids) with their wealth and lives. Allah has 
conferred on the mujahids a rank above those who sit (at home). 
And to both Allah has promised reward (wa kul/an wa 'ada Allah 
al-J;usna), but Allah has preferred the mujahids over those who sit 
(at home) with a great reward. (Q4:95) 
And the believers would not all go forth (jihad) together. Of every 
group of them, a party only would go forth, that they (who are left 
behind) may gain sound knowledge in religion, and that they may 
warn their folk when they return to them, so that they may beware 
(of evil). (Q9:122) 
So fear Allah as much as you are able and listen and obey and 
spend out. (Q64: 16) 
122 Farrukh, Jbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 140; Thalath rasa'il, pp. 36-7. 
123 See Musnad, 21292. 
124 al-lman, p. 228; MF28: 126, 232; al-Jihad, pp. 96, I 07-08; Laoust, Essai, p. 363. 
125 a/- 'Ubildiyya, p. 119. _ _ . . 
126 For the full text of this hadith, see Subsection "Jihad makkiandjihad madanl' m this chapter. 
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Al-Shafi'l claims that the phrase "and to both Allah has promised reward" or (wa 
kul/an wa 'ada Allah al-l;usna) in Q4:95 and the whole text in Q9: 122 are the proof 
of his opinion that jihad is farrj kifoya. In his Risa/a, he says: "The indication in the 
verses is that it is not permissible that all men should fail to go forth; but that if some 
go forth, so that a sufficient number fulfils (the collective duty), the others do not fall 
into error, because the going forth by some would fulfill the duty." 127 
In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya explains that the obligation ofjihad is similar to 
the funeral prayers and to replying to a salutation. 128 Ibn Taymiyya mentions a story 
about 'All b. Abl Talib and others who stayed at home while the Prophet and some of 
the Companions went to the Battle of Tabiik. If jihad is farrj 'ayn, 'All and others 
would definitely not have been allowed to stay home during the battle. 129 Another 
example which may be mentioned here is the opinion of Ibn !)ajar. He claims that 
some Muslims were left behind in almost all of the Prophet's battles and the Prophet 
himself did not participate in every battle. 130 A similar opinion is held by Ibn Rushd. 
He claims that the Prophet never went out to the battlefield without having left some 
of the Muslims behind. 131 These practices of the Prophet indicate thatjihad is afarrj 
kifoya. 
According to al-Sarakhsl, the Muslims should not abandon their work in 
farms, markets and so forth to go for jihad. He insists that some of the Muslims must 
127 al-Shati'l, Risiila, p. 86; see also ai-Umm, 5:182-83. 
128 ai-Jihiid, pp. I 07-8; for more detailed information of far (I ki]aya, see Section "The relationship 
betweenjihiidand 'ibiida: Ibn Taymiyya's view" in this chapter. 
129 ai-Jihiid, pp. 1 07-8; Jalal al-Oin ai-Suyiitl, The history of the Khalifahs who took the right way, 
trans. 'Abdassamad Clarke, London, 1996, p. 176. 
130 Ibn I:Jajar, Fat./;1 al-ban: 2:378. 
131 Jbn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, 1:455. 
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stay at home to get the work done while others go to fight on the battlefield. 132 This 
opinion is glossed by one hadith: 
The Prophet said: "A prophet amongst the prophets carried out a 
holy military expedition, and he said to his followers that anyone 
who has married a woman and wants to consummate the marriage, 
and has not done so yet, should not accompany me, nor should a 
man who has built a house but has not completed its roof, nor a 
man who has sheep or she-camels and is waiting for the birth of 
their young ones."133 
This hadith is important because it marks that jihiid is far (I kifoya. One can see that 
the hadith above mentions that some groups were allowed to stay at home while 
others went out to fight on the battlefield. 
3.7.1. The pre-requirements of mujiilzid 
It is also worth mentioning that, according to Ibn Rushd and al-Shafi'l, jihiid is 
obligatory on men. They emphasize several prerequisites: the men who go must not 
be slaves, they must have attained puberty, they must be able to get the equipment 
for going to war and they must be in good health. 134 Regarding the status of the men, 
lbn Rushd and al-Shafi'l mention certain Qur'anic verses that indicate the obligation 
of fighting for men: 
There is not upon the weak (al-du 'afo ') or upon the ill (a/-mardii) 
or upon those who do not find anything to spend (lii yajidiina mii 
yunfiqiina) any discomfort, when they are sincere to Allah and His 
Messenger. There is not upon the doers of good any cause (for 
blame). And Allah is Forgiving and Merciful. Nor (is there blame) 
upon those who, when they came to you that you might give them 
132 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, 1:455. 
133 $al;ui; Bukhan: 'Kitab al-jihad', 3124. 
134 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, 1 :455; ai-Shafi'l, a/-Umm, 5:180. 
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mounts, you said: "I can find nothing for you to ride upon". They 
turned back while their eyes overflowed with tears out of grief that 
they could not find something to spend (alia yajidii mii yunfiqiin)". 
(Q9:91-92) 
There is not upon the blind (al-a 'mii) any guilt or upon the lame 
(al-a 'raj) any guilt, or upon the ill (al-man(/) any guilt (that they 
go not for fighting). (Q48: 17) 
The verses above demonstrate three kinds of people who are not obliged to fight. 
There are "al-du 'afo "' or "the weak", "al-mar(iii" or "the ill", which indicates old 
men, children, women and men who are disabled respectively. Also, the phrase la 
yajiduna mli yunfiquna or "those who find no resources to spend" refers to poor men 
or slaves who are not able to get equipment for jihlid. 135 According to commentators, 
such as al-Tabarl and al-Wabidl the verse (Q48: 17) was revealed after the Prophet 
was approached by a blind man called 'Abd Allah b. Umm Maktiim (Companion; d. 
?). 136 He complained that his disability would keep him from taking part in jihlid. 137 
So, the verses quoted above tell us that jihlid is fard k(faya on men who have good 
health. 
lbn Taymiyya, furthermore, adds that the task of jihlid cannot be completed 
without courage and generosity. 138 In other words, the mujlihid n1ust have good health 
and be mentally and physically strong. This is because fighting requires fitness, 
physical strength and courage. As explained before, Ibn Taymiyya believes that the 
135 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, l :455; al-Shati'l, ai-Umm, 5:180. _ _ 
136 For a biographical note on 'Abd Allah b. Umm Maktiim, see, lbn I:Iajar, al-l$iibafi tamyiz a/-
$<1/Jaba, Baghdad, 1971, 4:284-85. 
137 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, 5:228-30; al-Wal:tidl, Asbiib al-nuzfil, pp. 100-0 I. 
138 ai-Jihiid, p. 64. 
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strongest is he who able to control himself when provoked to anger and enjoin the 
right thing with knowledge and understanding. 
In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya generally divides people into four types: first, 
those who strive in the way of God with courage and generosity and they deserve the 
reward of Paradise; secondly, those who strive with courage and generosity but not in 
the way of God and they benefit from their actions in this life but not in the hereafter; 
thirdly the muniifiq iin who strive in the way of God without courage and generosity; 
and finally, those who strive without courage and generosity and not in the way of 
God.
139 
lbn Taymiyya gives certain Qur'anic verses to support his view: 
And Allah will surely support those who support Him. Indeed, 
Allah is Powerful and Exalted in Might. And those who, if We 
give them authority in the land, establish prayer and give zakiih 
and enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong. And to Allah 
belongs the outcome of matters. (Q22:41) 
Indeed, they would be those given victory. And indeed, Our 
soldiers will be those who overcome. (Q37: 172-73) 
At a certain level jihiid can also be far(i 'ayn. With regarding to this, al-Sarakhs1 
quotes two Qur' anic verses: 
0 you who have believe, what is the matter of with you that when 
you are asked to go forth in the cause of Allah, you adhere heavily 
to the earth? Are you satisfied with the life of this world rather 
than the hereafter? But little is the enjoyment of the life of this 
world as compared to the hereafter. (Q9:38) 
Go forth, whether light or heavy, and strive hard with your wealth 
and your lives in the cause of Allah. This is better for you, if you 
only knew. (Q9:41) 
139 ai-Jihiid, p. 174. 
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From the two verses quoted above, al-Sarakhsl maintains that in a case where there 
is an insufficient number of Muslims to fight on behalf of the community or when 
the Muslim state is under attack,jihiid becomesfarif 'ayn. 140 
lbn Taymiyya agrees with al-Sarakhsl that jihiid becomes far if 'ayn when the 
enemy enters and attacks the Muslim state. Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, adds other 
four situations: 
(i) Jihad becomes far if 'ayn to every capable Muslim, 141 including the 
imiim, if others do not appear to fulfill this duty. The corollary is that 
the obligation ofjihiid is determined by capability. 142 
(ii) Jihiid becomes farif 'ayn when the Muslims encounter a surpnse 
attack by the enemy, for example in an ambush. 143 Here, Ibn 
Taymiyya claims that the Muslims are obliged to help their fellow 
Muslims against the enemy. A case in point is the Battle of Trench in 
which the Prophet directed all the Muslims in Medina to take part in 
the fighting in the protection of their faith, family and property. 144 As 
the Qur'an says: 
And when a faction of them said: "0 people of 
Yathrib, there is no stability for you, so return". And a 
party of them asked permission of the Prophet, saying: 
"Indeed, our houses are exposed", while they were not 
exposed. They did not intend eX:cep~ to flee. (Q33: 13) 
140 al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabszl!, I 0:3. _ 
141 ai-Jihiid, pp. 96, 230; for other jurists' opinion, see, for example, ai-Tabari, Kitiib al-jihiid wa kit ab 
al-jizya, pp. 11-3. 
142 a/-lfisba, p. 80; Risiil a 4, pp. 241-43. 
143 al-lkhtiyiiriit, pp. 308-9, 311. 
144 Farrukh, lbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 147. 
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Believers! When you meet an army, hold finn and be 
mindful of God that you may succeed. (Q8:45) 
Similarly, Ibn Taymiyya quotes certain Qur'anic verses that imply 
that it is an obligation for every Muslim, including women, the elderly 
and the young to take part in the fighting, even though they are not 
murtaziqa (professional soldiers): 145 
Indeed, those who have believed and fought with their 
wealth and lives in the cause of Allah and those who 
gave shelter and aided, they are allies of one another. 
But those who believed and did not emigrate, there is 
no protection of them until they emigrate. And if they 
seek help of you for the sake of the religion, then you 
must help, except against a people between yourselves 
and whom is a treaty. (Q8:72) 
0 you who have believed, when you meet those who 
disbelieve advancing, do not turn to them your backs. 
And whoever turns his back to them on such a day, 
unless swerving for war or joining company, has 
certainly returned with anger from Allah, and his 
refuge is Hell and wretched is the destination. (Q8: 15-
16) 
(iii) Jihtid becomes farr;J 'ayn when the imtim calls a people to march 
forward or requires full participation from the Muslims to go for jihtid 
and it is the duty of every Muslim to march forward or to take part in 
the jihad. 146 For Ibn Taymiyya, this instruction is justified from the 
Qur'an (as in Q9:38) and the hadith: "When you are asked to set out 
h Id d " 147 you s ou o so . 
145 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 146. 
146 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, pp. 187-88; ai-Jihiid, p. 113. 
147 See $a}JI}J Muslim, "Kitab al-imara", 4597; Musnad, 1/226. 
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(iv) Jihad becomes far(i 'ayn for the murtaziqa who receive booty. 148 
This is to be explained partly by the booty itself and partly by its 
significance for the umma. It is true that the booty is given to the army 
as a reward for fighting and they are duty bound to serve in the jihad. 
In other words, it is a contract between the soldier and God and the 
imam, which involves doingjihad for a stated sum of money. To take 
one analogy, an employee is obliged to work when he receives his 
payment or the seller must hand the goods over to the buyer once the 
price has done. Apart from that, failure in carrying outjihad is seen as 
a great wrong. The soldier is obliged to guarantee the defense of the 
Muslims in return for their pay. Failure to do so will endanger the 
Muslims' lives and properties, and therefore, the punishment for this 
negligence is more serious than for other private offences, for 
example, consuming wine or other acts of immorality. Ibn Taymiyya 
asserts that these private offences are wrongs that he does to himself 
and affect only him. By contrast, the offence of abandoning jihad 
affects both him and others. 149 lbn Taymiyya cites a Qur'anic verse to 
support this claim: 
And what Allah restored to His Messenger from the 
people of the towns, is for Allah and for the Messenger 
and for near relatives and orphans and travelers. So 
that it will not be a perpetual distribution amongst the 
rich from amongst you. And whatever the Messenger 
has given you, take it; and whatever he has forbidden 
148 MF28: 184, 274-7; al-Jihiid, pp. 189, 255-62. 
149 al-/fisba, p. 70. 
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you, refrain from it. And fear Allah; indeed, Allah is severe 
in penalty. (Q59: 6-7) 
History abounds with examples demonstrating how man has neglected the call of 
jihad because of all the difficulties he has had to endure. Despite all these 
difficulties, lbn Taymiyya believes that the obligation of jihad is relevant and 
consistent with human nature and capabilities. In this connection, as said earlier in 
Chapter One, it is worth mentioning again that Ibn Taymiyya proclaimed an 
interesting fatwa in which he allowed the mujahids to shorten the prayers (al-qa$1') 
and to be excused from the Rama<;lan fast. As this fatwa demonstrates, lbn Taymiyya 
refers to his ijtihad that fasting would weaken the mujahids and compromise the 
success of the jihad. If the mujahids were excused from the fast, they would be able 
to fight the enemy more effectively. 150 
The key to lbn Taymiyya's argument is that the duty of jihad is technically 
far (I kifoya and it becomes far (I 'ayn for the capable Muslims, including the imam, 
for murtaziqa and for everyone when necessary. One point noteworthy here, as lbn 
Taymiyya said is thatjihad is assigned to the Muslims in order to remove thefitna of 
the kuffor. Although killing is harmful,.fitna caused by the kuffor is more harmful. 151 
On balance, lbn Taymiyya asserts thatjihad can be carried out by one's body 
or by one's wealth. If one is not able to perform jihad by his physical strength, he 
may contribute financial aid to support the jihad:152 _With regards to the financial 
150 al-lkhtiyiiriit, p. 107; MF25:209. 
151 Farrukh, lbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 141. 
152 ai-Jihiid, p. 113; al-lkhtiyiiriit, p. 308. 
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contribution, as lbn Taymiyya asserted, it becomes a duty for the women. 153 The 
basic ingredient here is found in verse Q9:41 and other Qur' anic verses, for instance: 
Allah does not charge a soul except with its capacity (ilia 
WUS 'aha). (Q2:286) 
So fight, in the cause of Allah; you are not held responsible except 
for yourself. And encourage the believers that perhaps Allah will 
restrain the might ofthose who disbelieve.(Q4:84) 
The phrase ilia wus 'aha in Q2:286 clearly signifies that God does not burden a 
person beyond his scope. Or in other words, God does not ask a person to carry out 
what is beyond his ability. This demonstrates God's kindness, compassion and 
generosity towards His creation. In Q43:32, the whole text implies that God 
apportions out between mankind their livelihood and this means that some employs 
others in their work, because one needs the other, and vice versa. 
3.8. Jihiid and the enemy: lbn Taymiyya 's opinion 
Before we go into further details about enemy persons, it is useful to present the 
statement given by Sufyan b. 'Uyayna: "Allah gave Mubammad four swords: the 
first against the polytheists, whom Mubammad himself fought with; the second 
against apostates, whom Abu Bakr fought with; the third against the People of the 
Book, whom 'Umar fought with; and the fourth against the bughah, whom 'All 
fought with". 154 
153 al-Ikhtiyiiriit, p. 308. 
154al-Sarakhsl, Sharb li siyar al-kablr, I: 14. 
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There has been a lot of debate about the object of jihad, that is, the people 
whom must be fought. On the whole, these are divided into five groups: polytheists, 
the People of the Book, apostates, mul)aribln (brigands) and bughah. 
3.8.1. The polytheists 
The words "mushrikln" and "kuffor" are often used interchangeably in the Qur'an. 
Both refer to polytheists, unbelievers or infidels. Muslims must strive to put under 
control the efforts of the polytheists. This is done in several ways, including by 
means of debates or even by physical means if they have the capacity to do so within 
their jurisdiction. Khadduri says the polytheists are given a limited option either to 
accept Islam or fight. He, furthermore, claims that all the jurists agree that the 
polytheists must be fought until they accept Islam. 155 As the Qur'an says: 
Fight the polytheists wherever you find them and capture them and 
besiege them and sit in wait for them at every place of ambush. 
(Q9:5) 
With regard to the verse quoted above, I rather think it refers to the incident of 
ijudaybiya when the Prophet set up the $Ull) or peace treaty with the Meccan 
polytheists. If one reads Q9: 1 to Q9:4 and continues with Q9:6, then one will see that 
Q9:5 refers to the polytheists who made a treaty which was later broken by hostile 
acts towards the Muslims. Q9:4 makes it clear that this does not apply to those 
polytheists that have not broken their treaties with the Muslims. Rather, verse 6 
155 Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 75. 
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instructs the Muslims to give protection to any polytheists seeking it. The verses are 
as below: 
This is a declaration of disassociation, from Allah and His 
Messenger, to those with whom you had made a treaty among the 
polytheists. So travel freely throughout the land during four 
months but know that you cannot cause failure to Allah and that 
Allah will disgrace the disbelievers. And it is an announcement 
from Allah and His Messenger to the people on the day of the 
greater pilgrimage that Allah is disassociated from the disbelievers, 
and so is His Messenger. So if you repent, that is best for you; but 
if you turn away then know that you will not cause failure to Allah. 
And give tidings to those who disbelieve of a painful punishment. 
Excepted are those with whom you made a treaty amongst the 
polytheists and then they have not been deficient toward you in 
anything or supported anyone against you; so complete for them 
their treaty until their term has ended. (Q9: 1-4) 
And if anyone of the polytheists seeks your protection, then grant 
him protection so that he may hear the words of Allah. Then 
deliver him to his place of safety. That is because they are a people 
who do not know. (Q9:6) 
It is worth quoting some of al-Sarakhsl' s and Ibn Rushd' s opinions In order to 
understand what lies behind this reason. Al-Sarakhsl argues that the failure to accept 
Islam is a serious crime (al-kufr m in a ·~m al-jintiytit), but this is not the reason why 
the polytheists are killed. The state of disbelief, as al-Sarakhsl argues, is a matter that 
is between a person and his Lord (al-kufr bayn al- 'abd wa rabbihi). Instead, the 
polytheists are seen as enemies because their refusal to accept Islam can be 
dangerous to the Muslims (li daf'i sharrihim). 156 Ibn Rushd, furthermore, explains 
that the jurists basically disagree on the legal cause (a!- 'ilia) for killing the 
polytheists. Ibn Rushd says: 
The reason leading to the jurists' disagreement, on the whole, 
arises from their dispute about the effective underlying cause of 
156 ai-Sarakhsl, Shar.{J li siyar al-kabir, 4:186. 
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slaying. Thus, those who maintain that the effective underlying 
cause for this is disbelief (kufr), do not exempt anyone out of the 
polytheists, while those who maintain that the underlying cause in 
it is the ability to fight, there being a prohibition about the killing 
of women though they be non-believers, exempt those who do not 
have the ability to wage war, or those who have not affiliated 
themselves with it, like peasants and serfs. 157 
The principal idea of the legal cause for killing the polytheists seems likely to derive 
from the following hadith: 
If thou encounterest (you encounter) an enemy from among the 
Associators (polytheists and the People of the Book), then offer 
them three alternatives. Whichever of these they may accept, agree 
to it and withhold thyself (yourself) from them - call them to 
embrace Islam. If they accept, then agree to it and withhold thyself 
(yourself) from them. Then ask them to quit their territory in order 
to immigrate into the territory of the migrants (diir al-Isliim), and 
inform them that if they do that they will have the same rights as 
the migrants (Muslims) and the same obligations as they (them). If 
they refuse to migrate, then inform them that they will be 
considered as bedouin Muslims (foreign Muslims), the same 
Divine laws being obligatory on them as on other Believers 
(Muslims), except that they will not benefit by booty and other 
State income unless they join forces and fight along with the 
Muslims. If, however, they refuse, then call them to pay the jizya. 
If they accept, then agree to it and withhold yourself from them. If 
they refuse, then seek help from God and combat (fight) them". 158 
It is also important to mention Hamidullah' s opinion on the text above. For 
Hamidullah, the text is misunderstood by some jurists159 when they understand the 
text as the general policy of the Islamic state and use it simply to invite foreign non-
Muslims to the three options stated above. Instead, the text concerns the instructions 
157 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, p. 460. 
158 Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct of State, p. 299. (In order to avoid any misconceptions, some 
amendments have been made to several technical terms in the text). The hadith is found in several 
collections, for example, $a.(iib Muslim, 'KiUib al-Jihad wa al-siyar', 3261; Sunan Abii Diiwiid, 'Kitab 
al-adab', 4470; Musnad, 1/262. 
159 Here, Hamidullah does not refer to any particular jurists. In my opinion, it may refer to his 
contemporaries. See Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, p. 170. 
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given to the commander of a war expedition and it is in the case of reprisal. 
Hamidullah quotes the story of the assassination of the Muslim ambassadors in 
Byzantine territory. As a response to the violation made by Heraclius, the emperor of 
Byzantium, the Prophet drafted the text and sent it to him. 160 In fact, the hadith not 
only refers to the polytheists. Instead, it draws attention to all non-Muslims. 
According to Ibn al-Qayyim al-Jawziyya, the polytheists are gtven three 
options: the first is to accept Islam and enjoy full citizenship. They are entitled to the 
same rights and duties as other Muslims; the second is that they refuse to accept 
Islam and incline to peace then the Muslims should also incline to peace. Here, they 
are required to pay jizya and then become dhimmls. Third, if they choose to oppose 
the Muslims or carry out an assault against the Muslims, then the Muslim authority 
has the right to counter their attack. 161 
Let us now consider the opinion given by Ibn Taymiyya. In the first place, 
Ibn Taymiyya agrees with al-Sarakhsl that the polytheists are to be fought because 
they have rejected the concept of monotheism and refused to give jizya. 162 The 
second thing that needs to be done is to understand how Ibn Taymiyya organizes his 
argument. He begins his view by quoting many Qur'anic verses which justify the 
killing of polytheists. 163 Some of these verses are explained in Chapter Two and it 
has been concluded that the Prophet's jihad against the polytheists was in self-
defense. What Ibn Taymiyya is saying is that the polytheists who do not inflict any 
160 Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct of State, p. 170. 
161 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, A.(Jkam al-dhimma, ed. Taha 'Abd al-Ra'ufSa'd, Beirut, 1995, 1:21-2. 
162 MF28:352-56; ai-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 123; Risala al-qitalli !bn Taymiyya, p. 116; Farrukh, lbn 
Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 135. 
163 MF28:352-53. 
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injustice and create fitna against the Muslims should be left free and if they refuse 
to accept Islam and incline to peace then the Muslims should also incline to peace. 164 
In conclusion, it can be said that Ibn Taymiyya holds to the classical theory of 
jihad concerning polytheists. The state of disbelief is a grave crime, but it is not 
sufficient cause for being killed. Rather, the polytheists can only be killed after they 
have shown hostility to the Muslims. 
3.8.2. The People of the Book 
It is generally accepted, as implied in the Qur'an and the hadith, that the People of 
the Book, or ahl al-kitab, are the Christians, Jews and Sabians. 165 The Qur'an 
recognizes the major beliefs of the Christians as distorted and thus their beliefs are 
rejected. Nonetheless, the rejected beliefs of Christianity do not prevent the Qur'an 
from giving them certain privileges that distinguish them from the polytheists. In the 
time of the Prophet and the khulafo' al-rashidiln, as explained in Chapter Two of this 
thesis, the Prophet offered equal status to the Jews in Medina, as concluded in the 
Constitution of Medina (Sabffa al-Madlna), 166 and to the Christians of Najran. 167 To 
take another example, 'Umar entered the city of Jerusalem and concluded a treaty 
with the Bishop. 168 This leads one to suppose that the classic juridical position allows 
religious toleration and welcomes the People of the Book to join the army and 
164 MF28:353-55; Thaliith rasii 'if, p. 30. 
165 Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 80; Farrukh, lbn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 
142. 
166 Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad, pp. 231-35. 
167 ai-Baladhun, Futii/:1 al-buldan, p. 71. 
168 Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyya, p. 124. 
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government. History shows that the Prophet welcomed the support of the Jews of 
Banu Qainuqa' in the attack on Khaybar and rewarded them with allowances for 
their helpful support.
169 
What is more, in the early campaign against the Persians and 
Byzantines, the Muslims constituted a huge army which included Christian Arabs of 
Syria and southern Iraq.
170 
The Prophet, nonetheless, could not tolerate the treachery 
of the Jews and led the army to carry outjihad against them. This suggests to us that 
if war or treachery has been forced on the Muslims, it is the Muslims' duty to counter 
the attack. This is the best possible reason to answer why the duty of jihiid is also 
prescribed for the Muslims against the People of the Book. 
lbn Taymiyya writes at great length on the Franks and their beliefs. He 
devotes his considerable intellectual ability to countering the belief of the Franks and 
inviting them to Islam. His most important piece of writing about the Franks is 
entitled Risiila al-qubrii$iyya. 171 Other discussions about the People of the Book and 
in particular Christianity occur in al-Jawiib al-$(l})ib li man baddala din al-Masih and 
Iqti(iii' al-$iriital-mustaqlm mukhiilafat G$i)iib al-jai)lm. Ibn Taymiyya does not deny 
the classical juridical position that the People of the Book can pay jizya and live 
peacefully in diir al-Isliim. 172 He cites a Qur'anic verse to support his claim: 
Fight those who do not believe in Allah or in the Last Day and who 
do not consider unlawful what Allah and His Messenger have 
made unlawful and who do not adopt the religion of truth from 
those who were given the Scripture - (fight) until they give the 
jizya willingly while they are humbled. (Q9:29). 
169 al-Shafi'l, ai-Umm, 4: 177; al-Sarakhsl, Sharb li siyiir al-kablr, I: 172. 
170 al-Baladhun, Futiib al-buldiin, pp. 136, 182. 
171 Risiila 3, pp. 601-29. 
172 MF28:621; Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, A}Jkiim a/-dhimma, I :21-2; Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public 
and Private Law in Islam, p. 142. 
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As a result of the pressure of circumstances, however, Ibn Taymiyya shifts the 
concept and seems to be very hard on the Franks. It is significant to mention a few 
stories that influenced Ibn Taymiyya's attitude towards them. History indicates that 
the People of the Book of Egypt and Syria had served as Frankish army spies and put 
the Muslims' safety at risk. In the time of conflict between the Muslims and the 
Mongols, the Franks actively persuaded and supported the Mongols in killing the 
Muslims.
173 
These combined forces, as Ibn Taymiyya suggested, are similar to the 
alliance of the Arab polytheist tribes against the Muslims in the Battle of Trench. 174 
This incident compelled Ibn Taymiyya to believe that the People of the Book 
of Egypt and Syria were the worst traitors during the Frank and the Mongol 
incursions. In other words, this had proved that they were never loyal and sincere. 175 
As a result, Ibn Taymiyya modified earlier policy and suggested that Christians and 
Jews must be excluded from the government and also be kept out of the army. 176 Ibn 
Taymiyya cites Qur'anic authority to support his claim: 
0 you who believe, do not take the Jews and the Christians as 
allies. They are allies of one another. And whoever is an ally to 
them amongst you -then indeed, he is one of them. Indeed, Allah 
guides not the wrongdoing people. (Q5:51) 
On the other hand, Ibn Taymiyya concerns himself with the rights and safety of the 
People of the Book who becomes dhimm1: By way of illustration, Ibn Taymiyya sent 
a letter to Sultan Ghazan al-Nabak asking him to release the prisoners of war. Yet the 
173 Ibn Kath1r, ai-Bidaya, 14:8. 
174 Thaliith rasii'il, pp. 69-70, 120. 
175 MF28:355, 480, 621; 8: 100; 14:92; 7:624; Thaliith rasii 'if, p. 30-1; Risiila 3, pp. 620, 622. 
176 al-lkhtiyiiriit, p. 311. 
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king agreed to release the Muslim prisoners only and retain the Christians and the 
Jewish prisoners in Jerusalem. Ibn Taymiyya insisted on their release too because 
they were dhimm1~·. 177 
In the last analysis it can be said that Ibn Taymiyya holds the classical theory 
ofjihad concerning the People of the Book. The basic foundation in perrnittingjihad 
against the People of the Book is not the difference of belief. The Qur'an itself 
emphasizes that one of the main objectives of jihad is to stop non-Muslims from 
transgressing against Muslims and not because of difference of religion (as In 
Q22:39).
178 
But, as mentioned earlier, Ibn Taymiyya regarded the Franks as 
representing the same level of threat as the Shl'a and the Mongols. 179 It should be 
stressed that, as Ibn Taymiyya explains, the Franks were fought not because of their 
rejection of Islam, rather, because they transgressed and endangered the Muslims. 180 
3.8.3. Apostates 
In Islamic jurisprudence, apostasy has always been linked to the concepts of 
unbelief, blasphemy and heresy. It usually refers to a Muslim who has officially 
converted to another faith and refuses to believe in the basic articles of the Islamic 
religion. The majority of classical jurists claim that a case of apostasy occurs when a 
person blasphemes against God and the Prophet, destroys the Qur'an and denies the 
duties that fall into the category of the fundamentals of religion, such as prayer, 
177 Risiila 3, pp. 617-18. -
178 For more detailed information of this verse, see Chapter Two of this thesis; see also al-Zuhayli, ai-
'Aiiiqat al-dauliyyaf/ai-Isliim, Beirut, 1981, p. 100. 
179 MF28:617-18. 
180 Thaliith rasii'il, p. 126. 
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"1 . k -h d c: • 181 pi gnmage, za a an 1asting. Such a person is to be distinguished from one who 
does not pray or fast because he is lazy, yet does not deny the requirement of prayer 
itself. 
The jurists claim that apostasy from Islam is a cnme carrying the God-
prescribed penalty of death.
182 
Therefore, Muslims who leave Islam for any other 
religion must be sentenced to death (unless they repent and return to Islam). Jurists 
like al-Sarakhsl and Abu Yusuf emphasize that before prosecuting an apostate, it is 
necessary for the authority to hold a discussion with him in order to remove any 
anxiety and scepticism on the matter concerned. 183 In other words, an apostate is 
given the chance to repent for a certain period of time before the authorities can 
finally proceed with punishment. 184 
Having briefly examined apostasy in the context of Islamic jurisprudence, it 
is important to relate it to the context of jihiid. It has also been claimed that the 
legality of waging jihad against the apostates was in large measure due to the 
activities of some Jewish and Muslim hypocrites in the early years of Islam who 
conspired to create fitna in the Muslim community by professing to convert to Islam 
and then renouncing it. 185 The objective of this alleged conspiracy was entirely 
181 ai-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsiif, 9:98-124; al-Mawardl, ai-AI}kiim al-sulf[Jniyya, p. 83; ai-Kasanl, ai-Badii '/' 
al-$Gnii 'i ·, 7: 134; Abii Ya'la, ai-AI}kiim al-sul{iiniyya, Cairo, 1938, pp. 51-3. 
182 al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsii.l, 9:98-124; al-Mawardl, ai-AI}kam· ~1-sul{iiniyya, p. 83; al-Kasanl, ai-
Badii '/' al-$Gnii 'i ·, 7:134. 
183 al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsii!, 9:98-124; Abii Yiisuf, Kitiib al-khariij, p. 110. 
184 For more detailed information of the treatment of an apostate in Islam, see, for example, ai-
Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsii.t, 9:98-124; al-Mawardl, ai-AI}kiim al-suf.tiiniyya, pp. 83-7; lbn Qudama, ai-
Mughm: 8:123-26; see also, Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, pp. 174-77. 
185 Abdul Hameed Abu Sulayman, 'AI-dhimma and related concepts in historical perspective', 
Journal Institute of Muslim Minority Affairs, 9, Jeddah, 1988, pp. 18-9; Subhl Ma}:lmassanl, Arkiin 
l}uqiiq al-insiin, Beirut, 1979, pp. 123-24. 
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political. In other words, jihad in the context of apostates was linked to an act of 
political betrayal. As a result, the Prophet ordered those responsible for the treachery 
to be fought. 
It seems to me that the basic reason for the application of jihiid against 
apostates is that apostasy is seen as treason. The historical origins of the concept can 
be seen in the actions of those Muslims who refused to pay zakiih in the time of Abu 
Bakr. They were regarded as apostates and fought by Abu Bakr. This story IS 
mentioned in one hadith: 
When the Prophet died and Abii Bakr became his successor and 
some of the Arabs became apostates, 'Umar said: "0 Abii Bakr! 
How can you fight these people although Mubammad said that he 
has been ordered to fight people till they witness that there is no 
God but Allah and that he is the Prophet of Allah, and establish the 
prayer and pay the zakah. And when they have done this they have 
saved their blood and possessions from him, unless they do 
something for which they receive legal punishment justly, and their 
account will be with Allah?" Abii Bakr said: "By Allah! I will fight 
whoever differentiates between prayers and zakiih". 186 
Some contemporary jurists find no room for the death penalty for apostasy. Kamali 
and Mohammad S. El-Awa, for example, mention that there is not a single instance 
in history when the Prophet treated personal apostasy with capital punishment. No 
one was executed only for renunciation of faith unless this was accompanied by 
hostility and treason or was linked to an act of political betrayal. 187 Because Islam is 
seen as a total way of life with no separation of religion from politics and the state, 
and because Islam is accepted as the basis of the legitimate state and its legal system, 
186 See $CJ.{u'l; Bukhiirl, 'Kitab al-zakah', 1127, 'Kitab al-ridda', 59; $alp'l} Muslim, 'Kitab al-l man', 29. 
187 Kamali, Freedom of Expression in Islam, Kuala Lumpur, 1998, pp. 87-1 07; Mohamed S. EI-Awa, 
Punishment in Islamic Law: A Contemporary Study, Indianapolis, 1982, pp. 54-64. 
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desertion from Islam is dealt with as political treason. Kamali points out one hadith 
and interprets it as a clear evidence that apostates must be those who are also 
boycotting the community (mufariq li al-jamii 'a) and challenging its legitimate 
leadership in order to be inflicted with the capital punishment. 188 The hadith is as 
below: 
It is not permissible to shed the blood of a person who bears 
witness that there is no god but Allah and that I am the Messenger 
of Allah except in three cases: a life for a life, a previously married 
person who commits adulterv, and one who leaves Islam and 
forsakes the community (mufa;iq /i al-jamil 'a). 189 
Apart from this, El-Awa claims that the Qur'an is silent on the question of death as a 
punishment for apostasy and therefore, the punishment should fall under the category 
of ta 'zir (discretionary punishment) rather than the badd category. For El-Awa, this 
allows distinction between a simple change of religion, in which case no punishment 
needs to be inflicted, and cases in which harm is caused to the population when the 
punishment must be applied. He also claims that there is a small minority of jurists 
holding to this position, including Ibn Taymiyya. 190 
Ibn Taymiyya, in particular, divides apostates into three: first, those people 
who reject Islam; secondly, those people who reject part of Islam, by for instance, 
performing the prayer but denying the obligation of zakiih, such as the Mongols; 191 
and finally those people who reject the prophethood of Mubammad, such as 
188 Kamali, Freedom of £'Cpression in Islam, p. 96. 
189 See Sunan Abii Diiwiid, 'KiUib al-l)ukm fi man irtadda', 3788. 
190 EI-Awa, Punishment in Islamic Law, p. 54; Kamali, Freedom of Expression in Islam, pp. 87-107. 
191 MF3:355-57; 4:441-43; 28:467-553; for more detailed information of the Mongols, see Chapter 




For Ibn Taymiyya, apostates are far worse than 
polytheists and this explains why he agreed apostates must be fought. 193 He 
maintains hadith quoted above to support his argument. Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, 
explains that the hadith used by Abu Bakr to justify his military action against the 
tribes who refused to pay zakah. 
With regards to this issue, Ibn Taymiyya argues that apostates should only be 
fought by means of jihiid, if they became a great danger to society, spreading harm 
and fitna amongst the population. 194 For instance, he mentions the story of the 
Qadariyya (the group who believed in total free will, in contradiction to the Jabriyya 
who believed in total predestination). 195 Ibn Taymiyya agrees with Malik that the 
Qadari yya should be put to death, for the fitna caused. 196 
As El-Awa rightly claims, Ibn Taymiyya asserts that the punishment for 
personal apostasy should be treated under the ta 'zlr category. Ta 'zlr takes different 
forms of punishments: it can be taken in the form of rebuke, imprisonment, 
expatriation, beating and banishment. 197 What is more, lbn Taymiyya acknowledges 
that the early jurists disagreed whether a man who abandons the prayer becomes an 
infidel, apostate or a half believer. In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya does not share the 
view that such a person is an infidel or half believer; rather he becomes an apostate. 
192 Thaliith rasii 'if, pp. 27-9. 
193 Thaliith rasii 'if, p. 31; ai-Ikhtiyiiriit, p. 307. 
194 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 143, ai-Jihiid, 1 :280; Thaliith 
rasii 'if, p. 29. 
195 a/- 'Aql'da, p. 21. 
196 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 131. 
197 al-f:/isba, p. 108; ai-Jihiid, 1:128. 
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Over and above this, we return to the issue of la 'zlr. As Ibn Taymiyya 
points out, personal apostasy deserves la 'zlr. Furthermore, Ibn Taymiyya divides 
la 'zlr into two categories: first is la 'zlr for crimes such as bribery defamation and 
' ' 
failure to honour liabilities; 198 second is la 'zlr for crimes such as refusing to perform 
prayer and any other prescribed duties. This second type of la 'zlr is more seri0us and 
the punishment should be severer than that of the first category. Ibn Taymiyya, 
therefore, suggests that the guilty person can be flogged ten stripes or more but that 
this should not exceed the flogging for a l)add. 199 This punishment can be 
administered over and over again until the guilty person performs the duties. Ibn 
Taymiyya cites a hadith to support his claim: 
Nobody should be given more than ten stripes except in the case of 
overstepping one ofthe limits set up by Allah.200 
If the guilty person still refuses to perform prayer after the punishment has been 
given for a certain period of time, it is then allowed for the imiim to execute him.201 
From the aforementioned arguments, it appears that Ibn Taymiyya suggests 
that apostasy can be divided into two categories: the first are apostates who do not 
oppose the imiim, that is those who can be called "personal apostates",202 and the 
second are those who form a large group and possess a force and political power to 
oppose the imiim, such as the Mongols. In my view, since the punishment of apostasy 
198 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. ·127; al-lfisba, p. 108. 
199 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, pp. 129, 133; al-lfisba, p. 109. 
200 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 133. 
201 Farrukh, Ibn Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 147. 
202 The term "personal apostate" is also used by Muhammad Abd al-Rahman Alsumaih. See his PhD 
thesis 'The Sunni Concept of Jihad in Classical Fiqh and Modem Islamic thought', University of 
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1998, especially in Chapter Two. The purpose of the usage is only to show the 
distinction between both categories. 
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IS not clearly mentioned in the Qur'an, the execution of apostates must be 
considered as a last resort. Ibn Taymiyya's idea of this division may be taken from 
the general meaning of certain hadiths: 
Whoever changes his religion, execute him.203 
During the last days there will appear some young foolish people 
who will say the best words but their faith will not go beyond their 
throats and will go out from (leave) their religion as an arrow goes 
out of the game. So, wherever you find them, kill them, for 
whoever kills them shall have reward on the Day of 
Resurrection.204 
To put it another way, I rather think the death punishment is prescribed to protect 
Islan1 from the defan1ation of liars and to protect the faith of its adherents. If 
execution can serve as a prevention to protect human systems against certain crimes 
which n1ay cause the disintegration of society~ for instance, the crin1e of drugs. then 
it is n1ore appropriate that Islam as a religion should be protected frorn falsehood, 
and so the imam is able to punish those who comrnit acts of aggression against it and 
\Vho fabricate lies against it to justify their apostasy and deviation. On another level, 
apostasy from Islam means boycotting the community of Muslirns. Whoever joins 
the tnain body of the Muslitns is required to be con1pletely loyal and to protect it 
against any1hing that n1ay lead to fitna. 
Therefore, I would say that execution is the last punishment to be meted out 
for both forms of apostasy mentioned above. But, they are technically different. In 
order to find the distinction between them, it is helpful to highlight again the nature 
203 $a(n(J Bukhan: 'Kitab al-ridda', 57; Swwn Ahii Dawud. 'Kitab al-l)ukm tl man irtadda·, 3787. 
204 $a./lib Bukhan: 'KiUib al-ridda', 64. 
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of the punishment applied in both categories. In the first category, apostates are 
found guilty of the crime in a law court and are to be executed as a last resort. The 
second category, however, suggests more serious punishment where the imiim has 
the right to fight apostates on the battlefield. 
3.8.4. The mul)iiribln 
The cnme of l;iriiba or qat' al-tariq includes highway robbery, banditry, forced 
expropriation of possessions and unreasoned killing of innocent blood. In modem 
English, the word i)iriiba is sometimes translated as international highwaymen and 
pirates, deserters, robbers and gangsters. 205 The word l;iriiba comes from the root 
i)araba, which means "to rob" or "to commit armed robbery".206 Ibn Taymiyya 
defines l;iriiba as "waiting by the way or highway to steal property from travelers or 
people in the city or remote place by force and offensive weapons".207 It appears 
from this definition that i)iriiba consists of three major elements: the first is the act of 
robbery and terrorizing people; the second is the site of commission of i)iriiba, and 
the third is the use of weapons. The punishment for this crime is expressly stated in 
the Qur'an: 
Because of that, We decreed upon the Children of Israel that 
whoever kills a soul unless for a soul or for corruption in the land-
it is as if he had slain mankind entirely. And whoever saves one-
it is as if he had saved mankind entirely. (Q5:32) 
205 Khadduri, War and Peace, p. 43; Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct ofState, p. 188. 
206 Harith Sulayman al-Faruqi, al-Mu 'jam al-qiiniim: Beirut 1983, p. 136. 
207 al-Jihiid, 1 :281; al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 117. 
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Indeed, the penalty for those who wage war against Allah and His 
Messenger and strive upon earth to cause corruption is none but 
that they be killed or crucified or that their hands and feet be cut 
off from opposite sides or that they be exiled from the land. 
(Q5:33) 
Jurists, such as al-Sarakhsl, Ibn Rushd, al-Mawardl and Ibn Taymiyya agree that 
jihiid must be carried out against the mui)iiribln, because, according to Ibn Taymiyya, 
biriiba is a crime against the public at large_2°8 In particular, Ibn Taymiyya asserts 
that it is a duty for all Muslims to oppose them by any counter-measures, including 
fighting them in the battlefield?09 
In verse Q5:33 mentioned above, the punishment for i)iriiba is divided into 
four types: the first and the most serious punishment is execution by crucifixion for a 
mubiirib who is convicted of killing his victims and robbing them of their 
possessions; the second is execution for a mui)iirib who is convicted of killing and 
not robbing; the third is amputation or cutting off of the hands and feet from opposite 
sides for a mui)iirib who robs people's possessions but does not kill his victims; and 
fourth is banishment or exile or imprisonment for a mui)iirib who has terrorized 
people but did not kill or rob them? 10 Ibn Taymiyya holds an opinion that is different 
from the classical jurists. He says that the sequence of the punishments indicated in 
Q5 :33 does not necessarily have to be followed by the imiim. A case in point is if a 
mubiirib robs people without killing him, the imiim may still sentence him to death. 
208 ai-Jihad, I :289; MF28: 311; 34:241-42. al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabszlt 9: 195-205; Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-
mujtahid, p. 545; al-Mawardl, ai-A(lkam al-sultaniyya, pp. 93-7. 
209 ai-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 117; ai-Jihiid, I :281, 28~. _ 
210 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, p. 549; al-Shafi'i, ai-Umm, 5: 172; al-Sarakhsi, ai-Mabszlf, 9: 198; 
al-Kasanl, Bada 'i' a/-$Qna 'i', 9:370-71. 
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If a mubiirib terrorizes people without robbing him, the imiim may still cut off his 
hands and feet. These punishments, as Ibn Taymiyya explains, are taken by looking 
at the general interest of the community, for example: in order to prevent a mui)iirib 
from further killing and robbing_2 11 
Ibn Taymiyya pays special attention to the site of commission of i)iriiba. 
According to al-Sarakhsl, if the crime occurs in a city or in a populated district, it is 
not considered as biriiba, but only if it is committed in an uninhabited or in a 
remote place?
12 
Ibn Taymiyya argues that a mui)iirib must be fought whether the 
crime occurs inside or outside a city, or whether a mui)iirib is a Muslim or a non-
Muslim, or whether the victim is a Muslim or a non-Muslim? 13 Building on the 
logic of Q5:32 above, which follows the verse prohibiting the killing of innocent 
people, Ibn Taymiyya suggests that the absolute sanctity of human life entails the 
universal applicability of biriiba. 
Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, explains that when a man is attacked in his own 
house, it is normally all his possessions that are taken away, while a traveler often 
carries with him only a part of his belongings. Likewise, a city is naturally a place 
for safety and peace. Therefore, if a mui)iirib attacks his victims in a city, he will 
suffer a more severe punishment.214 In the time of Ibn Taymiyya, for example, there 
were two groups of mui)iiribln who notoriously terrorize people in Syria and Egypt. 
211 ai-Jihiid, 1:281; ai-Siyiisa a/-shar 'iyya, p. 117; some modern jurists say it is also the opinion of 
some Malikl jurists, see, for example, Sherman A. Jackson, "Domestic Terrorism in the Islamic Legal 
Tradition', The Muslim World, 91, Hartford, 2001, p. 300. 




These groups were known as Mansar (band of brigands) and 'Ayyarun 
(stragglers)_2
15 
Ibn Taymiyya asserts that there is no special consideration to be 
given to the place where the crime is committed and a person who commits a crime 
in a town may well be a more dangerous character than a person who commits one 
elsewhere. 
It is certain that the use of weapons is significant in biraba. In this respect, 
Ibn Taymiyya seems uninterested in the type of weapons used; he is only concerned 
with the disaster caused by the attack. In other words, he argues that if a man 
attacks others to plunder their property, no matter how he does it, even if he uses 
only his physical strength in committing the crime, he may also be considered a 
mubarib.
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He further states that if renters, doctors or craftsmen hire people into 
their workplaces in order to kill or rob them by stealth (gh1la), then these crimes 
may also be considered as biraba?17 
Another issue at stake here is that Ibn Taymiyya distinguishes between the 
mujahids, the mubaribln and the fighters for the sake of racial zeal ( 'a$Gbiyya). The 
first group, as explained before, are the best fighters and they will be rewarded with 
paradise. A mubarib, as mentioned above, is a criminal who deserves the 
aforementioned punishments, while the last group are those who fight in defense of 
their own tribes or lineages. Ibn Taymiyya does not approve of this tribal fighting 
215 ai-Jihiid, 1:285; ai-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, p. 121. (The words 'band of brigands' and 'stragglers' here 
are quoted from Farrukh's work. Mansar and 'Ayyiiriin are poor people who prefer not to have an 
occupation but to earn their living by procuring the things they need gratis either gently or otherwise. 
See Farrukh, Public and Private law in Islam, p. 96). 
216 ai-Jihiid, 1 :285; ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 121. 
217 MF28:315-16. 
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and suggests that all the parties involved should be killed. He, furthermore, 
mentions the war of the tribes of Qays (tribes of Northern Syria) and Yemen (tribes 
of Southern Arabia) as an example of such unjust fighting. 218 In this respect, Ibn 
Taymiyya cites a hadith to support his claim: 
When two Muslims confront each other in fighting and one kills the 
other, then both the killer and the killed are in hell-fire. Someone 
said: "We understood that the killer is in hell, why then the one who 
is being killed? The Prophet said: "Because he also intended to kill 
the other person"?19 
It is also necessary to mention another argument before drawing any conclusion. 
Ibn Taymiyya takes up the inquiry once again on the classical view of the execution 
of 'Uthman b. 'Affiin (Companion; third caliph, 24-35/644-656; d. 35/655)220 and 
'All by the rebels. Are the criminals to be regarded as mubiiribln or bughah?21 It is 
generally accepted in the classical standpoint that killing or fighting the imiim leads 
to a general disruption. This issue, however, will be explained in the next section. 
So it would appear that Ibn Taymiyya maintains that biriiba represents the 
most serious crime because it causes corruption and transgression amongst people 
and the community. What is more, as Ibn Taymiyya suggests, fighting the 
mubiiribln, the polytheists and apostates are equally important.222 
218 ai-Jihiid, I :282; ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 118. 
219 MF35:52; see also, $abi'b Bukhan: "KiUib al-l man', 30; $abi'b Muslim, "Kitab al-fitan', 5139; 
Musnad, 5/41, 43, 46. 
22° For a biographical notes on "Uthman, see, El ( !), 3: I 008-11. 
221 ai-Jihiid, I :286; ai-Siyiisa a/-shar 'iyya, p. 123. 
222ai-Jihiid, I :286; ai-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 123; MF34:241. 
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3.8.5. The bughiilz 
The crime of baghy is considered to be one of the worst and most serious crimes 
against life and property because of its evil purpose and adverse consequences. In 
most cases this crime will lead to other crimes like homicide, to the extent that some 
bughlih may kill close friends or family during the commission of their offence. The 
punishment for this crime is death; however, it is worth mentioning that the 
punishment for the crime of baghy is not included in the })add category. The basic 
idea of baghy is found in the Qur'an: 
And if two factions among the believers should fight, then make 
settlement between the two. But if one of them oppresses (baghiit) 
the other, then fight against the one that oppresses until it returns to 
the ordinance of Allah. And if it returns, then make settlement 
between them in justice and act justly. Indeed, Allah loves those 
who act justly. (Q49:9) 
From the verse quoted above, the jurists are generally agreed that the imlim has the 
right to fight bughlih. It also appears from the verse above that the crime of baghy 
consists of two main elements: firstly, the bughlih are Muslims; secondly, fighting 
bughlih is necessary to put an end to their rebellion and to protect the life and 
property of the public where the purpose of this fighting is not merely to kill or 
eliminate the bughah. 
In classical Islamic literature, the topic of baghy necessitates a long and 
complicated discussion. The topic alone would represent the whole system of the 
classical Islamic International Law. Ibn Taymiyya' s discussion of this relates mostly 
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to the fights against the heretic Shl'a (the Druzes and Nu~ayrls) of his time.223 lbn 
Taymiyya tends to believe that they are similar to the hypocrites and even worse 
because they transgress and violate the shar I'a?24 Whether they are bughah or 
apostates, there is an equivocal argument given by lbn Taymiyya and needs to be 
identified. This raises another fundamental question, what does lbn Taymiyya say 
about the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls? This analysis contains something of value to this 
study. As outlined before, apart from jihad, the second purpose of this study is to 
examine the concept of baghy in Islamic law. Thus, the next chapter will be devoted 
specifically to a discussion of this matter. 
223 Risiila 2, pp. 398- 407; Risiila 3, pp. 60 1-30; al-Ikhtiyiiriit, pp. 315-16; MF28:553-55, Farrukh, lbn 
Taymiyya on Public and Private Law in Islam, p. 143. 




BAGHYIN ISLAMIC LAW AND THE THINKING OF IBN TAYMIYYA 
4.1. Introduction 
The chapter focuses on the opinion of the jurists about the concept of baghy and its 
significance in the Islamic law. The objective of this chapter is to provide a 
comprehensive review of the issue of baghy and the thinking of Ibn Taymiyya within 
the context of jihiid. The chapter starts with a brief explanation of the lexical 
meaning of baghy and its position in classical texts. The chapter continues with the 
discussion about the legal status of baghy in Ibn Taymiyya's view. Later, it attempts 
to shed some light on the issue of baghy and jihiid against unjust or corrupt imiims, 
and what is the relationship between them from the perspective of the two prime 
sources of Islam: the Qur'an and hadith, with special focus on Ibn Taymiyya's point 
of view. This topic is treated in detail in the present study, and most of this problem 
is as pertinent to the umma today as it was in the time of Ibn Taymiyya. It is hoped 
that the following exposition will have some valuable impact on the on-going debate 
about baghy and jihiid. It bears noticing, however, that this chapter is only concerned 
with the views of the jurists of the four major Sunni schools. The views of other 
schools including Shl'a, although interesting, will not be discussed. 
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4.2. The definition of baghy 
Baghy, according to Islam, is a punishable crime and is different from }Jiraba. As 
explained in Chapter Three, }Jiraba refers to highway robbery, terror or spreading of 
fear, while the word baghy is usually used by Muslim jurists to describe an act of 
rebellion or political resistance. The word baghy comes from the root bagha, which 
means "to desire or to seek something", "to cause corruption", "to envy" or "to 
commit injustice"! A rebel is called "baghi", and the plural form is "bughah". 2 In 
this study, and as stated earlier, I will use the word baghy in its most general form; 
that is, as the act of resisting the authority in power, through disregard of the law, for 
political reasons. 
What I would like to examine in this section is the confusion between the 
usage of the terms baghy and }Jiraba. In modern usage, it is inaccurate to describe 
both baghy and terrorism as an act of violence in the common sense. Therefore we 
must decide what acts constitute acts of terrorism and who should be described as a 
terrorist, and what acts are baghy. Technically, they are different because the term 
terrorism can refer to "any use of violence or putting the public or any section of the 
public in fear, for political purposes"3 while the term baghy has a more specific 
meaning, namely, "the taking up of arms or opposition by a substantial group of 
persons against the lawfully constituted authority in a state and making an attempt to 
1 Lane, Lexicon, 1:231; Ri<;ia, Mu 'jam al-lughah, p. 320; lbn Man?:iir, Lisiin a/- 'Arab, 14: 78-9. 
2 lbn Man:?:iir, Lisiin a/- 'Arab, 14:79. 
3 E.R. Hardy Ivamy and G. Whiteley, Moz/ey and Whiteley 's Law Dictionary, London, 1988, p. 469; 




In the new development of modem Arabic usage, 
terrorism is sometime translated as irhiib.5 So, it would be appear that irhiib is an 
armed or other form of attack against civilians or the public and the perpetrators are 
regarded as terrorists.
6 
Baghy, however, is an armed attack only against the authority, 
not the civilians, and it is always carried out for certain political purposes. If civilians 
are accidentally caught in the crossfire, a biighi is not labeled as an irhiibl (terrorist). 
Terrorism can also be translated as biriiba. With regard to this, Abou El Fadl refuses 
to adopt the word terrorism as a translation of biriiba, which he believes to be an 
anachronism. He further states that biriiba deals with common criminals motivated 
by private gain. 
7 
Therefore, he believes that terrorism exists as a result of the 
emergence of the political crime and national liberation in the modem age. 8 AI-
Qara<;lawi, however, adopts the word biriiba to express terrorism. He vigorously uses 
./liriiba in his recent fatwii to refer the perpetrators of the public attacks. 9 
Commenting on biriiba, Sherman A. 1 ackson asserts that the crime of biriiba in the 
Islamic legal tradition has a relationship with modem terrorism. 10 To take another 
example, al-Zuhayll states that biighi opposes the legitimate ruler on the basis of 
4 Ivamy, Law Dictionary, p. 382; David M. Walker, The Oxford Companion to Law, Oxford, 1980, p. 
1 040; Bryan A. Garner, A Dictionary of Modern Legal Usage, New York, 1987, p. 304. _ 
5 See, for example, 'Abd al-Rabman Sulayman al-Matrudl, 'al-Irhab wa ra'y al-Qur'an fihi' 
(Terrorism in the view of the Qur'an), Journal ofQur 'anic Studies, 6, London, 2004, pp. 187-95. 
6 al-Mattiidl, 'al-Irhab wa ra'y al-Qur'an tlhi', p. 188. 
7 Abou El Fadl, 'Abkam al-Bughat: Irregular Warfare and the law of Rebellion', in Islam, Cross, 
Crescent and Sword: The Justification and Limitation of War in Western and Islamic Tradition, ed. 
John Turner Johnson and John Kelsay, New York, 1990, p. 151 ... 
8 Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic law, p. 6. 
9 This fatwa gave permission to American Muslim soldiers to take part in the military campaign 
against terrorism, even if that involved the declaration of war against a Muslim country. See Basheer 
M. Nafi, 'Fatwa and War: On the allegiance of the American Muslim soldiers in the aftermath of 
September 11 ', Islamic Law and Society, 11, Leiden, 2004, pp. 80-2. 
1° For more detailed information of /Jiraba and modem terrorism, see Jackson, 'Domestic Terrorism in 
the Islamic Legal Tradition', pp. 295-99. 
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tii 'w 1l (it is a type of thinking or ideology followed by the biighi), while mui)iirib 
does so without any such pretense. 11 
The issue regarding the confusion of the usage of the terms baghy and i)iriiba 
has also been dealt with by the jurists. In fact, according to Abou El Fadl, the 
confusion kept occurring and being debated by jurists until the end of fifteenth 
century.
12 
Nevertheless, this chapter cannot allocate more space to discuss that issue. 
For the purpose of this chapter, focus will only be given to baghy in relation to 
political revolt against the leader. In other words, the discussion above suggests to us 
that baghy is more suitable in reference to political uprising by specific groups of 
people against the imiim, and with this brief explanation I believe that the difference 
between the basic usage of baghy and i)iriiba has been made. 13 
Abou El Fadl and Jackson, furthermore, observe that the Islamic law of 
baghy is a concept based on the process of ijtihiid in classical jiqh thought. It then is 
applied in the legal system that existed at that time based on local factors. 14 
Therefore it is not impossible if the technical forms in the concept of baghy can 
evolve with the passing of time and different eras. The gist of this chapter is also to 
examine the baghy that occurred during the Mamluk era or, to be more precise, 
during the era of Ibn Taymiyya, and to find the answer as to whether the groups that 
he has carried outjihiid against can be considered as bughiih. 
11 al-Zuhayll, al-Fiqh al-l slam/ wa adillatuh, Beirut, 1996, 6: 128. 
12 Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic law, p. 135. 
13 For more detailed information of the difference between biroba and baghy, see, for example, 
Jackson, 'Domestic Terrorism in the Islamic Legal Tradition', pp. 301-02. 
14 Abou El Fadl, 'Abkam al-Bughat', pp. 153-60; Jackson, 'Domestic Terrorism in the Islamic Legal 
Tradition', p. 302. 
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4.3. Baghy in the classical texts 
Most of the major books of fiqh contain a chapter on baghy and this suggests to us 
that its discussion has had close attention from the classical jurists. The majority of 
the jurists, such as Ibn Rushd, al-Shafi'l, al-Mawardl, Abu Ya'Hi and Ibn Qudama 
have allocated a place in their works for the discussion of the concept of baghy_l 5 
There is a uniformity of method in the classical literature where the jurists usually 
present and interpret certain Qur' anic verses and hadiths that are concerned with 
baghy, followed by the explanation of the legal status of baghy. A slight 
disagreement, however, occurs on its categorization, since the topic baghy is 
commonly discussed under one of three major chapters, either criminal law, or siyar 
orjihad. 16 
4.3.1. The elements of baghy 
Al-Mawardl and Ibn Qudama state that the imiim must ensure that a rebel group must 
possess three crucial elements to be considered as baghy: 
(i) The first element is that the group must commit khurilj. Khurilj is any 
action that exhibit rebellion or treason against the imiim. For example, 
when a group refuses to obey an official directive from the imiim, they 
can be considered as having committed khuruj. 17 Nonetheless, al-Shafi' 1 
15 Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid; 2:458-59; al-Shati'1, ai-Umm, 4: 133-39; al-Maward1, ai-Al;kam al-
sul_taniyya, pp. 69-71; Abii Ya'la, al-Al;kam al-sul_taniyya, pp. 53-4, Ibn Qudama, ai-Mughm: 8:104-
06. 
16 Abou El Fad I, 'A~kam al-Bughat', pp. 154-55. 
17 ai-Maward1, ai-Al;kam al-suf.tiiniyya, p. 73; Ibn Qudama, ai-Mughn1: 8:423. 
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believes that if khuruj is committed against a cruel and unjust imiim, the 
party who opposes cannot be considered as committing khuruj,I 8 but they 
are considered as fulfilling their responsibility towards the principle of 
amr bi al-ma 'ruf and nahy 'an al-munkar. Abii Bakr Al)mad b. al-Busayn 
b. al-Bayhaql (Shafi'I jaq1h; d. 458/1 066)!9 furthermore, asserts that if 
one directed a complaint against the imiim by using rude language he will 
not be punished. Al-Bayhaql relies on the story of 'Umar b. 'Abd al-' Azlz 
(the eight of the Umayyad caliph; reign 99-101; d. 101/720)20 who did not 
punish the man who was found cursing him publicly in the market.21 
(ii) The second element is ta 'w1l. Ta 'w1l is a type of thinking or ideology 
followed by the biighi. This ideology, furthermore, is deviant from the 
mainstream thought of the imiim. Tii 'w 1l must be something baseless or 
illogical according to rational thinking. In other words, tii 'w 1l must be 
unpopular or considered erroneous among the majority of other Muslims. 
If ta 'w 1l is something rational and logical, it is considered valid and it 
fulfils the concept of al-amr bi al-ma 'rufand al-nahy 'an al-munkar.22 In 
this case, the imiim does not have any right to punish the biighi. On the 
other hand the imiim has the obligation to listen and act upon the 
18 ai-Shafi"l, ai-Umm, 4:135. 
19 For a biographical note on al-Bayhaq1, see, El (2), 1: 1130. 
2° For a biographical note on "Umar b. "Abd ai-"Az1z, see, Ian Richard Netton, A popular dictionary of 
Islam, London, 1992, p. 50. 
21 Abii Bakr AJ:lmad b. al-ijusayn b. ai-Bayhaql, Kitab al-sunan al-kubra, Haydarabad ai-Dakkan, 
1936, 8:184. 
22 ai-Bayhaq1, Kit ab al-sunan al-kubra, 8: 175; lbn Qudama, ai-Mughm: 8:536. 
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criticism. Only when everything has been fulfilled and the biighi still go 
against the imiim, only then the group is trouble and must be fought. 23 
(iii) The third element is shawka. It means that every biighi has to consist of 
an organisation that has its own influence and political powers. Ibn 
Qudama firmly believes that shawka is essential in characterising a baghy 
in order to differentiate it from other groups. According to him, without 
this element, confusion would arise when one party exploits the situation 
by claiming that certain individual has committed tii 'w 1l and from then on 
claims that the person as biighi.24 Nevertheless, al-Shafi'l has a different 
opinion regarding this. He does not clarify the minimum number of 
members of the group. This means that even if the group has one member 
and it fulfils the three elements, it will still be considered as biighi. AI-
Shafi'l uses the example of 'All b. Ab} Talib's assassination by 'Abd al-
Ral)man b. Muljam (Kharijl; d. 40/661)?5 Al-Shafi'1 claims that lbn 
Muljam has committed baghy and 'All himself moments before he died 
commanded that lbn Muljam was put to death for his crime.26 
The concept of baghy in addition to being determined through the Qur'an and 
hadith also has a very close relationship to the history of baghy that occurred in the 
early era of Islam. The jurists have succeeded in identifying that baghy has occurred 
since the era of the Companions and this will be explained later. Nonetheless, there is 
23 al-Bayhaql, Kitiib al-sunan al-kubrii, 8: 175; lbn Qudama, a/-Mughm: 8:536. 
24 Ibn Qudama, al-Mughm: 8:424. 
25 For a biographical note on' Abd al-Ral)man b. Muljam, see, El (1}, 3:887. 
26 al-Shati'l, ai-Umm, 4:216; al-Suytitl, The history of the Khalifahs, pp. 182-83. 
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still some debate in determining if the Companions involved in the uprising in that 
era committed baghy or not. Abou El Fadl is of the opinion that if baghy is 
considered as a criminal transgression, logically, those involved are criminals. 
Therefore, Abou El Fadl claims that jurist like Ibn Taymiyya who conceded that 
baghy is not a criminal transgression actually is reluctant to convict the Companions 
involved as criminals.27 Nonetheless, the discussion in this chapter, is not focused on 
this issue, whereas, Abou El Fadl has posited this issue as the objective of his 
writing. Thus, to obtain further information regarding the discrepancy in the opinions 
of the jurists, direct reference to his book is recommended. However, in the larger 
part of this chapter, I will frequently refer to Abou El Fadl's writing, for the approach 
he has taken in commenting on the issue of baghy is highly relevant to this chapter. 
Abou El Fadl has analysed baghy cases that occurred between the years 59/680 to 
209/825. In this case, I will not repeat the facts gathered by Abou El Fadl from the 
classical historical texts, but I will analyse only specific cases of baghy. The 
interesting thing in examining his writing is the information on the involvement of 
famous Companions like 'Uthman, 'All, Mu'awiya b. Abl Sufyan (Companion~ 
Umayyad caliph, 41-60/661-680; formerly governor of Syria under 'Umar and 
'Uthman; d. 65/685)28, Talba b. 'Abd Allah (Companion; governor of Medina, c. 70-
72/ c. 689-691; d. c. 97/715)29 and al-Zubayr b. al-'Awwam (Companion; d. 
73/692).30 
27 Abou El Fad!, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic law, pp. 20-1, 32. 
28 For a biographical note on Mu'awiya, see, El {2), 7:263-68. 
29 For a biographical note on Tal}:la, see Mubammad b. Khalaf Wak1' (d. 305/918), Akhbiir al-qu(iiih, 
Cairo, 1947-50, 1:120. 
3° For a biographical note on al-Zubayr, see El (2), 1:54-5. 
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'All is not the first caliph in Islamic political history to handle a baghy case. 
'Uthman also faced with the bughah and was finally assassinated by them. In 
addition to that, Abii Bakr himself was involved in a war with the groups who 
refused to pay zakah. Nonetheless, the jurists, including Ibn Taymiyya do not posit 
the case of baghy in Abii Bakr era as the main source of reference in forming the 
concept of Islamic law of baghy, but instead referred more to the conflil,;ts that 
occurred in the era of' All. From what I explained of Abii Bakr~ s military campaign 
against the groups in Chapter Three, it is clear that the main reason why the jurists 
did not refer to the case of Abii Bakr because the groups were considered apostates. 31 
On the other hand, Ibn Taymiyya agrees to include the Medinan rebellion that 
occurred in the year 35H/655M in Islamic law of baghy. In this incident, some 
Medinan extremists revolt against 'Uthman. The story clearly showed that 'Abd 
Allah b. Saba' (founder of Saba'iyya; d ?)32 has initiated opposition against 
'Uthman's leadership and this opposition ended with the assassination of 'Uthman.33 
Therefore, as Ibn Taymiyya remarks, Ibn Saba' and his followers are found to have 
committed baghy.34 
4.3.2. The punishment of baghy 
The principle concept employed by the jurists in determining the punishment of 
baghy is to maintain peace and public harmony. This principle is clearly indicated in 
31 For more detailed of infonnation on Abii Bakr's fighting against apostates, see Chapter Three of 
this thesis, p. 167. 
32 For a biographical note on lbn Saba', see, El (1), 1:29-30. 
33 al-Suyiiti, The History of Khalifahs, p. 168; see also, Esposito, Islam: The Straight Path, p. 39. 
34 MF3:279. 
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the Qur'an: "And if two factions amongst the believers should fight, then make 
settlement between the two (Q49:9)". This means that the ruler must first attempt to 
the best of his ability to prevent bloodshed and war is only allowed as the last resort 
when all efforts towards peace have failed. 
Jurists, including Ibn Taymiyya say that the fitting punishment for the 
offender is not mandatory as in the other crimes that stipulated })add or qi;;ii$. The 
ruler can only shed the blood of the baghi only in the course of battle. Or rather, 
when the baghi start to form a militant group and prepare arms and artillery, the 
imam must first command the group to be disbanded immediately. Only when this 
order is ignored can the imam initiate military actions against them.35 According to 
al-Mawardl, the ruler has to first give a warning to the offender in regards to the 
consequences and punishment that would befall them if they continue the uprising. 36 
As I have explained before, the concept of the punishment for crimes of baghy is not 
only for bloodshed and battle but the main purpose is to maintain the harmony of a 
nation. 
Al-Sarakhsi explains that a baghi arrested by the imam is given all the chance 
to confess to the crime and to pledge loyalty to the imam. If the baghi refuses, the 
imam can sentence the baghi to death. 37 Another issue touched by al-Sarakhsi is the 
involvement of women and slaves under the baghy group. According to him, women 
35 MF3:353-54; 4:441-42; 35:80; for Abu I:Ianlfa's opinion see Muf:lammad Abu Zahra, ai-Jarima wa 
a/- 'uquba Ji al-fiqh al-lsliimi: Cairo, 19--, p. 57. 
36 al-Mawardl, ai-A.(Jkiim al-sulfiiniyya, p. 97. 
37 al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsu.t, 10: 126. 
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and slaves are not exempted from a death punishment if they are found guilty of 
baghy.38 
It is clear from the discussion above that the jurists basically agree that baghy 
is a serious offence and punishable by imprisonment or death. Thus the jurists agree 
that the baghi needs to be put behind bars or be put to death. It is generally accepted 
that the objective of fighting baghy is to resolve a conflict peacefully and to prevent 
any bloodshed at all. If there is a murder during a revolt, and after that the baghi 
surrenders and repents, it is not necessary to add to the number of death toll by 
sentencing them to death. 
There is another interesting question posited by the jurists, which is the issue 
of a non-Muslim baghi. Al-Sarakhs1 states that a non-Muslim bflghi is punished by 
the same punishment as an ordinary Muslim bflghi. Further explanation regarding 
this issue has been made by Hamidullah. He states further that non-Muslim bughah 
are divided into two categories: first, those who live in a region surrounded by dar 
al-Islam; second, those who live in a region that shares a border with dar al-barb. 
The first group may be sentenced like Muslim bughflh. The second group considered 
the same as an army of dar al-barb. Thus, the second group may be fought by the 
imflm. In this case, Hamidullah believes that there is a possibility that the second 
group is conspiring with the enemy to threaten the Muslims and for this they should 
be attacked. 39 
38 ai-Sarakhsi, al-Mabsii!, 10:130. 
39 Hamidullah, Muslim Conduct of State, p. 356. 
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4.4. The legal status of baghy: Ibn Taymiyya's opinion 
Before continuing the discussion of baghy and its relationship with jihiid, there is a 
need to examine the basis of the usage of the term baghy. Confusion occurs with the 
reports in the classical fiqh texts that do not distinguish between baghy and }Jiriiba. 
As explained in Chapter Three, Ibn Taymiyya believes that whoever goes against 
God and the Prophet is a mu}Jiirib. If the conflict involves murder and the destruction 
of public property, every convict should be crucified and put to death. By contrast, 
Sa'ld b. al-Jubayr (Kufanjaq/h; d. 95/714)40 extended the concept of }Jiriiba not only 
to robbery but also to other crimes, including revolt. Ibn al-Jubayr' s view is of 
considerable weight when it is examined in relation to the text of the Qur'an (Q5:33) 
that touches on the issue of }Jiriiba. One agrees that the context of the verse is too 
broad and can invite multiple interpretations. Therefore, it can be assumed that Ibn 
al-J ubayr' s action of not distinguishing baghy from }Jiriiba is due to his interpretation 
of Q5:33 which is general in nature. 
In order to ensure a clear definition of ]Jiriiba and the context of its usage in 
fiqh and to distinguish it from baghy, it advisable to examine briefly the status of 
]Jiriiba in Islamic legal thought. As stated elsewhere, the term ]Jiriiba as quoted in 
Q5:33 is more specific in reference to robbery cases that often turn into homicide 
cases. In discussing this issue, there are two other terms frequently used by the 
jurists: the first one is qa( al-tar/q; and the second one is sar/qa al-kubrii. Further 
explanation regarding the usage of the term ]Jiriiba in relation to the crime of robbery 
4° For a biographical note on Ibn al-Jubayr, see, GAS, 1:28-9. 
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has been discussed extensively by El-Awa in his book Punishment in Islamic Law.41 
The classical jurists like al-Shafi'l, Ibn Rushd, Ibn Qudama and Ibn Taymiyya agree 
that l)iraba refers to the crime of robbery when it involves the use of weapons as a 
threat.42 
Baghy was distinguished from other offences after the Great Fitna. In this 
respect, al-Shafi'l, al-Sarakhsl and Ibn Qudama explain that the term baghy was used 
consistently in reference to cases of uprising or revolt.43 We have mentioned before 
that the concept of baghy has a close relationship with the cases of baghy in the early 
era of Islam. Thus, it is believed that this source has been utilised by the jurists as the 
basis for building the concept of baghy in the Islamic legal system. 
After the death of the Prophet, the Muslims experienced an era of fitna. It is 
useful to quote the views of Ibn Taymiyya regarding fitna. As explained in Chapter 
Three, Ibn Taymiyya feels that in many genres of the Qur'anic verses and hadiths, 
the termfitna refers to "fitna of the kuffor" and "fitna of sharr".44 
4.5. Baghy in the Qur'an and hadith: lbn Taymiyya 's opinion 
In the Qur'an, the term baghy has been used largely to refer to the meaning of 
"transgression", "oppression" or "rebellion" (i.e. Q2:173; 3:19; 6:145; 6:146; 10:23, 
90; 16:90; 42: 14; 45: 17). The legal basis of baghy is Q49:9: 
41 El-Awa, Punishment in Islamic Law, pp. 20-32. 
42 al-Shafi'l, ai-Umm, 6: 140; Ibn Rushd, Bidiiya al-mujtahid, p. 547; lbn Qudama, a/-Mughm: 8:288; 
ai-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 117. _ 
43 al-Shafi'i, ai-Umm, 4: 133-39; al-Sarakhsl, ai-Mabsii{, 9: 125-32; lbn Qudama, ai-Mughn1~ 8:424-28. 
44 MF28:355; ai-Siyasa al-shar 'iyya, p. 123. 
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And if two factions amongst the believers (al-mu 'minln) should 
fight, then make settlement between the two. But if one of them 
rebels Sbaghat) the other, then fight against the one that rebels 
(labgh1) until it returns to the ordinance of Allah. And if it returns, 
then make settlement between them in justice and act justly. Indeed, 
Allah loves those who act justly. 
Generally, this verse suggests to the imlim to offer a pact of peace to conflicting 
parties. The imlim has the right to declare war on the party who refuses to fulfil the 
covenants of peace that both parties have agreed upon. 
According to Abou El F adl, there is another source that is not gt ven 
prominence by the jurists, which is the Sah!fa al-Madina. In the clauses of that 
constitution, the Prophet has used the term baghli in a phrase that refers to unfairness 
or transgression: "'ala man bagha minhum" that means that the Muslims are required 
to be tolerant in regards to the unfairness of the Arab polytheists.45 In this chapter, I 
will not discuss in detail the constitution and the policies employed by the Prophet. 
What I would like to show is only that the term baghy is found in that constitution. 
Nonetheless, the jurists, including Ibn Taymiyya, rarely refer the use of baghy in this 
constitution as compared to the reference made to Q49:9. In view of that, this 
discussion is focused only on this verse. 
An examination of the full meaning of Q49:9 shows that this verse refers to 
two conflicting parties and the form of punitive measures that can be taken against 
parties who refuse to maintain peace. But this text i~ seen as too general and that 
gives room for doubts regarding the characteristics of the conflict. There have been 
45 Abou El Fadl, Rebellion and Violence in Islamic law, p. 37; for more detailed information of the 
Constitution of Medina, see, for example, Watt, Islamic Political Thought, Edinburgh, 1998, p. 131; 
Guillaume, The Life of Muhammad, pp. 231-34. 
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numerous interpretations that it might refer to conflict between the Muslims and non-
Muslims or the conflict between groups of Muslim with the government. In order to 
understand the context of Q49:9 more deeply, it is advisable to examine its asbiib a/-
nuziil. 
Commentators like al-Tabarl, al-Qurtubl and Ibn Kathlr report that Q49:9 was 
revealed after a conflict between the followers of 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy b. Saliil 
(Medinan; d. 9/631 )46 and the followers of 'Abd Allah b. Rawal)a (Companion; d. 
8/629).47 The report is as such: "The Prophet was riding a donkey passing Ibn 
Ubayy, when the donkey suddenly stopped and passed faeces in front of Ibn Ubayy. 
Ibn Ubayy covered his nose and roughly commanded the Prophet to go away. Upon 
witnessing the incident, Ibn Rawal)a who was passing by became angry and retorted 
that the smell of the Prophet's donkey was much preferable to that of Ibn Ubayy". 
The argument soon escalated into a serious feud where each had his own followers. 
The Prophet tried to persuade them to make peace but he failed. Following that 
incident, Q49:9 was revealed. 48 
In another variation, al-Tabarl reports that the verse was revealed when the 
Prophet passed Ibn Ubayy while he was doing his missionary duties with a group of 
the Meccan polytheists and a group of Jews. Ibn Ubayy rudely told the Prophet to 
46 For a biographical note on 'Abd Allah b. Ubayy, see, El (2), 1:53. 
47 For a biographical note on 'Abd Allah b. Rawaha, see, El (2), 1:50-1. 
48 al-Taban, Jam/' al-bayiin, 25:82; Ibn Kathir, Tafs/r, 4:222; al-QuJ1ubi, a/-Jiimi' li a]Jkiim a/-Qur 'iin, 
16:316-17. 
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stop his teaching. Ibn Rawal)a became angry with Ibn Ubayy, and an argument broke 
out between them.49 
The verse quoted above clearly indicates that enmity gives negative effects on 
the peace and harmony of the citizens as a whole. Thus, the Qur'an suggests that the 
imam ends the conflict with war if peace discussions are not successful. The more 
interesting part of the discussion states that any effort in handling the baghy crisis, 
including war, is allowed in Islam. In other words, the action taken is in the name of 
sovereignty and the security of the citizens. Generally, the jurists, such as al-Shafi '1, 
Ibn Qudama and al-Sarakhsi, posit two basic principles derived from Q49:9. The first 
principle is that the bughah maintain their status as Muslims; and the second 
principle, which is the ultimate aim of the concept of baghy is to end conflicts 
peacefully and not only through war. 50 In addition, Ibn Taymiyya says that the word 
"al-mu 'minln" in the verse above clearly indicates that both parties are Muslims. 51 In 
connection with this, it is certain that both Ibn Ubayy and Ibn Rawal)a were 
Muslims, and it is clear that baghy in the verse refers to conflict amongst Muslims. 
Logically, this effort is a significant action and every party that works 
towards solving the conflict should be given credit for its efforts. Therefore in their 
discussions on Islamic political thought, the jurists, including Ibn Taymiyya, 
consider all efforts towards the solution of the conflict of baghy to be jihad. 52 
49 al-Tabarl, Jam/' al-bayiin, 25:82; see also $a./ub Bukhan: 'KiUib al-$abr', 567; $a./nb Muslim, 
'KiUib al-jihad', 4431. 
50 al-Shafi'i, ai-Umm, 4: 144; lbn Qudama, ai-Mughn1: 8:423, 527; al-Sarakhsi, ai-Mabsiif, 9:270. 
51 MF35:72; ai-Tafs/r, 4:10-1. 
52 MF34:225-27. 
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Another source is the Q3: 104 apart from Q49:9: 
And let there be from you a nation inviting to good, enjoining what 
is right and forbidding what is wrong, and those will be the 
succesful. 
This verse is seen as reinforcement of the concept of amr bi al-ma 'ruf and nahy 'an 
al-munkar. As explained by Ibn Taymiyya in Chapter Three, the verse indicates that 
the Muslims have the responsibility to promote righteousness and to prevent 
disobedience. The call to promote amr bi al-ma 'rufhas been stressed by the Prophet 
in the hadith that specifies that any carelessness in the execution of this duty can 
bring about wrath from God. Thus, this verse teaches that every Muslim, especially 
those holding authority, has the obligation to ensure the well-being and security of 
the citizens and to prevent all transgressions, including baghy, that can threaten 
public security. 
That leaves one unexamined source, which is the hadith. With regard to the 
hadith of baghy, Ibn Taymiyya says that Abmad mentions only the hadiths about 
fighting against the Khawarij. In Bukharl's collection, the hadiths are about fighting 
against apostates and the Khawarij. In Muwattti ', Malik gathers similar hadiths but 
entitles the chapter, "fighting apostates and the cult" (qittil ahl al-ridda wa ahl a/-
ahwti ).53 There are a number of hadiths that quotes by Ibn Taymiyya regarding 
baghy. The example of the hadiths are as follows: 
During the construction of the mosque of the Prophet, the 
companions carried the adobe of the mosque, one brick at a time 
while 'Am mar b. Yaslr used to carry two at a time. The Prophet 
53 MF4:450-51. 
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passed by 'Am mar and removed the dust off his head and said: "May 
Allah be merciful to 'Am mar. He will be killed by a rebellious 
aggressive group (al-fi 'a a/-biighiya). 'Ammar will invite them to 
obey Allah and they will invite him to the hellfire". 54 
During the last days there will appear some young foolish people 
who will say the best words but their faith will not go beyond their 
throats (i.e. they will have no faith) and will go out from (leave) their 
religion as an arrow goes out of the game. So, wherever you find 
them, kill them, for whoever kills them shall have reward on the Day 
of Resurrection.55 
The first hadith indicates the fitna in which the Companions involved. This fitna or 
rebellion was led by Mu'awiya and Talba. This fact was later found by lbn Taymiyya 
to be inaccurate. lbn Taymiyya has listed several hadiths that denied Mu'awiya and 
Talba involvement in the said rebellion and his testimonial on Mu'awiya, Talba and 
other Companions will be explained later. Rather, Ibn Taymiyya maintains that the 
rebellion was led by lbn Saba' against 'Uthman. 56 The second hadith refers to the 
Khawarij 's uprising and this is undisputably true. 57 
4.6. Ibn Taymiyya's opinion on Tal];la, al-Zubayr, 'A'isha and Mu'awiya 
From my analysis, the example frequently cited in the literatures is the case amongst 
four main parties. 58 The first party is represented by 'All as the fourth caliph of the 
Islamic state. The second party is represented by three main companions: Talba, al-
Zubayr and 'A'isha hint Abl Bakr al-Siddlq (One of wives of the Prophet; d. 
54 MF21:119; 35:74; see $al.nb Bukhan: 'Kitab al-~alah', 428; $al.nb Muslim, 'Kitab al-fitan', 67; 
Musnad, 3/5, 22. 
55 MF35:54, see $a1Jlb Bukhan: 'Kitab al-adab', 3342; $a1Jlb Muslim: 'Kitab al-zakah', 1761; 
Musnad, 3/332, 353. 
56 MF35:74, 76. 
57 MF35:54. 




The third party is represented by Mu'awiya and the last one is the revolts 
by a group called the Khawarij against 'AIL The conflict between Mu'awiya and 'All 
tends to lean towards political dispute. In fact, the uprising of the Khawarij against 
'All is also an example of a case of baghy that has been encouraged by political 
factors. 
It is worth reflecting a little on some of the details in order to understand what 
lies behind them. The conflict started after 'Uthman was murdered by an Arab 
fundamentalist. Mu'awiya and his followers demanded that 'All brings the murderer 
to justice but when 'All did not react, Mu'awiya started to form an army against 'AIL 
This conflict ended with two battles called the Battle of the Camel (this battle took 
place in the year 36/656) and the Battle of Siftln (this battle took place in the year 
37/657). In the Battle of Siftln, 'All and Mu'awiya finally agreed to a peace 
agreement but there was a group called the Khawarij that rose against the agreement 
and considered it null and void.60 
Nonetheless, Ibn Taymiyya expresses some disagreement on the cases quoted 
above. This disagreement can be observed from his denial that Mu'awiya, Tall)a, al-
Zubayr and 'A'isha commited baghy. It is hard to disagree with Ibn Taymiyya's 
opinion, and one must acknowledge that his disagreement changes the principal idea 
of the classical notion of baghy, and this will be explained later. Ibn Taymiyya thinks 
that Mu'awiya, Tall)a, al-Zubayr and 'A'isha are not bughiih, rather it is said in the 
59 For a biographical note on 'A'isha, see El (2), 1:307-08. 
60 Abou El Fad I, 'Al)kam ai-Bughat', pp. 157-58; ai-Suyiitl, The history of the Khalifahs, pp. 181-82; 
Armstrong, Islam: A Short History, London, 2002, pp. 29-31; see also, Esposito, Islam The Straight 
Path, pp. 39-40. 
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Qur'an and hadiths that they are amongst the best Companions, the best of this 
umma, the most righteous and the deepest in knowledge.61 For example, the Qur'anic 
verse and hadiths are as follows: 
And those came after them, saying: "Our Lord, forgive us and our 
brothers who preceded us in faith and put not in our hearts 
resentment toward those who have believed. Our Lord, indeed you 
are Kind and Merciful". (Q59: 1 0) 
The best people are those living in my generation, and then those 
who will follow them, and then those who will follow the latter. 
Then there will come people who will bear witness before taking 
oaths, and take oaths before bearing witness.62 
The stars are a source of security for the sky and when the stars 
disappear there comes to the sky what it has been promised. And I 
am a source of safety and security to my Companions and when I go 
away there would fall to my Companions what has been decreed for 
them. And my Companions are a source of security for the umma; as 
they go there would fall to my umma what has been decreed for 
them.63 
In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya also says that it is sinful to insult the Companions.64 In 
the following hadith, the Prophet warns those who harm and rebuke his Companions: 
Do not rebuke my companions. If any of you spend as much gold as 
the mount of Ubud, he will not reach the reward of a handful of any 
of them, nor half of it.65 
Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, says the Muslims should accept all virtues and grades 
that have been ascribed to the Companions in the Qur'an, hadith and ijmii '. Muslims 
should believe that the Prophet gave glad tidings of paradise to some of the 
61 MF35:75. 
62 See $a }Jib Bukhan: 'KiUib al-aiman', 820; $a]J/]J Muslim, 'Kitab al-fac,ia' il al-$ababa', 6140. 
63 See $a]J/]J Muslim, 'Kitab al-fac,ia'il al-$ababa', 6147. 
64 MF3:409. 
65 MF35:58; 3:409; see also $a]J/]J Bukhan: 'Kitab al-al-$ababa', 3421; $a]J/]J Muslim, 'Kitab al-
fac,ia'il al-$ababa', 6167. 
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Companions, such as Abii Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthman, 'All, Tall)a and al-Zubayr, and 
Muslims should also not believe that every Companion is innocent of minor or major 
sins, but rather that it is possible in general that they commit sins. For instance, the 
sin of taking part in the battle against 'All, and it is also possible that they repent for 
something wrong that they have done. In addition to this, they have such superior 
and virtuous deeds to their credit that they are pardoned the errors comntitted by 
them. In this respect, Ibn Taymiyya quotes a hadith: "If two Muslims encounter each 
other with swords in their hands, the killer and the killed both go to hellfire", 66 and as 
Ibn Taymiyya remarks: "If the killer and the killed repent, they do not go to 
hellfire". 67 
Ibn Taymiyya suggests that the Muslims should keep themselves uninvolved 
tn the conflicts that arose amongst the Companions, particularly after the 
assassination of 'Uthman and the fitna that took place between 'All, Mu'awiya and 
Tall)a, and believe that the majority of reports narrated about the shortcomings of the 
Companions were either false or have been exaggerated, or reduced, or perverted. 68 
For Ibn Taymiyya, the right stand in this connection is to be silent, because 
the Companions are mujtahids, and mujtahids cannot be treated as common criminals 
if they grasped the correct position by ijtihiid or they committed a mistake. 69 
As I have mentioned before, the jurists argued as to who has made a right 
ijtihiid between 'All and Mu'awiya. In contrast, Ibn Taymiyya says that both 'All 
66 For the full text ofthe hadith, see Subsection "the mubaribln" in Chapter Three of this thesis. 
67 This refers to the situation before the battle takes place, see MF35:52, 84. 
68 MF35:58, 75. 
69 MF35:78; a/- 'Aqlda al-wiisi{iyya, pp. 23-6. 
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and Mu'awiya are right in their ijtihiid. Mu'awiya believed that 'All was trying to 
protect 'Uthman's assassins by not bringing them to the court. In this case, 'All had a 
different rationale to justify his actions. According to 'All, 'Uthman's assassins had a 
large number of followers and this group would revolt if one of its members was 
arrested by the ruler. 'All was worried that the nation would be dragged into chaos 
and the people would suffer. Mu'awiya disagreed and lodged a protest aguinst 'All 
and this protest led to the battle. According to Ibn Taymiyya, this battle was a fitna 
amongst the Muslims. 70 
4.7. Ibn Taymiyya's opinion on the Khawarij 
In the ensuing conflict, the Khawarij disagreed against 'All pact of peace with 
Mu'awiya. According to the Khawarij, 'All has acted based on his own will instead 
of the teachings of the Qur'an. The Khawarij rebelled against 'All, accusing him of 
compromising God's sovereignty by accepting arbitration that was supposed to 
resolve a political dispute between 'All and Mu'awiya. The Khawarij were the 
earliest group of fanatics who separated themselves from the Muslim comn1unity.71 
They slung accusations of blasphemy and apostasy against 'All and Mu'awiya and 
those who followed them, and they justified shedding blood of all Muslims. Or, to 
put it another way, the Khawarij make takflr of the main body of believers. Then 
they in turn split from their original allegiance and ~et up a further, more extreme 
ideology to fight against unjust imiim and its followers. 72 
70 MF34:51. 
71 Khan, The Political Thought of Jbn Taymiyah, p. 165. 
72 MF4:436; Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, p. 166. 
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Ibn Taymiyya says that the Khawarij was the group who first threw 
accusations of blasphemy on 'All and Mu'awiya.73 He also claims that the Khawarij 
was the group who first made an innovation which deviated from the teaching of 
Islam (i.e. accusing takfir to other fellow Muslims) and rebelling 'All (ahl al-bid'a 
wa ahl al-baghy). 74 
Ibn Taymiyya agrees that jihiid must be carried out against the Khawarij. In 
particular, Ibn Taymiyya asserts that the Khawarij possessed the elements of baghy: 
khuruj, tii 'w1l and shauka.75 Therefore it becomes a duty for all Muslims to fight 
them in the battlefield.76 With this respect, Ibn Taymiyya maintains the hadith quoted 
above to support his claim: "Wherever you find them, kill them, for whoever kills 
them shall have reward on the Day ofResurrection".77 
So, it would appear that there are three elements that becomes the basis of Ibn 
Taymiyya's understanding of baghy: first is the incidents or battles which took place 
between 'All, Mu'awiya and Tall)a were regarded as fitna. Therefore, the incidents 
stress no relation to the development of baghy and the companions were not bughiih; 
second is the verses Q49:9 and Q3: 104 indicate the obligation to obey the imiim and 
to obey God's orders, and to fulfil the concept of amr bi al-ma 'ruf and nahy 'an a!-
munkar; and third is the Khawarij were bughiih. So, Ibn Taymiyya argues that it was 
necessary upon 'All to fight them. Also, it was necessary upon Muslims to support 
'All against the Khawarij. Still another approach would allow the Muslims to use the 
73 MF3:279; 28:356-57; 35:50. 
74 MF4:437, 452; 35:50. 
75 MF3:282; 4:452; 28:488. 
76 al-Siyiisa al-shar 'iyya, p. 117; al-Jihiid, 1:281, 286. 
77 MF35:54-7. 
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same verse (Q3: 1 04) for justifying baghy against the unjust imiims. This, in turn, has 
raised a complex legal question, which is if jihiid against the unjust imiims is 
admissible or not. This polemic will be discussed in the later section. 
4.8. Ibn Taymiyya's opinion on the Druzes and the Nu~ayns 
As I explained in Chapter One and Three, not only did Ibn Taymiyya say that the 
Mongols were to be fought, but also said the same of the heretic Shl'a: the Druzes 
and the Nu~ayris. 78 Ibn Taymiyya's jihiid against the Mongols is based on two 
stands: firstly, the Mongols came to Muslim territories as invading army; and 
secondly, they transgressed against the shar I'a (i.e. they neglected the duty of daily 
prayers and Rama<;lan fasting). 79 In this section, the focus is only given to the Druzes 
and the Nu~ayrls. Ibn Taymiyya'sjihiid against the Druzes and the Nu~ayris is based 
on three stands: 
(i) Ibn Taymiyya rejects their heretical manifestations in theology and 'ibiida . 
The Druzes and the Nu~ayrls believed that 'All b. Ab I Talib as an 
incarnation of God. They also believed that "five prayers" (as-:;alawiit a/-
khams) is an expression referring to five names: "'All, ljasan, Busayn, 
Mul)sin and Fatima", and that mentioning these five names suffices one, 
instead of washing or bathing (ghusl) from major impurity, or ablutio~, or 
fulfilling other conditions and obligatory actions of the five daily prayers; 
they also believe that 'All is the creator of the heavens and the earth, and 
78 Ibn 'Abd ai-Had1, a/- 'Uqiid a/-durriyya, pp. 206-07. 
79 MF28:510-11. 
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that 'All is their God in heavens and imiim on the earth. 80 Apart from this, 
they do not believe in the Day of Resurrection, Paradise and Hellfire. 
(ii) lbn Taymiyya argues that the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls were bughiih 
because they accused takflr and killed the Muslims who refused to follow 
their creed.
81 
The Sunni jurists, including Ibn Taymiyya, agree that it is 
prohibited to accuse takflr to any Muslims or the sinners, unless the person 
declares to disobey the Islamic law. Ibn Taymiyya affirmatively says in 
Majmu' Fatiiwii that his jihiid against the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls was 
exemplified from the issue of the Khawarij. As explained above, the 
Khawarij claimed that 'All was wrong in his decision to reconcile with 
Mu'awiya in the Battle of Siffln. The Khawarij then seceded from the main 
body of the Muslims and tried to create and n1aintain their own political 
entities. They rebelled 'All in a belief that the decision made by 'All was 
against the Qur'an, and accused takflr to any Muslims who do not accept 
their belief. 
(iii) Ibn Taymiyya also argues that the Druzes and the Nu~ayrls were bughiih 
because they were allied to the Mongols and the Franks in transgressing the 
Muslims.82 
80 MF3:345. 
81 MF4: 162; 28:554. 
82 MF35: 135; 4:162, 320; 28:554; Ibn 'Abd al-Hadl, a!- 'Uqud al-durriyya, pp. 206-07. 
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4.9. Jilliid against the unjust imiim: Ibn Taymiyya 's opinion 
Before we go into further details about Ibn Taymiyya' s view on the unjust imiim, it is 
useful to discuss a little the Islamic political leadership in the classical view. Al-
Mawardl posits six criteria which are fairness, the knowledge capability for ijtihiid, 
no handicap of the senses or any physical handicap, knowledge of politics and 
administration, courage and bloodline of Quraysh descent. 83 Ibn K.haldun is of the 
opinion that there are four criteria commonly used: knowledge, fairness, competence 
and no physical handicap of the senses. On the other hand, he asserts that there is one 
criteria that does not receive the consensus from the jurists which is of the Quraysh 
bloodline.
84 
According to the view of the modem jurist, Abu Zahra who thinks that 
the jurists basically put forth three criteria that receive consensus from all which are 
fairness, shiirii and bay 'a as the conditions of true leadership of a true caliph or as he 
terms as "the caliph with prophet-like attributes". 85 
As I mentioned earlier in Chapter One, Ibn Taymiyya is a great political 
thinker in Islam who brought some novelty into the contentions inherent in the 
classical political discourse. 86 In this section, I will not repeat the information given 
in Chapter One, but I will analyse only his opinion about jihiid against the unjust 
imiim. This issue is dealt with extensively by lbn Taymiyya. Basically, he thinks that 
the imiim must implement Islamic law, establish a system of education and enhance 
83 ai-Mawardl, al-Abkam al-sul{iiniyya, p. 12. 
84 For Ibn Khaldiin's view, see, Abii Zahra, Tarikh al-madhahib al-lslamiyya, Cairo, 1976, 1:80. 
85 Abii Zahra, Tarlkh al-madhahib al-lslamiyya, 1 :80; see also, Khan, The Political Thought of lbn 
Taymiyah, p. 162. 
86 For more detailed of information on Ibn Taymiyya's political view, see Chapter One of this thesis, 
pp. 46-50. 
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military power to order to defend the survival of Islam. 87 Jmiim that fulfils these 
criteria is endorsed by Ibn Taymiyya as legal and sovereign. What if the imiim 
appointed does not fulfil the criteria and status stipulated? The question that rises is 
when there is a forceful action against the imiim that does not fulfil the criteria. Can it 
be considered as baghy? The following passages try to answer this question. 
In this kind of conflicts, Ibn Taymiyya recommends the Muslims to practise 
patience. This is because there are several hadiths that reflect the Prophets's 
prediction of the political unrest that would happen in the imiima that came after his 
. own imiima ended. The hadith consistently calls for patience in facing the corrupt 
and cruel leadership. In line with the requirements of the hadith, Ibn Taymiyya is of 
the opinion that the imiim cannot be stripped of his post due to corruption and 
cruelty. 88 He, furthermore, forbids rebellion even against a non-Muslim ruler as long 
as he enforces the shar /'a to the Muslims and he does not order disobedience to 
God. 89 lbn Taymiyya also stipulates that the people are forbidden from committing 
khuruj and strictly prohibited from assassinating the imiim. This decision is based on 
his awareness to prevent fitna, bloodshed and other public disturbance and 
destruction.90 He, furthermore, thinks that khuruj causes greater ill-effects compared 
to accepting the imiim 's cruelty. 
Ibn Taymiyya, furthermore, states that the Prophet stressed the importance of 
political stability in Islamic ruling. The examples ofthehadiths are as follows: 
87 ai-Siyiisa al-shar'iyya, pp. 77, 172. 
88 Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, p. 169. 
89 Minhiij al-sunna al-nabawiyya, 2:86-7. 
90 MF35:9-11. 
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It is obligatory upon a Muslim that he should listen to the ruler and 
obey him whether he likes it or not, except that he is ordered to do a 
sinful thing. If he is ordered to do a sinful act, a Muslim should 
neither listen to him nor should obey his orders.91 
One who found in his leader something which he disliked should 
hold his patience, for one who separated from the main body of the 
Muslims even to the extent of a handspan and then he died would die 
the death of one belonging to jiihiliyya (the time of ignorance).92 
When two Muslims confront each other in fighting and one kills the 
other, then both the killer and the killed are in hell-fire. Someone 
said: "We understood that the killer is in hell, why then the one who 
is being killed? The Prophet said: "Because he also intended to kill 
the other person".93 
These hadiths are seen in two contexts: firstly, the hadiths teach Muslims to maintain 
cohesiveness; and secondly, the hadiths indicate that Islam does not tolerate baghy. 
lbn Taymiyya believes that in the issue above, that there has been a mixture 
of harmless (ma;;Glib) and harmful (mafosid). He states that an unjust imiim brings 
negative effects to the government of a nation due to the corruption of power. 
However, the act of divesting him of imiima is seen as bringing more negative effects 
to public interest because the process of divesting of power normally happens under 
a very aggressive uprising and that it causes a major public damage. Therefore, in 
this case, lbn Taymiyya tends to allow the appointment of an unjust imiim because it 
is considered to be less harmful.94 He quotes a hadith to support this claim: 
The best of your imiims are those whom you love and who love you, 
and for whom you pray and who pray for you:. and the wicked of 
91 MF35:8; see also $afu(l Bukhan: 'KiUib al-jihad', 2735; $afu(l Muslim, 'Kitab al-imara', 3423; 
Musnad, 219, 17, 62. 
92 MF35:7; see also $afu(l Bukhan: 'Kitab al-fitan', 6530-6531; $afu(l Muslim, 'Kitab al-imara', 3438; 
'Kitab al-janna', 4555; Musnad, 1/275,297. 
93 For the source of the hadith, see Subsection "the mubiiribln" in Chapter Three of this thesis. 
94 MF35:8, 10, 11, 16; Minhiij a/-sunna a/-nabawiyya, 2:85-7. 
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them are those of whom you are jealous and who are jealous of you, 
and whom you condemn and who condemn you. The men asked: 
"Should we not then fight them on this?" The Prophet answered: 
"No, as long as they pray. Beware! If anyone is ruled by the imtim 
and he sees him doing something that is a disobedience to God he 
should disapprove this disobedience but should not rebel against the 
imtim".95 
Nonetheless, Ibn Taymiyya's view does not negate at all the principle of al-amr bi 
al-ma 'ruf and al-nahy 'an al-munkar promoted by Islam. In other words, it does not 
make one passive toward the acts of munkar and it is the responsibility of the 
Muslims to change the negative environment.96 In this context, it does not diminish 
the rights of the imiim to obtain the advice of the people, but the execution of this 
responsibility is considered as a significant jihiid. A hadith states that the 
responsibility of upholding the truth before a cruel imiim is a jihiid: "The best jihiid 
is to speak a word of justice to an oppressive imiim".97 
This is not an easy task that can be carried out by everyone as it is a risky 
undertaking that normally will bring on a psychological dilemma between hope and 
fear if the truth is accepted or not. The process of giving criticism to the imiim 
depends on the many approaches taken including the consideration of the current 
situation and the acceptance of the imiim himself. In other words, this responsibility 
is a process of da 'wah that requires a variety of unique approaches and the creativity 
fth d - (• 98 o e a z. 
95 Khan, The Political Thought of lbn Taymiyah, p. 167; see $al;ib Muslim, 'KiUib al-janna', 4570, 
4574. 
96 Minhaj al-sunna al-nabawiyya, 2:86-7; Khan, The Political Thought oflbn Taymiyah, p. 164. 
97 See Abu Dawud, 'KiUib al-jihad', 4330. 
98 Khan, The Political Thought oflbn Taymiyah, p. 163. 
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The above discussion should help us formulate the general principles that 
guide baghy. To sum up, according to Ibn Taymiyya, baghy is a serious crime and 
punishable by death. He maintains that the Qur'an mandate in this issue is clear that 
jihiid or fighting against bughiih should only be regarded as a last resort after all 
other possible approaches have been taken in an attempt to solve whatever problems 
that one faces. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions can be deduced from this research. lbn Taymiyya lived in 
an era known for its political and social upheaval. He was subjected to various 
detentions and persecutions but nonetheless succeeded in achieving an elevated 
status as faqlh and mujiihid. Ibn Taymiyya played a noticeable role in expanding the 
concept of jihiid and baghy. His influence has been detected in several issues and 
important findings have been noted, some of which are: 
i) Ibn Taymiyya asserts that jihiid can be of two types: makkl and a 
combination of makkl and madanl The first type concerns jihiid bi al-
lisan, jihiid bi al-da 'wah and al-amr bi al-ma 'riif and al-nahy 'an al-
munkar as exemplified in the Prophet's da 'wah in Mecca. The second 
type concerns jihad on the battlefield, as exemplified in the Prophet's 
da 'wah in Medina. It has been shown in this study that the Meccan verses 
of jihiid signify da 'wah and other peaceful ways of jihiid. The Medinan 
verses ofjihad indicate the obligation ofjihiid on the battlefield. 
ii) Ibn Taymiyya resolves the problematical issue regarding al-jihad al-
G$ghar and al-jihad al-akbar. He rejects the distinction made between 
jihiid al-a$ghar and jihiid al-akbar and acknowledges the significance of 
jihiid against the lower self and jihiid against a visible enemy on the 
battlefield. Rather, in accordance with the Qur'an and hadith, fihad 
against the lower self is regarded as fart;l 'ayn and jihad against a visible 
enemy is regarded as fart;l kifoya. Ibn Taymiyya also asserts that there is 
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no contradiction between these two jihads, as they are always 1n 
agreement with one another. 
iii) Another interesting point is jihad against bughah. Baghy is a punishable 
crime in Islamic law. A baghi is a Muslim who isolates himself from the 
majority community, adopts a deviant point of view and rebels against the 
ruler. Ibn Taymiyya clarifies that the ruler must attempt reconciliation 
(i$la.(l) with the rebels (bughah). If they refuse and continue to fight, they 
are subject to jihad. The incident of the Great Fitna was selected as a case 
of study. A study of the Qur'an and hadith and Ibn Taymiyya's treatises 
affirms that the Companions were not bughah. In contrast, the Khawarij 
were bughah and subject to jihad. 
iv) The discussion of baghy in Islamic law is wide and complicated. This 
study does not clarify the whole issue of baghy which is beyond its scope. 
This research has only examined some of the jurists' opinions on baghy. 
Ibn Taymiyya analyses these various opinions and concludes that the 
jurists are confused with regard to the difference between fighting the 
Khawarij and fighting the Companions. 
Having discussed all these, it is suggested that further study of lbn Taymiyya's 
thinking on baghy should be undertaken in order to establish his views in greater 
detail. One would expect this to include consideration ~f his efforts to prove that al-
Shafi'1's rulings on baghy are incorrect, which would in turn lead to the question of 
lbn Taymiyya's role in clarifying and correcting this same issue in the Banball 
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